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Are you crazy enough to buy this tape? 
Take this test and find out.

1 The man who lives here is upset 
because ____________
A. He's just seen "Class of '86." 
B. He hasn't seen "Class of '86." 
C. He can't remember.

2. These creatures got almost totally 
wiped out until they ______. 
A. Stopped drinking and carousing. 
B. Became Republicans. 
C. Invented modern-day Yuppie 

sportswear.

3. This person plays
music.
A. Bad
B. Really bad
C. Accordion

SgSr •^.

One correct answer, and you'd better run right out and get 
your hands on this zany satire on the'80s. Remember, it's from 
National Lampoon, the same people who brought you Animal 
House, Lemmings and Vacation, so dress accordingly.

Two correct answers and both you and your analyst need 
to watch all the songs, .skits and mayhem of this ruthlessly 
funny review.

Three correct answers and you should not 
only go out and buy this tape you should *A 
be on it. After all, it's the ultimate lam- *' 
poon of everything we hold semi-sacred. +,

S9Q95 Available on VMS and Beta
LlU 1'ri.r

,+***

GU It+We stern 
Company

The greatest performer in the business?
TM & © 1987 Paramount Pictures Corp. All Rights Reserved.Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



WHAT DO THE FOLLOWING 
HAVE IN COMMON?

—A Davis, California, man told police there that someone had broken into his apartment and 
made a batch of Rice Krispies marshmallow treats, which were then left in the refrigerator. The 
burglar also dyed a bowl of rice green before escaping.

—The world record for automobile eating has been set by an Indian fakir. Mahegnay Souamin 
consumed an entire Chevrolet by dismantling it, cutting it into tiny pieces, and eating a few parts 
each day.

—The ninety-second Notional Lampoon True Facts Radio Show is the longest-running, most widely 
listened-to comedy feature in the nation.

—An employee of Germaine Monteil Cosmetics in Deer Park, New York, was critically burned 
when a vat of molten lipstick toppled over on him. ,

THEY'RE ALL

TRUE FACTS!

And you can hear other true facts on these fine radio stations throughout the nation:
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Zen Bastard

BY Paul Krassner

25
All-New Super-Colossal True Facts Section

Kdited by |ohn Mendel

8
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From Disco Fever to Disco Influenza

By Dave Ilan.son 
Illustrated hy Hand}'Jones
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Drinking Tips and Other War Stories

BY Michael Simmons
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Funny Pages

By Buddy Hickcrson
Ron Barrett
M. K. Brown
Rodrigues

15. K. Taylor
M. Marek

Rick Gearv

Cover: I know that many of you may ! 
ask yourself, "Why would they put a ! 
picture of a leotarded contortionist ; 
programmer on the cover?" Well, the ; 
answer is simple. Sometimes you've got' 
to do something different, daring, a 
tittle unusual, a little stupid, a little eye 
catching. Right? Of course. That's what 
sells magazines. Besides, we couldn't 
use the nude shots of Tipper Gore or 
the secret Polaroids of the doctors 
playing catch with the president's 
polyps, so we went with the next best 
thing. The shot is from a new book 
called How to Exercise with Your 
Computer by Colleen Collins, Mary 
McGrath, and Lacy Atkins. (Send S5.00 
in check or money order to Mary 
McGrath, Suite 54, 2801 B Ocean Park 
Blvd., Santa Monica, Calif. 90405.)
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Now Offering Shirts and Fine Sweaters fromFROG

FROG
National Lampoon offers 
the most prestigious 
shirts and sweaters in 
America, and at a price 
prestigious people can 
afford.

Please send me__National Lampoon 
Frog Shirts at $14.95 each, plus 
$1.50 for postage and handling.
WHITE;
BLUE:

YELLOW:

GREEN:

GRAY:

CAMEL:

_ small 
_ small 
_small 
_ small 
__ small 
_ small

_medium _ large
__med/um _laige
_ medium _ large
_medium _ large

_medium __large
_medium _ large

Please send me__National Lampoon 
Frog Sweaters at S20.95 each, plus 
$2.00 for postage and handling.
GRAY: _small _medium __large
BLACK: _small _medium _ large
CAMEL: _ small _medium _ large
BLUE: _ small _. medium _ large

NAME__________________________

ADDRESS, 

CITY__

I encloses___to:
National Lampoon. Dept. 887 
635 Madison Avenue 
We* Yoik. M. Y. 10022
Atew Vort tesidenis, please add S'/j oeiceni safes tax

The Frog family of fine apparel is 
proud to announce the introduction 
of the Frog Sweater. The Frog 
Sweater comes in three sizes and is 
a legend for its softness, warmth, 
and style. And Frog Clothing 
continues to offer the Frog Polo 
Shirt Both shirt and sweater sport 
the distinctive symbol of the Frog 
line, a double-amputee frog.

The unfortunate frog is your 
assurance that you have purchased 
the very finest. Wear your shirt with 
pride—with or without a Frog 
Sweater over it—whether you 
yourself have legs or not.

Frog Sweaters and Shins are 
available only by mail. The price? 
Sweaters are just $20.95 plus 
postage and handling. Polo shirts 
are $14.95 plus postage and 
handling.

Order your sweater and7or shirt 
today and ensure yourself of the 
respect your taste and discernment 
deserve.
Polo shirts available in:

White Blue Yellow

Green Gray Camel 
Sweaters available in:

Blue

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



EDITORIAL
A dedication.
To Charles Fort ( 1874-1932), father 

of the True Fact.
Now before any of the editors who 

have been compiling, collecting, cate 
gorizing, and cataloging National 
Lampoon True Facts for the last fifteen 
years get their bowels in an uproar 
over my chutzpah in dedicating this 
issue to someone who's been dead for 
over fifty years, and who has about the 
same name recognition in modern-day 
America as the third baseman for the 
1925 Dodgers, let me tell you about 
Charles Fort and why 1 consider him 
the true spiritual father of National 
Lampoon's True Facts section.

Charles Fort spent most of his life 
holed up in the New York Public 
Library (and for a few years, the British 
Museum), where he pored over the 
most popular as well as the most ar 
cane scientific journals, collecting 
weird facts that science couldn't ex 
plain, scribbling said facts down on tiny 
little scrip-scraps of colored paper until Charles Fort, True father of True Fads

these numbered in the thousands, and 
then parading these living, breathing 
exceptions to the rules of logic and ra 
tionality and, most of all, scientific de- 
corurn in a series of ama/ing books that 
were notable for their incredibly hu 
morous presentation, which obscured 
the amazingly synthetic intelligence 
that sought to make sense out of these 
excluded data.

Let me give you a list of things  
excuse me. True Facts that Charles 
Fort unearthed from the rubble and 
ruins of scientific exile: he found re 
ports of things that rained from the sky, 
including axes, birds, blood, coal, fish, 
frogs, gelatin, insects, manna, stones, 
turtles, and worms, oftentimes with 
Old Testament plague-like fun', num 
bering in the thousands, concentrated 
over a single area; weird unknown ob 
jects seen in the sky, including dirigi 
ble-like things years before dirigibles 
were invented; strange aerial detona 
tions and darknesses that rivaled the

continued on page 103
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THE MOST POPULAR T-SHIRT IN THE HISTORY 
OF THE NATIONAL LAMPOON IS AVAILABLE AS 
A SWEATSHIRT IN TWO DESIGNS THAT WILL 
MAKE DISNEY CRINGE!

Introducing the new National 
lampoon's Vacation Sweat 
shirt. On Hie left is the sweat 
shirt in precisely the same 
design as the enormously pop 
ular Vacation T-shirt. On the 
right Is the new "Walley 
World" Sweatshirt as worn by 
the Griswalds in National lam 
poon's European Vacation.

The demand for both these 
products has been unprece 
dented. Twenty million people 
in the United States and Canada 
saw National Lampoon's Euro 
pean Vacation in theaters, and 
we got more inquiries about 
the sweatshirts worn by 
"Clark" and "Rusty" in that 
picture than for any other such 
product in the sixteen-year his- 
tory of our magazine and 
movies.

National lampoon's 
Vacation T-shirt

Now both shirts are available in 
daxxltag white with full-color 
illustrations on the front. On 
the back H says National lam 
poon's Vacation. (What were

you expecting—E.T.?) Also, still 
available and still selling 
ridiculously well are the other 
movie T-shirts shown on this 
page.

National lampoon's 
Animal Home 
Baseball Shirt

National Lampoon '§
European Vacation 

shirt

Please send me: 
nSM HMD CILG 
nSM DMD 
nSM HMD 
DSM HMD 
DSM DMD
DSM DMD

DIG
nio
ruo 
HLG
DIG

National Lampoon, Oept. 887
635 Madison Avenue 

New York, New York 10022

NL European Vacation shirts @ $6.95 each 
NL Vacation shirts (A) @ $7.95 each 
NL Vacation shirts (B) @ $7.95 each 
NL Animal House baseball shirts @ $7.00 each 

GXL NL Vacation sweatshirts (A) @ $16.95 each 
NL Vacation sweatshirts (B) @ $16.95 each

Please add $1.00 per shirt lor postage and handling. New York residents, 
please add 8Va% soles tax.

Name _ _. _ . ________.„.________ —- ——— 
Address ...________________..._______
City State Zip

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Sirs:
I just read The Tower Commission 

Report, and boy! art- my lips tired.
Ronald Reagan 

Washington, D. C

Sirs:
Yellow, my baby! 
yellow, my honey! 
Yellow, my ragtime pal!

Deng Xiaoping 
People's Republic of China

Sirs:
Frankly, I don't sec- what the big deal 

is. My little pipsqueak brother goes 
around with a bunch of fruitcakes, gets 
a ring or something, and then boom, 
he's a celebrity. Now just compare that 
to somebody who's built the largest 
chain of auto-body repair shops in the 
whole goddamn village. We'll see who 
the damn celebrity is.

Wally Baggins 
Middle Earth

Sirs:
SKGBF seeks USM looking for a good 

time. Enjoy long walks, quiet dinners, 
embassies, and top-secret dossiers. 
Discretion assured.

Ivanna White 
Bakinna, U.S.S.R.

Sirs:
When I put Model Slash Actress on 

my resume, I really mean it.
Maria Hanson 

New York, N. Y.

Sirs-.
Ashtrays are aliens from outer space!
That's right. 1 said, ashtrays are aliens 

from outer space! They might act very 
quiet, but they're just waiting for the 
right moment to strike. Here's my 
proof:

 Ashtrays all look alike.
 Ashtrays all smell alike.
 Ashtrays sit in on important 

meetings.
 Ashtrays make a humming noise (if 

you listen carefully).
What do we do about it? I don't 

know. But putting out cigarettes in 
ashtrays should he avoided at all costs, 
because it really pisses them off. Also, 
never throw a cigarette into a toilet, 
because they're in on it too.

Carl Sagan
Los Angeles, Calif,

or wherever I'm from

Sirs:
Did you see her tit? Did you see her 

tit? Huh? You saw her tit. Did you see 
nipple? Did you see nipple? If you didn't 
see nipple you didn't see tit. Did you 
see nipple?

Joey Green
Third seat, fourth row

Sixth grade
Sirs:

Y'got little doggies, little kitties, little 
hamsters. But, ooooeeee, 1 tell you, no 
matter what you do to 'em, dey all 
gonna come out tastin' jus' like fish.

Justin "Cajun Chef" Wilson 
Shreveport, La.

Sirs:
In the future, everybody will be dead 

for at least fifteen minutes.
Andy Warhol 
East ofEdie

Sirs:
So . .. can I buy you a drink? You 

know, the gin and tonic is used by the 
Wazoumi tribe of Burundi as a fertility 
drug. That's a very pretty dress. Turns 
out that passionate sex can actually 
raise your IQ. I love your hair. Y'know, 
my dick is eleven feet long. Ob, sure. 
I'd, uh, love to meet your husband.

Robert Ripley 
At a singles bar

Sirs:
I'm here. Yon can't see me. But I'm 

here.
A Booger

The egg salad
Burger King salad bar

Sirs:
"Ask not what fear can do for you. 

Ask what you can fear for your country 
itself!"

F.DJ.F.K. 
ffydannis Pork, New MassaYorksetts

Sirs:
See, I was like completely 

embarrassed, like, caused a total scene 
over dinner when I told my parents I'd 
landed a big part in John Holmes's next 
movie and then like my parents turned 
beeeeeeeccet-red and then I realized 
what I'd said and I was totally 
obliterated to learn that they'd heard of 
him and I just know they feel the same 
and I could just scream now.

Molly Ringwald 
San Fernando Valley

Sirs:
You mean I lived three years on 

stinking tuna fish and celery for this? If 
you see Dom DeLuise, tell him I hate 
his guts.

James Coco 
Heaven

Sirs;
My favorite movies? 
Oh, Friday the I3tb, Halloween, 

Prom Night, anything that shows a lot 
of teenagers getting killed.

Mom 
At home

Sirs:
After all these years the truth must be 

known. I am Dorothy's surrogate 
mother.

Auntie Em 
Kansas, Kans.

Sirs: 
Bubble, bubble,
Toilet trouble..,

Loo Shakespeare
Plumbers "R" Us 

continued on page 11

"I told you to use a condom."
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TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX *»>. AN INTERSCOfE COMMUNICATIONS M** A WE ROTH n. ROBERT CARRAUINE REVENGE OF THE NERDS II. NERDS IN PARADISE 
s^.*, ,, ANTHONY EDWARDS t^^JOE ROTH .w-th^c^TIM METCALFE & MICUEL TEWDA-fljORES * STI^^E XACHAR1AS & JEFF BUIiAI \Cfo 
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Starts July 1O At Theatres Everywhere.
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TIPS
AND 

OTHER 
WAR 

STORIES
by Michael Simmons

o 
o o
o
o

I was standing on line at one of those 
cash machines the other clay those 
computerized tellers that never go 
home or take weekends off. The 

ones that come in handy at five A.M. 
on a Sunday after a long Saturday night 
and you can't pay the cabdriver he- 
cause you just paid your bar tab and 
you forgot that you left yourself with a 
dollar and the meter reads S4.80. Yeah. 
those cash machines. So I'm standing in 
line with a Classic Hangover and 
there's some fat guy using the machine 
and he's in a jogging suit and every 
time he presses a button he lackadaisi 
cally turns and stares off into space and 
when the machine asks him if he wants 
another transaction he presses "yes" 
and all 1 want is twenty bucks to go get 
myself a nice, spicy Shrimp Vindaloo 
which is great for the morning after be 
cause the spice releases the endorphins 
which are the body's natural opiate and 
this dude is taking his sweet time 
which is probably two minutes hut 
feels like two hours. This is a fast- 
paced, harried, eat-you-alive world we 
live in and hangovers only aggravate- 
that sad reality. What I'm trying to say 
is that in this hyperaware state I'm in, a 
state in which my perception is acute, 
to say the least, the asshole's got Bad 
Cash Machine Etiquette. After all, this 
insufferable yupster ought to know 
what condition I'm in and show that 
he's at least making an effort to con 
clude his business quickly, right?

Well, wrong. Actually, 1 mean, I'm 
really asking a lot. He doesn't know me 
from the lady wearing the odious per 
fume standing behind me. But the pre 
vious night of drinking has altered my 
ability to discern right from wrong,

leaving me deluded and feeling self- 
righteous. In other words, my reality is 
shtupped.

Hut then, that's what it's about, isn't 
it? Altered states and all that. I'rom the 
drinking stage- to the hung-over after 
math, there's a difference between 
drunk and sober. Sober and hung over 
are two states 1 could do without, al 
though the latter is inevitable when 
one enjoys the drinking stage as much 
as I do. I enjoy it for the very same rea 
son many people are terrified of it. It 
encourages you to do things you'd 
never do sober.

I was recently reading about a popu 
lar college basketball player who was 
coked out for much of his champion 
ship season. It seems when he and his 
team went to the obligatory While 
House photo opportunity, this nostril- 
packing basket stuffer was wacked out 
on Tributes to F.lvis (a code name for 
cocaine, don't ask me why). He stood 
behind the Great Communicator (no 
doubt chomping his teeth and looking 
for a men's room) and had the sudden 
desire to simply tweak the back of the 
president's head. In case you don't 
know, a tweak is when you put your 
forefinger behind your thumb and let 
your forefinger snap forward, deliver 
ing a slight sting to your victim. Com 
mon sense overcame him and Reagan 
remained untweaked. 1 believe tweak 
ing a president is still punishable by 
death.

Hearing of this incident led me to 
fantasize about all the things I'd love to 
do but never have and could only pos 
sibly do while shit-faced. Here are 
some:
  Run up to mv heartthrob Dehra

Winger and ask her if "Nicholson was 
honing you during Terms of Endear 
ment. Enquiring minds want to know, 
Wingding." I'm the jealous type
  Stand up on a table at Nell's (the 

only place you can stand without being 
crushed by a sea of so-called humanity) 
and ask why anybody in his right mind 
would stand outside in the rain in or 
der to gain entry into a club where it 
takes an hour to get a drink. My friends 
John Duke Kisch and Billie Woods re 
cently took me to this trendy New 
York nightspot and I still haven't 
forgiven them.

  When Mayor Ed Koch asks, 
"How'm I doin'?" I would tell him that 
New York City was a nicer place to 
live in when it was bankrupt. Because 
of the mayor's friendship with sky 
scraper-screwy realtors, rents are pro 
hibitive, sunlight is diminishing, and 
the politicos are crooks. That's how 
he's doin'.

  Perpetuate violence against several 
movie-studio and record-company ex 
ecutives, because illiteracy and tone- 
deafness in those professions should 
not go unpunished. They shall go 
nameless because I am still a writer 
and musician and the bar tab cannot 
remain unpaid forever.
  Ditto for rock critics who rarely 

know anything about music but know a 
lot about style, trends, and philosophy. 
To paraphrase: If you can't rock, 
criticize.
  Tweak Ronald Reagan. 
1 have lived out man)' of my fanta 

sies, Like the time 1 jammed with Joe 
Cocker and Rick Danko unannounced 
and uninvited at a small club in the San 
Fernando Valley out there on the Left 
Coast, Joe and I did a great duet on 
[.eon Russell's "Delta Lady." It was a 
dream come true, only to be interrupt 
ed by a pretty understanding bouncer, 
who had to make not one, but two 
trips to the stage. My friends Casey Sil 
ver and Tia Brclis decided it would be 
best if we split. Personally, 1 think they 
were just envious of me.

If you, the reader, have any fantasies 
that you could only realize while 
numbnutted, write to me, Michael 
Simmons, War Correspondent, care of 
the National Lampoon. Maybe we'll 
print 'em. Hnquiring minds want to 
know.

1 can just see them now: 
"Dear Mr. Simmons: I would like to 

get gla/ed and throttle you for writing 
that inane piece of trash called "Drink 
ing Tips" that I find in even1 issue of 
the National Lampoon. Who cares that 
you like to drink. It doesn't mean 
you're qualified to pass off that verbal 
vomit as writing... ." 
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LETTERS
continued from page 8

Sirs:
Sharp remark. 
Witty comeback. 
Sty aside. 
Tense banter, 
Sexual innuendo, 
Repeat.

Maddie & Dave 
Smug City

Sirs:
Okay, like we all have trouble talking 

to girls, right? Okay. Well, like here's a 
line that I use to get started. Okay. And 
it goes like this: "Baby, you've really got 
some pair of tits. And I don't mean that 
in a crude, cheap way I mean it in a 
loving, gentle way. 'Cause in this crazy 
world of ours, we have to find reasons 
to live anywhere we can. And I'm 
lookin' at two of them right now. So 
when I say I want to do a pork job on 
you, I'm not saying it because I want to 
use you. I'm simply expressing my 
sexuality in a natural, joyous way." 
Never fails.

l.eo Buscaglia, Ph.D. 
Singles Bar Symposium

Sirs.
I'd like to thank the United Tavern 

Owners of I toward Beach. New York, 
for their generous gilt to our "Feed 
lUhiopia" drive. Regrettably, the 2, l-i-4 
used urinal cakes arc too nutritionally 
lacking for present distribution. 
However, should the drought 
continue ...

Bob Gelding
Snacks for Klacks

Aflilis Ahiibu, I:tbioj)ia

Sirs:
Give a better blowjob, and the world 

will beat a path lo your door.
Name Withheld by Request

Hollywood, Calif.

Sirs:
There have been allegations that 

members of the Indianapolis Colts 
defensive squad have been seen 
hanging out in notorious gay bars such 
as the Don't Drop the Soap liar and 
others. Let me explain. As coach, I 
decided that, to bolster our weak 
defense, we had to add a new 
dimension to our game plan, so I 
ordered my men to the gay bars. Now 
whenever an opposing player gets the 
ball, he must worry not only about 
being tackled but about getting boned 
up the ass as well.

Coach Ron Meyer 
Indianapolis, Ind.

Sirs:
Jim Bakker is completely forgiven, for 

I have seen his wife and would have 
nailed that secretary too.

The Lord Your God 
,4 cable channel near yon

We were watching the news and we 
got a look at some of those Russian 
twinkies the Marines got to stick it in 
and we got to tbinkin', shoot, maybe if 
they'd let us dork some of them pinko 
sweeties we'd he willin' to work 
something out in trade for all that 
wheat.

Rirmers Ed Henley & Garrod Morse 
Nebraska and Lonesome

Sirs:
Mekka lekka hi mekka hini ho. 

Mekka lekka hi mekka chonni bo. 
Mekka iekka la la la la la la.

National Security Council 
Washington, O.C

Sirs:
Ah, yes. We know we're in the 

middle ot summer when the Sparrows 
return to cappuccino. Yes, once again, 
the Sparrow family, George and Iktna of 
Brooklyn, New York, have started 
drinking cappuccino. They go back to it 
every year at this time and I don't 
blame them. Who can stand espresso all 
the time?

Sterling Rodroar 
<iiulissimo's Restaurant

Sirs;
We'd like to publicly invite the 

participants and organizers of the 
America's Cup race to consider our fair 
city as the location tor their next series. 
Not only do we offer scenic beauty and 
friendly people, but I think we can 
guarantee the best TV ratings in the 
history of the event.

Arnold Schuss, Mayor 
Niagara /-'alls, Ont.

Not just any shroud, but the finest 
spun silk from the Orient, measured 
and sewn by Europe's foremost tailors! 
And just look at the regal splendor of 
this golden coffin, handmade by experts 
and sealed in a lead-lined vault! Wait! 
Here's the preacher to say the last 
respects .... But that's not a minister! 
It's Richard Dawson!

Robin Leach 
Deathstyles of the Rich and Famous

Sirs:
Go ahead. '117 to escape me. You 

can't! I'm everywhere! You puny 
creatures and your pathetic attempts to 
pull away make me laugh! Laugh, I tell 
you! Ha! Ha-ha-ha-ha-haaah!

The Force of Gravity 
Underneath your floors

Nothing but the Holy Ghost comes 
between me and my Calvins.

Jessica Hahn 
Massapecfua, N. Y.
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nBastard

A s my plane was taking off for 
Phoenix, Arizona, the 
stewardess announced that we 
were going to Las Vegas, 

Nevada. But just as my adrenal gland 
weni into action, she added, "April 
fool!" So I really was on my way to a 
humor conference at the state 
university campus after all. There were 
1,500 educators whose scholarly 
passion is humor research.

William Fry, author of Sweet 
Madness: A Study of Humor, was 
delivering a luncheon keynote address, 
"Fear of laughter." He pointed out that 
in the 1300s, in Prance, "any humorous 
public presentation or activity or farce 
or carnivals" were banned, based on 
the view that various national tragedies 
occurred as heavenly reprisals for 
"dissolute and sacrilegious" behavior. 
Humor was labeled "ungodly" and 
"sinful."

In the 1700s, in England, "comedy, 
comedians, humor, carnivals, festivals, 
dancing, and the Maypole" were 
banned. Theologians denounced 
humor, which appeals to worldly 
interests and love of life, since "it is the 
part of the wise man and the Christian 
to hate all such things."

And in the 1900s, in Germany, Adolf 
Hitler instituted a special court to try 
cases of people found to be creating 
humor at the expense of Hitler and 
other Nazi leaders. "Comedians and 
humorists accused of making fun of the 
Nazis were sentenced by this court, 
and some were actually executed for 
their crimes."

There was a rumor circulating at this 
humor conference a rumor that 
remained unconfirmed that Holland 
has a law forbidding humor based on 
stereotypes. A British sociologist 
proclaimed; "This confirms our 
traditional view of a Dutchman as 
being a German with the brains 
knocked out of him."

And, as if in defiance of that law, a 
psychology professor told a Polish joke: 
There were these two Polacks who 
were sharing a hypodermic needle.

Somebody asked if they weren't afraid 
of catching AIDS. "No," came the reply. 
"We got condoms on."

Then there was an argument over 
whether a particular line "A l-'ilipino 
contortionist is a Manila folder" was 
an ethnic joke or a pun.

According to Alan Harris's 
presentation, "Pun makers manipulate 
well-known, rule-bound linguistic 
configurations, constructs, and entities 
in order to achieve the literal or oral 
metaphor the pun and the hearer or 
reader must heiiristically apply 
linguistic knowledge to the icon or 
sign in a similarly ordered, generative 
fashion so as to fully appreciate the 
meaning that the pun presents."

A comedienne who teaches in traffic 
school pointed out that "women 
drivers were always the butt of jokes, 
but thank God for Orientals."

Among thi; different types of humor 
was humor of the oppressed. William 
Thompson's paper, "The American 
Indian's Attempt to Get the Last 
Laugh," included this recipe for Dog 
Head Stew:

"Carefully prepare one medium dog 
head, removing hair and teeth from 
jawbones, putting these aside for future 
use. Into kettle, add heaping handfuls 
of eamas bulbs and cattail roots. The 
eggs from two medium-size salmon 
may be combined with water to cover. 
Place over fire and bring to boil for 
three hours. It is customary to observe 
the rites of preparation in order to 
have all present appreciate the dish 
that will begin the feast. At the proper 
moment, using the ceremonial arrow, 
impale the dog head and bring forth for 
all to observe the excellence of the 
dish, Then allow fifteen to thirty 
minutes for all whites to excuse 
themselves and leave for home. Bury 
stew in backyard and bring forth the 
roasted turkey with all the trimmings. 
In this way, a fifteen pound turkey will 
do nicely."

A more contemporary example
continued on page 101

"Are you the one who pressed the elevator button about a 
hundred times?"
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PLEDGE $8.95 AND SAVE 
GEORGE FROM BEING 
CALLED HOME TO GOD

Y es, the Lord does work in 
mysterious ways. It seemed 
like any other spring night 
as George Agoglia, our pub 

lisher and executive vice president, 
was processing the last few papers 
on his desk before his long drive back 
to his lovely wife and family in Brook 
lyn. But suddenly he feit light-head 
ed, and a strange ethereal music 
filled his office, arid out of nowtiece a 
majestic-looking old man, with a full 
flowing white beard, was sitting right 
across from him. It was God.

THERE IS NO 
MINIMUM WAGE OF 
SIN

What God told George that night 
was most marveloiis and wondrous, 
There was a blight on the land, God 
said, a blight caused by the wicked 
machinations of Satan. False proph 
ets abounded, the mighty were the 
scourge of the meek, the would-be 
righteous had been seduced by the 
Molochs of Greed, Lust, and Envy. 
America was Satan's playground. But

there was a way out of this spiritual 
morass, a way to redeem the millions 
of Americans transfixed by the Wicked 
One's glittery allure. The road to re 
demption was humor, God told 
George, and the National Lampoon 
was the oasis by the side of the road.

SATAN HAS NO 
SENSE OF HUMOR

Humor can heal, humor can 
soothe, humor can set one on the 
straight and narrow. Satan has no 
sense of humor, God told George. 
There's nothing funny about spending 
eternity stoking the fires of perdition. 
BUT NOT ENOUGH PEOPLE KNOW THIS, 
God sighed. So Geotge Agoglia was 
elected to be the bearer of His crucial 
message.

WE NEED 8,000,000 
NEW SUBSCRIBERS 
BY THE END OF 
FISCAL 1987
"Go forth and carry My message that 
satire is next to Godliness. Bring me a

legion to enter into this new Comedy 
Covenant. And if you have to, give 
them a discount on their subscrip 
tions, lust get me 8,000,000 new 
subscribers by the end of this fiscal 
year, or I'm calling you home." With 
that, God was gone in a flash and 
George was left holding the mailbag.

HELP GEORGE COME 
DOWN FROM THE 
ROOF OF
REDEMPTION

And so George retreated to the roof 
of our offices on Madison Avenue to 
meditate and pray for the salvation of 
America's soul through satire. And 
George decreed that from this day for 
ward till the end of fiscal 1987, the 
subscription prices to the Nations! 
Lampoon. God's Chosen Humor Maga 
zine, should be slashed. Buy a one-, 
two-, or three-year subscription and 
save not only your soul but seven 
smackeroos! Help George come down 
from his exile and lead you to the land 
of mirth and humor. Let me hear you 
say, I'M IN!

Sign me up. I'm subscribing so George can 
come down from the roof of redemption and 
direct the battle against the dark forces of evil 
and bad humor.
I have checked the term of the subscription I want, so rush me my 
first issue.

Make all checks payable to:
National Lampoon, Dept. NL 887

635 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Three-year subscription D $30.95 (Deduct $7.00) You pay $23.95 
Two-year subscription D $23.95 (Deduct $7.00) You pay $16.95 
One-year subscription G $15.95 (Deduct $7.00) You pay $8.95 
Add $5.00 per yeaf for Canada, Mexico, or foreign delivery. Make check or 
money order, in U.S. funds, payable to National Lampoon. For even faster 
service, call toll-free 1-800-331-1750 and ask for Operator #31.

Name _. 
Address. 
City_ . State Zip

D Check enclosed 
MasterCard # ____ 
Visa #_______

DBill me D Charge to my ; 
_—_ MasterCard Interbank # __

. Expiration Date__
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DON'T BE MEESE-LED.
The Meese Commission Exposed is must read 
ing for everyone concerned about creeping cen 
sorship in our society. Literary, artistic, social, 
religious, intellectual and political freedom of 
thought is being threatened.

The biases and abuses of the Attorney General's 
Commission on Pornography, appointed with the 
charge of "controlling" what our laws do not even 
define, have aroused the concern of many 
Americans.

On January 16,1986, the National Coalition 
Against Censorship brought together well-known 
writers, feminists, actors, psychiatrists, lawyers and 
psychologists at a Public Information Briefing to 
answer the Meese Commission. Actress Colleen 
Dewhurst, author Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., and feminist 
Betty Friedan among others spoke out fervently on 
the growing wave of attacks—on the national, state

and local levels—on sexually related expression. 
This booklet presents the vital information covered 
in this historic public information briefing.

It is must reading for all who cherish freedom of 
thought, expression and choice in our country, and 
wish to see these freedoms preserved.

To order The Meese Commission Exposed, write to: 
National Coalition Against Censorship, 132 West 43rd 
Street, New York, NY 10036 or call (212) 944-9899. 
Postpaid copies are $6. Bulk rates on request.
The NATIONAL COALITION AGAINST CENSORSHIP, founded 
in 1974, is a broad-based non-profit, non-partisan coalition of 
religious, educational, professional, artistic, labor and civil rights 
organizations. The Coalition opposes censorship and advocates 
First Amendment rights.
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Circulation: Very nice, thank you

All the news that pays the best

U.S. EMBASSY TOILETS 
BUGGED IN U.S.S.R.

Citing a serious security
breach in U.S. embassy toi 
lets in Moscow, the State De 
partment has announced it 
will send over Port-O-Sans 
for the ambassador's use. In 
a report made to Congress, it 
was revealed that the porta 
ble toilets are necessary be 
cause the ambassador's 
flatulence is in code.

The ambassador consumes 
a meal at night specially pre 
pared by a CIA chef, and the 
next day the code cornea out 
in the form of flatulence. "It's 
vital to our national security 
that the toilets be secure and 
the Soviets do not intercept 
the ambassador's gaseous 
evacuations," said a high- 
ranking State Department 
official.

Listening devices that 
were planted in embassy toi 
let paper were discovered 
only after tragedy struck. A 
bug short-circuited and elec

trocuted low-level diplomat 
Arthur Lang shortly after he 
relieved himself. Mr. Lang is 
listed in serious condition in 
a Moscow hospital, suffering 
from burns, shock, and an 
anus that is welded shut.

"We always wondered why 
Soviet toilet paper was so 
thick and coarse," said the 
U.S. ambassador to the Sovi 
et Union, Jack Matlock, Jr. 
"In America our toilet paper 
is generally two-ply. In the 
Soviet Union, it's forty- 
seven-piy and hollow in the 
middle."

Until the Port-O-Sans do 
arrive. Congress has asked 
the ambassador to refrain 
from relieving himself. The 
ambassador replied he would 
"hold out for as long as I can. 
But I had an extra cup of cof 
fee this morning and it 
might prove difficult."

 A.S. Soviet KGB agents replacing toilet paper in U. 
embassy toilets.

S.
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JUDGE DECLARES
SECULAR HUMANISM

A RELIGION
Atheists, Agnostics, and Anybody Now Tax-Free!

Overjoyed by the ruling of
U.S. District Judge W. 
Brevard Hand that "secular 
humanism" must be consid 
ered a religion under the 
First Amendment, millions 
of citizens will now receive 
tax-free status as ministers 
of the newly acknowledged 
church.

Secular humanism (an off 
beat cult of teachers, doctors, 
lawyers, professional ath 
letes, scientists, writers, car 
penters, housewives, adver 
tising executives, farmers, 
musicians, cocktail waitress 
es, students, salesmen, come 
dians, ironworkers, sailors, 
crossing guards, mail carri

ers, hair stylists, and the un 
employed), has no official 
dogma, holds no official 
meetings, operates no mis 
sions, and requires no sing 
ing of inspirational songs.

"Being a clergyman in this 
religion is easy!" enthused 
one avowed humanist, a Chi 
cago insurance broker. "My

house is now an untaxable 
parsonage, my secular in 
come is mine-all-mine, and 
my employer can't fire me for 
skipping work to observe im 
portant religious holidays, 
like my birthday and the 
Cubs' home opener."

 R.L.

UNITED 
STATES

TO
CHANGE 
NAME

Conforming with the re 
cent corporate trend of re- 
placing traditional 
company names with 
meaningless polysyllables 
(Navistar), meaningless 
letter sequences (USX), 
and meaningless abbrevi 
ations (Unisys), the Rea 
gan administration, in a 
move to emphasize the 
need for a new competi 
tive spirit in American 
business and society, has 
announced it will ask Con 
gress to change the name 
of the country to Unistar 
Ameritex.

In a related story, Sam 
my Davis, Jr. has an 
nounced that, to bolster 
his sagging career, he has 
changed his name to 
SAMDAX.

—R.L.

Performance 
Artist Displays 
Mucus
New York artist Roger
Edwissian had observers 
watching in horror as he 
spewed out over three 
pounds of greenish-yellow 
phlegm from his mouth and 
nose onto a 17 x 34 white 
canvas.

Several people ran away in 
shock during the display. 
"This is me," said Edwissian 
after the event. "They all 
think it's gross, but I'm a se 
rious artist. I studied with 
LeRoy Neiman for three 
years. He taught me how to 
paint with what's inside me. 
In fact, he just showed me a 
new way to get brilliant 
crimson tones by smashing low from inside his ear, but the canvases. The profits will 
my nose with a brick prior to I'm thankful to him for giv- be donated to the New York 
spraying. Of course, he has ing me the tips and guidance Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat 
some secrets that he will he has." Hospital. 
never reveal to anyone, like Edwissian is asking a 
how he gets that vibrant yel- thousand dollars and up for &

—P.K..

Contributors:
Mark Groubert
Dave Hanson

Bob Harris

Michael Jann
Peter Kleinman

Richard Levinson

Bruce Jay Paskow
Andy Simmons

P. C. Strupp
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SECURITY
The Los Angeles Dodgers organi 
zation has decided to beef up secu 
rity around Dodger Stadium. The 
measures are designed to guard 
against possible retribution by mili 
tant blacks angry over statements 
made by former vice president in 
charge of player personnel, Al 
Oampanis. Campanis stated, "They 
[blacks | may not have some of the 
necessities to be, let's say, a field 
manager, or perhaps a general man 
ager .... Why are black people not 
good swimmers? Because they don't 
have the buoyancy." The Dodgers 
said they will make the stadium 
more secure by encircling the hall- 
park with forty-seven Olympic-size 
swimming pools.  A.S.

TammyNot 
So Divine

Transvestite actor Divine
announced he is filing a one-million - 
dollar suit affain.it Tammy Rakke.r 
for alleged theft of image and unau 
thorized itKe of a false-eyelash, con 
cept. According to Divine, he first- 
met Tammy in a Baltimore drug 
store in 1967. "She was a little noth 
ing burger," says the three- 
hundred-pound makeup innovator, 
"who didn't know an eyeliner from a 
fountain pen,"

Divine claims that Tammy prom 
ised never to go public with her 
"m.akeoi>er." She kept her terrible se 
cret until the recent sex -for -Jesus 
scandal prompted Tammy to come 
out. with a book of advice for cosmeti- 
calty deprived Christians, —B.J.P.

•lave you tried Lynchbuig Lemonade? It's a great new way to dunk lack Daniel's in (tie summer

AT JACK DANIELS DISTILLERY, in Lynchburg, 
Tennessee, we don't believe in hurrying our
summers.

Two of our barrelmen have some whiskey to
unload in a nearby warehouse. But first they're
taking time to chat about crops and
ball scores and where good fish can
be found. You see, both of these
gentlemen know it takes years and
years for a batch of Jack Daniel's to
gain maturity. If it's five minutes
late to the warehouse, there's not
much cause for concern.

SMOOTH S I P P I N ' 
TENNESSEE WHISKEY

Tennessee Whiskey80-90 Proof-Distilled and Boltled by tack Daniel Distillery 
Lem Motlow. Proprietor. Roule 1. Lynchburg (Pop. 361). Tennessee 37352
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CALLING ALL FALLING STARS' — ***
n GET "REHABILITATED" AND GET FAMOUS ft

WILLIAM MORRIS CLINIC
/OR

PROMOTIONAL REHABILITATION
/•m'/ni/*. o/' a// l/iosc seemintf/y dead-i areered burnout •< who all of <i
ridden got lhe/me/ves />,K k in (he limelight and u'or/nec/ t/7e/> iv<iy
onto the hot /i.si.s ,!/"((¥ fe/( k/nj; ,m addiction problem? Sick o/". seeing
people who were horn with 'ess (tan <> r»<i/f hour's vvo/'f/i of ta/enf

but who, because they knocked a monkey oil their back, now enjoy
lucrative TV ,md movie contract*, hi^-money hook deals, com(,im
<>vpmure in (he tahloid*, <im/ more (<i/fc show invitations (h.m (hey

have (/me /'or:' We//, now for (be first lime, you don'j neec/ (o have a
nose like an /f/ec/ro/ux or a //Ver //fee l/ie Cireal .Sponge of Caracas (o

j>el ifoe press working tor you! Thanks lo ihe WiSiiam Morris Clinic lot
Promotional Rehabilitation, you don't have (o have a potentially
painful draft or alcohol problem (o enjoy the career-enhancing

benefit* of one. All you have fo do is s/( back in the air-conditioned
comfort of your suite while we leak ju*l enough information lo

Irif&er a Hollywood-wide furor!

Don't believe it could work? Ha! Take a look at the list below. All the people whose names you sec 
HAVE BEEN STRAIGHT AND SOBER THEIR WHOLE LIVES!!!

MARY TYLER MOORE 
DENNIS HOPPER 
GELSEY KIRKLAND 
LIZ TAYLOR 
RICHARD PRYOR 
JOEY HEATHERTON

MACKENZIE PHILLIPS 
JAMES TAYLOR 
JUDY CARNE 
JERRY LEE LEWIS 
WENDY 0. WILLIAMS 
JOHNNY CASH

HEATHER THOMAS 
NELL CARTER 
CAROL BURNETT 
GREGG ALLMAN 
DAVID CROSBY 
LAUREN TEWES

That's right, Ihe above junkies celebrcs have never had problems with 
drugs or alcohol. What they did have is a need to give a sagging career a boost!

Does that make you bristle with rage? Well, it shouldn't. It should make
you tingle with excitement, because now the same opportunity is 

available to yon, a falling Hollywood star. You too can go from ignored 
to exalted in a few short months just by getting your name back in the

tabloids! Not to mention book deals, feature stories in name
magazines, and attractive new companions! And the only price you'll

have to pay is that you're restricted to Perrier in public!
_______And athletes— take a look at this list o( clients!

STEVE HOWE • DWIGHT GOODEN • HOLLYWOOD HENDERSON * 
DARRELL PORTER • KEITH HERNANDEZ • ROD SCURRY • BOB WELCH • 

'"" *to LAWRENCE TAYLOR • MICHEAL RAY RICHARDSON • TIM RAINES • 
fj DEREK SANDERSON * MERCURY MORRIS •

The long-term benefits you as an athlete will reap— the 
exposure you'll get from doing designer-jacket anti-drug 
TV spots and feature interviews, -will do wonders to hol 
ster sales a! ihe inevitable car dealership in your future! 
Not lo mention invaluable TV production experience and 
one lucrative speaking engagement nfler another!

Q: Everyone knows a snort in the nose can give a career 
a shot in the arm, but what if I don't have the time or 
the constitution to develop an addiction? 
A: The WILLIAM MORRIS CLINIC has got the answers 
you're looking for!

Hey—we know you're a star, we're not really going to make you scrub toilets! When you're at the William
Mom's Clinic you'll he: polishing your writing skills * learning how to use (he tabloids and the paparazzi to full
advantage * learning how to GET SEEN * learning how to leave the press BEGGING FOR MORE!!! We'll even

map out a "post-rehah" itinerary for you, and tell you how to wangle your way into paparazzi-addled "star
hangouts" like Spago and finagle your way—in a flashy photogenic getup, of course—into the all-important

______________________________awards dinners. ______________________________
So caff 555-STAR and make an appointment. . . today! 

***********************
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Why Put an Alligator on Your Chest 
When You Can Face the World with
Yes, folks, the world of 
fashion is on fire. The 
/Warty Moose Polo 
Shirt and Marty Moose 
Sweater are now avail 
able for the whole 
family. You remember 
Marty. He greeted 
the Griswolds at the 
entrance to Walley 
World in National Lam 
poon's Vacation. And 
Clark and Rusty Griswold 
wore our popular Marty 
Moose sweatshirts in 
National Lampoon's 
European Vacation.
Marty Moose Shirts and 
Sweaters come in three 
sizes, and they're soft 
(they don't itch), warm, 
and stylish. The polo 
shirts are great for polo 
(natch), golf. Trivial 
Pursuit, and, of course, 
crotch hockey. And you 
can tie the sweater 
around your neck so you 
can look like every other 
idiot, except that you 
have Marty Moose on 
your breast instead of 
an alligator!
Marty Moose Shirts and 
Sweaters are available 
only by mail. The price? 
Polo shirts are $14.95 
plus postage and han 
dling. Marty Moose 
Sweaters are just $20.95 
plus postage and 
handling.

/Warty 
Moose?

Please send me. Marty Moose
Polo Shirts at $14.95 each, plus $1.50 
for postage and handling.
WHITE: — small —medium —large
BLUE: _ small _ medium —large
YELLOW: _ small _medium _ large

Please send me ____ Marty Moose
Sweaters at $20.95 each, plus $2.50 
for postage and handling.
CRAY: 

BLACK:

ADDRESS. 

CITY ___

_small —medium _ large 
_ small _ medium _ large

I enclose $_ .to:
National Lampoon, Dept. Oept. 887
635 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. t0022
New York residents, please add 8!/i percent sales ta

So order yourself a shirt 
and sweater today and 
wear the noble Moose 
(Marty, that is) with 
pride.

Polo shirts available in:

Sweaters available in:
'WLtl U^«
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Philippine President 
Corazon Aquino
Opens Health Club
Prompted by the popular 
ity of recently released tapes, 
of ousted dictator 
Ferdinand Marcos exercising 
in exile, Philippine Presi 
dent Corazon Aquino has 
opened a health club. To 
mark the grand opening, the 
chirpy president herself 
leads a "Firm Fannies" class. 

Black market footage 
showing onetirae leader 
Marcos practicing a topless 
hybrid of shadowboxing and 
disco juking reached Manila 
in January and caused a 
furor. The Aquino cabinet

became concerned as Marcos 
loyalists took to doing jump 
ing jacks in the streets and 
newspaper editorials sug 
gested that His Former 
Excellency may indeed be in 
better aerobio-muscular 
shape than Aquino.

Ever sensitive to public 
opinion and her own tenuous 
popularity, Aquino quickly 
opened the first "Body by 
Gory" gym. Resplendent in a 
yellow headband, tight yel 
low shorts, and a T-shirt, she 
declared at the opening, "I've 
put aside affairs of state and

come to my grand opening to 
accomplish something last 
ing for the Filipinos. I want 
to see some tight tushies."

Working to a recording of 
current Philippine Top 40 hit 
"Let's Get Physical," Aquino 
put thirty-odd sweaty wom 
en through a twenty-minute 
workout, at the end of which 
an assistant brought her a 
walnut, a spoon, and a key. 
President Aquino stepped 
out of her shorts and, in a 
display of buttock strength, 
shattered the walnut be 
tween her cheeks, then flat

tened the spoon similarly. 
"Strength means nothing 
without flexibility," the di 
minutive leader quipped, 
and she slowly lowered her 
buttocks over the key, 
gripped it. and picked it up. 

Though the Philippine 
physical fitness question has 
been laid to rest. Aquino's 
cabinet remains concerned 
about possible comparisons 
of breast sizes. While Mrs. 
Aquino is a B cup, the 
Marcos videotape indicates 
that Mr. Marcos could possi 
bly wear a C. —P.C.S.

"Pepe," the world's wealthiest burro, continues to celebrate after winning the Mexican Lottery's biggest 
jackpot in history (forty-eight million pesos) by taking yet another joyride in his newly purchased heli 
copter,—M.J.
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A new line of clothing for people with bladder prob 
lems was unveiled today at an American Medical As 
sociation fashion show. This durable vinyl evening 
gown can be worn for up to seventy-two hours. — M.J.

Defense Secretary Caspar Weinherger today denied 
charges that the president's trillion-dollar military 
budget includes excessive purchases. Weinberger is 
seen here dropping his daughter Elise off at school.

—M.J.

CONDOM 
CORNER

with Connie Condom

Condoms, for many years the victim of unfavor 
able public opinion, have at last begun to receive the 
social and sexual accolades they so richly deserve. Be 
tween the onslaught of AIDS and the reallocation of 
ITJDs and diaphragms as costume jewelry, condoms are 
enjoying their greatest success ever.

But the road ahead for condoms may not be as 
smooth as one might imagine competitors and ill- 
wishers threaten to sabotage the success of the condom. 
At the Forty-fifth Annual Condom Convention in Den 
ver last month originally entitled "Lambskin and 
Foreskin -A Match Made in Heaven" but retitled "An 
Umbrella for My Pee-Pee" to honor the role of latex in 
the prevention of AIDS Condom Coalition members 
discussed the many dilemmas that lie ahead for 
condoms.
  Many condom users are nixing the traditional dispos 
able condom in favor of a long-wearing model. Made of 
more rugged elephant or rhinoceros skin, what the new 
condom sacrifices in sensitivity it makes up for in dura 
bility. Many men are buying off-the-rack, sized con 
doms now, which usually have the same lifespan as a 
pair of well-tailored leather shoes. Fayva and 
Florsheim are among the first to feature condom fran 
chises in their actual shoe stores. And a recent article 
in GQ reported that fashion-conscious fornicators are 
having their condoms tailored in form-fitting sizes and 
status leathers.
  Surgical installation of rayon linings into female gen- 
italia is also posing a major threat to the condom com 
munity. This new technique is reputed to feel 
"almost as good as the real thing," according to in 
formed sources, "not as hot and wet and turgid as raw- 
flesh-on-raw-flesh sex, but not as stinky either." This 
technique is also being attempted in male 
anuses in an effort to make fudge-packing a safe prac 
tice again. And though surgeons are eager to attempt 
it, feminists are lobbying to block efforts to install such 
linings in women's mouths.
  Perhaps the most severe problem facing condoms to 
day is bootleggers. Unscrupulous businessmen have 
made a living out of recycling condoms dredged and 
fished from rivers, sewers, Love Tunnels in amusement 
parks, and creeks near lover's lanes. These 
jackals-of-the-sensual give the worn sheaths a cursory 
rinse and a hasty rerolling and then sell them to the 
unsuspecting at reduced prices.

—D.H.
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FROM DISCO FEVER 
TO DISCO INFLUENZA

by Dave Hanson

I t's amazing how hindsight can pull 
the wool over your eyes for a 
while there I actually had myself 
believing that my bachelorhood 

was simply one long, humid, 
unrelenting letter to Penthouse Forum 
which paused only for occasional doses 
of football and poker. Worse yet, the 
distortion of this nostalgia was 
supported by warm smiles from my 
wife's friends and from my female co- 
workers. The upshot is, when the 
divorce came through last month, I was 
ecstatic.

But I was soon to realize the myopia 
of my reminiscences, and also to learn 
that those smiles were only smiles of 
kindness, and only offered because the 
ring I wore made me as unthreatening 
and insipid to them as a gay friend. 
Once I was no longer morally 
manacled, and suggested that 1 was 
interested in anatomical regions south 
of a shoulder to cry on, they looked ai 
me the way they would look at a big 
greasy insect. To top it off, my attempts 
at acquainting myself with any of the 
other fish that the sea is supposed to 
be full of were just as fruitless. I didn't 
know what to say, or how to say it, and 
because of my newfound alimony 
expenses, I didn't have the cash to 
bankroll the kind of coke-snorting, 
colada-gu/zling girls who don't need to 
be talked to. So there 1 was. reading 
article after article about how the ratio 
of eligible men to eligible women in 
this city is something like one to seven, 
and how there are something like 
25,000 miles of unoccupied vagina in 
midtown alone, but other than 
numerous trips down mammary lane 
into my old carton of I'layhoys (June 
'76 is still a great month), I hadn't 
pumped any mustard in a dog's age.

And so. desperate for counsel, I 
called Bensonhurst's answer to Ann 
Landers, my buddy Richie. Richie and 1 
had been single together, and had both 
gotten married in June '79. After a four- 
year marriage he called "hell, but with 
worse cooking," Richie got divorced 
and became single with a fury, 
comparing his exalted appreciation of 
bachelorhood to people who've

cheated death and learn to appreciate 
life as they never would have 
otherwise.

"What's up?" asked Richie.
"Got divorced."
"All right! Congratu-fucking-lations!"
"Thanks."
"How are the kids doing?" he asked 

more somberly.
"Not bad, considering. I miss the hell 

out of the little bastards, though. I miss 
the cats too, and the neighborhood. It 
was my fucking neighborhood first, you 
know. But it's all worth it not to have 
to deal with that ballbreaker anymore."

"Man, is that ever the truth. Where 
you teaching these days?"

"Same place. Bul it's changing. Either

the kids are getting dumber or I'm 
getting smarter, and I was pretty sure 
I'd outgrown that. Richie, cut the small 
talk ant] tell me where a regular, non- 
homo, non-rich, white-underwear kind 
of guy can go to get his bloodstick 
dunked in today's world."

He told me that when it comes to 
meeting women, things haven't 
changed: confidence, or a good 
imitation, is the key. Richie told me to 
go where I feel most comfortable, go 
where I did best the last time my life 
was based on finding a fresh fuck every 
week. Go back to the disco. Sure, it 
may noi be full of movie stars anymore, 
but there's still loads of chicks with

continued on page 104
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Report from the Editor by John Bendel

What follows are the most 
frequently submitted stories of the 
past year. They did not become True 
Facts, for the reasons noted.

Stories that definitely would 
have been True Facts had they 
not been so widely distributed:

• A Louisville, Kentucky, man, legally 
blind and allegedly drunk, told police 
officers who stopped his car that it 
was actually being driven by his dog, 
Sir Anheuser Busch II, nicknamed 
"Bud."

• TV evangelist Oral Roberts held 
himself hostage, demanding $4.5 
million in donations or he would die.
• An actress in Baltimore actually did 
die during a death scene she was 
playing, evoking "tremendous 
applause."
• In Weston-super-Mare, England, a 
man was stopped by two young 
women in fishnet stockings, then 
mugged by two people in rabbit suits 
while a fifth person in a gorilla suit 
watched.
• Indonesian legislators, anxious to 
increase tourism, considered the 
introduction of elephant mating 
shows.
• The bomb squad in Ramona, 
California, mistakenly blew up a box 
of kittens.

Stories that might have been 
True Facts, depending on my 
mood, but weren't because they 
were too widely distributed:

• A moose took up residence in a 
Shrewsbury, Vermont, pasture after 
falling in love with a cow.
• The Stanford University Band was 
punished for mooning spectators and 
spelling out bad words on the field.
• A Des Moines garage increased 
business 50 percent by hiring topless 
female mechanics.
• A St. Louis man shot and killed his 
brother in a dispute over toilet paper.
• A mugger in Medford, New York, 
worked nude so victims couldn't 
describe what kind of clothes he 
wore.

Widely distributed, often 
submitted stories that wilt never 
be True Facts if I can help it:

# Dwarf throwing, which started in 
Australia and raised hackles all over 
the world, has been replaced by 
dwarf bowling, evoking yet another 
round of huffy Letters to the Editor.
# The pickled human toe used to 
garnish the "Sourtoe Cocktail" at the 
Eldorado Hotel in the Yukon has 
vanished again. It happens every 
couple of years. In 1980 some dumb 
guy swallowed it and they had to get 
another one. I just don't care 
anymore.
# Anything to do with Thailand's 
vasectomy program or anyone else's 
Condom Awareness Week.

Often submitted items which are 
tiot True Facts because I smell 
fraud:

• The story about the America's Cup 
sailing crew in Australia for the big 
race. According to the Los Angeles 
Times, a group of Italian sailors hit a 
kangaroo with their car, then decided 
to put one of their Gucci jackets on 
the limp animal and take its picture. 
To their surprise, the kangaroo 
jumped up and bounded off with the 
jacket, which held the owner's wallet 
and the keys to the car. However, 
the Chicago Tribune said the group 
was American, and the kangaroo 
hopped off wearing the jacket of one 
Lowell North of San Diego. Someone 
is lying.
• Classified ads for the return of a 
lost, three-legged dog. One in the 
Washington Post read "Pit Bull— 
Only has three legs, missing both ears 
& tail. Nose smashed in. Has been 
castrated. Answers to the name of 
Lucky." Another in the Bakersfield 
Catifornian: "Boxer: three-legged, 
handsome, gentle, but blind in right 
eye. Piece of left ear missing. Has 
recently been castrated & answers to 
the name of..." But you already know 
the boxer's name, don't you?
• Classified ads that have anything to 
do with parachutes. One "For Sale" 
ad read "Parachute—used once, 
never opened. Small red stain. Call 
733-8256." Another, marked

"Important Notice," read "If you are 
one of hundreds of parachuting 
enthusiasts who bought our course 
entitled 'Easy Skydiving in One Fell 
Swoop 1 please make the following 
correction: On page 8, line 16, change 
'State zip code' to 'Pull rip cord.' 
Montezuma Mail Order Co."

More Dubious Facts 
and Apocrypha

Clipped from the Toronto Sun 
and submitted by Ed Barao:

"SIXTEEN HURT IN BINGO 
MELEE.

"Saturday night bingo games in 
Mullerville have been canceled after a 
wild fight in which beans were 
thrown and chairs overturned.

'"It was all Ella Mussleman's fault,' 
said Bernice Bainey. 'She was trying 
to play too many cards—sixteen, I 
think—and her elbow knocked over 
the bridge table next to her.'

'"Bernice Bainey started the whole 
thing,' said Ella Mussleman, who 
describes herself as the best bingo 
player in Mullerville. 'She was yapping 
away at Edna McClelland, trying to 
throw her off her game. She knew 
how much Edna wanted to win that 
Teflon fry pan and complete her set.'

'"I called the police when 
somebody swapped chairs with me 
while I was in the ladies',' said Edna 
McClelland. They took my lucky chair 
with the rung missing on the back and 
left a clunky old green thing with one 
leg shorter than the other. It made 
me mad enough to spit. 1

"Bingo caller Ed Hartland said he 
thinks the disturbance began when his 
hand was accidentally trapped in the 
rotating ball-bouncer cage.

'"I had just called out G-44 when it 
happened,' he remembers. 'Suddenly 
there was this terrible pain at the end 
of my arm and three women were 
pounding on me with folding chairs. 
We take our bingo pretty seriously in 
Mullerville. 1

"Police arrested 285 women. 
Sunday pancake breakfasts at the hall 
are also canceled."

TRUE FACTS SECTION 
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Jerry Vacio sent this item from the 
Daily Telegraph of London:

"A London friend, whose beloved 
cat died quietly from old age just 
before Christmas, tells me that she 
was not only deeply distressed by the 
loss of her pet but also in difficulty as 
to how to lay the chap to rest.

"In the end she agreed with her 
brother that he would take the body 
to the country and bury it in the 
garden of their parents' home. So she 
took the cat, wrapped in newspaper 
in a white carrier bag, by bus to her 
brother's flat on the other side of 
town.

"On the way my friend burst into 
tears and was comforted by a 
sympathetic fellow passenger who 
was already sitting on the bus, 
surrounded by shopping.

"When the brother got down to 
the country, had dug the grave, and 
looked into the bag, he found a five- 
pound leg of New Zealand lamb."

Wilson Patchell wrote:
"This is an incident that happened 

at a local grocery store. A young man 
was stocking the shelves when a lady 
came up behind him and asked, 
'Excuse me, but where's the Tarn- 
pax?' The young man got up and 
turned around, thinking the lady had 
said 'thumbtacks.'

'"Excuse me, madam,' he said, 'but 
did you want the ones that you push 
in with your thumb or drive in with a 
hammer?'"

Chris Coon submitted this article 
without an actual newspaper clipping:

"Sydney, Australia—(DPI) Two 
people were injured Monday night 
when a group of bandits clashed with 
police. A police spokesman said the 
incident began when the bandits, 
dressed as policemen, challenged the 
policemen, dressed as bandits."

Mailbag
David R. Brown of Philadelphia 

photographed a "COUNTY LINEN" 
neon sign in which the only illum 
inated letters were the "C," the "U," 
the first "N,"and the "T." He wrote:

"While I was shooting this picture, 
a pair of foxy-looking girls came over 
to me and asked what I was 
photographing. I told them, That

sign,' and pointed to it. They called 
me a pervert, but still invited me to 
their apartment with my camera. I'll 
leave the rest to your imagination." 

continued on page 84

Editor's Problems, Part I

10 - THE COURIER-MAIL_______

Penis severed 
during attack
A MAN, S3, had his penis cut off during an 
argument with a woman at his Wave!! 
Hcighu home yesterday.

Police said the penis was severed with a 
pair of scissors when he was attacked by 
the woman.

It was then thrown into a kitchen sink 
and later into a garbage bin.

The man recovered his penis and was 
holding it in his hand outside the house 
when an ambulance arrived.

He also suffered an ear injury after 
being hit several limes with a hammer dur 
ing me attack at his home in Frankit Street 
aboui 9 a.m.

Micro-surgeons at the Princess Alexan 
dra Hospital were trying to restore hit 
penis late yesterday.

Police said the man had lost a lot of 
blood but was expected to recover. His

If you must submit severed-penis 
stories, please don't be quite as 
graphic as M.J. Raguse of

TRUE FACTS SECTION
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Queensland, Australia. It makes 
me nervous. Thank you.
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Classified Information
Free - 1 stupid Flzard named "Shelby". 
Very mean tempered, will bite. Contact
Ken at Exxon.

jie 
(he

• On

J

DEBBIE? 
About that night 1 tracked UP 
your new BMW over a concrete 
traffic barrier on Lake Shore 
Drive. I'm really sorry. What a 
horrible accident. When 1 crawled 
out the window vou were still 
unconscious. 1 Iried to pull you 
through, buf you' 'ool was sluck 
in the glove compartment. So 1 
went lo get help, i was less than 
fitly feel away wten'the 9as lank 
enploded. Wow-Wee! Talk about 
explosions! 1 ran back and PU! oul 
the fire with a wel beach blanket. 
THEN YOU WERG GONE! No 
Debbie! Where did you go? Are 
you okay? How's vour fool? 
How's the car? Did they find your 
eft arm? Look, 1 Know vou'ie 

orobabiv a little unset. You have
every righl lo be a liHIe uoset. 1 
can understand That. But I don'l 
think we should blow irtis thin? UP 
all oul of proportion. )n fact, 1 
don't want lo see anything else 
blow UP lor a long, long lime. So. 
give me a call, or drop me a line. 
Let's bo friends. Come over and 
we can clay records and bang on 
my drums. Tell you Mom I said

Box 4499

HUMAN SERVICE organi 
zation needs brilliant parl 
time Secrotari Must br> 
Independent with initia 
tive. Interpersonal skills, 
accurate typing are top 
Priorities Call tor appt: 

42-7452. L. Potrillo.
~

,
NOW faking ao oil cations (or Prc 

School Teachers. , 
WSOS. 13lst E.&vo. f

\U/ WANTED 78

T. 
c 

a 
d

7

APPLICATIONS ARE now
being accepted for DEPUTY 
SHERIFF with Caroline County 
Sheriff's Department. Ap 
plicants must be 21 years of 
age. Will serve civil summons, 
execute arrest warrents, 
transport prisoners, maintain, 
order in court, conduct criminal 
investigations, and may be re 
quired to act as turkey in the 
County Jail. High school 
graduate. Experience in posi-

be able to pass physical ex-

tions at Court House, Denton 
Md. Application deadline 
.Aprils, 1981.

'

WANTED: Working couple to
. rent an apt.' in Clfd/Cur. area 

w/12 well behaved dogs, gd.
refs. 236-2275

ANIMAL NUT' needed lo hve- 
n w/c^suaiiy abnormal family 
consisting of 23 dogs. 9 goats. 
7 cats. 9 mallards. 3 horses & 
rtssortt-d transionl critters Du 
IBS consist of seeding, comb 
ng. jjetlin^, cleaning up alter & 
oving same. Occass sargeni- 
ng of 2 DoyS-9 & IS yrs o'd. 
F3ntts consist of room 4 hoard, 
jse ol car, dimng oul often, 
small salary & a::c«SS !o family 
psychiatrist. No exp req d 
Your pet OK Age ('Qender ider.- 
! licalion unimportant. 876- 
-3264 anyl.nie

'UlJUMlJIlAtt -T

jr?
mmei^

In memory of Steve
"Mike" Detmer 
who was killed by a 
bowling ball on 
January 4, 1985.

We will never 
forget you.

June Detmer, 
Ann Detmer & 
Ernie Delmer

\

16 Business Persona];
• VnOI 1 1 vh 1 UO
[Meaicsl reiearcn in treatment a< 
mfeciioni *im oui! Bug biles 

jaurns, BCne. cul. Ooili, elc. Any 
Idramina sores. Aoe 11-uc Ca 
lJS3-SI35'or aootmt ^

• ------

[ytiSfl a nnT»ii-ii$H3=S]l
Composted Cow Manure
Delivered. Ken Jr.. 741-9601

FERTILIZER — By Ihe bag 
or ton. Agrico 12 12-13, 14-16- 
l«. 6-24-24. Urea. Dexter Mill,

DICK WORKER
Hiring row Call J6J-9191 
Only Fee WSMOv. Licenied Job 
Into. Aoencv. Jot) Times. Inc.

/ BRILLIANT semi-handiome 
delrocked South American aristo 
crat-healer requires fabu:ouily 
•leaUhy patroness to 'aciiitate 

'reenlcy into lifestyle lo which he 
Uied.lo be a ceum itemed. Newi-

GRAVEYARD food server, 
experienced only. Apply et 
1922 N. Pac. Hwy. In Blg-Y 

•; Shopping Center.

I HI out there! I'm a young at heart 
! lady, 49. Some things 1 wiov are 

Deoole, life, being honest & sincere, 
dining & dancing, quiet evenings, 
nature, laughing, family and friends 
movies, music, my job & some sports. 

' If you are a man (hat enjoys similar 
things,! would like to eat you. So drop 

' mealinetoHeraldBoxCH1905.

ANSWERING SERVICE Telephone 
iK'yfor srnoil well run nns. swv. 
Sol comrr-ensurtrte w- tip. 100% co. 
Pd medlcol Denetify Pold vocotton. 
Pleoiont surroundings, Indocr Idlet. 
Coll Mon thru Frl t-4 23S-843S

TERMITE SALESWN
Growing comconv nee* eiwriw- 
eta lermile salesmin. Ni^h com- 
million oaio, eneerle.iced only 
ne«d to apply. Call 'or an apwml- 
rnenl. <'i-6l8S.

HEY) ST. Jude. Why haven't 
you granted me vast wealth & 
elerna youth? Last chance, 

. Baby')
-4

___ 2, -LOST & FOUND ____

Loflt-1 Gall Bladder 
with 30 stones. If 
found, call 734-6854, .
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Kenneth Kmkopf, Jr.

Publications: (New York) Airport Press; (Clearwater, Pennsylvania) Ad Bargain; (Ocean City, New Jersey) Sand Paper Calgary Herald; Tulsa World; 
San Diego Union; (Cincinnati. Ohio) Buying Guide; Columbus (Oho) Dispatch; Medford (Oregon) Mail Tribune; Ann Arbor (Michigan) News Advertiser; 
(Montgomery County, Pennsylvania) Times Chronicle; (Mornstown, New Jersey) Daily Record; (New Orleans) Times -Picayune; (Easton, Maryland) Star- 
Democrat; /At/ants Constitution; Boston Globe; Chicago Tribune; Sanla Barbara News Press; (Bloommgton, Indiana) Herald-Times.
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Hue Miscellany Part I
According to the Evening Tribune 

of upstate New York, Fred 
McClelland was once a New York 
City advertising executive "handling 
such notable accounts as Pepsi-Cola." 
He reportedly helped develop the 
famous "Pepsi Generation" campaign.

But Fred's life took a downward 
spiral, which didn't end until years 
later when he began working at City 
Hall in the town of Hornell as part of 
the workfare program. Alone in the 
world, Fred began to make friends 
among the City Hall workers. He 
used to "exchange gifts with 
everyone in the clerk's office, and 
some of the employees would have 
him over for dinner during the 
holidays."

But on the night before 
Thanksgiving 1983, at the age of 
forty-nine, Fred suffered a heart 
attack and died, alone in his 
apartment. When Fred's estranged 
wife showed no interest in his 
remains, "city workers decided to 
have the service for their friend."

Ever since then, his cremated ashes 
have been kept at Hornell City Hall, 
"in a gold-colored canister, in a filing- 
cabinet drawer labeled 'FRED.'" 
(contributed by Ben Fanton)

Former Los Angeles Lakers 
basketball star Bob McAdoo scored 
twenty-seven points in his debut with 
the Italian professional basketball 
league. McAdoo plays for Tracer of 
Milan, which beat Giomo of Venice 
89-81. McAdoo hit eleven of twenty- 
two shots from the field and grabbed 
thirteen rebounds as his Italian fans 
chanted "Doo, Doo!" AP 
(contributed by Lee Vernon)

Archaelogists in Pompeii, Italy, 
have reported finding "pornographic
mosaics depicting combinations of 
two, three, or four men and women 
engaged in sexual activities" in what 
had once been "a combination 
bathhouse and bordello." The 
discovery was reported in 
Washington's Bell'tngham Herald 
under a headline that read 
"Pornographic Mosaics Excite 
Archaeologists." {contributed by 
Robert and Julie Janyk)

Dave Mulligan and Dave Berg 
were arrested at California's 
Marineland aquatic park for riding the 
killer whales while "fully clothed and 
in neckties and penny loafers" at 2:54 
in the morning.

The two Daves claimed the idea 
came up while they were drinking 
beer at a bar with three other guys 
named Dave. Apparently, all five 
Daves sneaked into Marineland, but 
three of the Daves "balked at whale 
riding and weren't around when the 
guards came." AP (contributed by 
John Rankowski)

According to the Pittsburgh Post- 
Gazette, a teacher named Max E. 
Dick was arrested along with several 
other men on charges of lewdness 
and indecent exposure in an Altoona, 
Pennsylvania, rest room. The paper 
said that "Dick was taken out of the 
classroom" pending court action, 
(contributed by Chris Morelli)

When a councilwoman in Hemet,
California, directed the municipal fire 
department to rescue a cat from a 
tree in her neighborhood, it touched 
off a council debate in the town. Fire

Chief William Dahlquist claimed that 
such rescues were dangerous and 
unnecessary.

"You don't see cat skeletons in 
trees," he said.

One week later, while fighting a 
refuse fire, Hemet fire fighters 
noticed the body of a missing cat 
twenty-five feet above the ground in 
the branches of a nearby tree. Hemet 
News (contributed by Alan Reynolds)

To raise money for a cheer 
leaders' competition, students at 
Florida's Orange Park High School 
paid a penny a vote to choose a 
faculty member who would then kiss 
a piglet on the snout. Coach Sam 
Ward won the election and dutifully 
kissed the piglet before assembled 
Orange Park students.

However, the public kiss led Latin 
teacher and animal rights activist 
Cheryl Hendry to resign in protest.

"My concern," she explained, "was 
that the excitement of so much noise 
and so much movement would alarm 
the animal. I wouldn't take a puppy or 
a kitten out in front of three 
thousand screaming teenagers." 
Chicago Tribune (contributed by 
Herm Albrizht)

All This and Complimentary Ice
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On the Airwaves
Anchorman Brandon Brooks of 

WTAJ-TV in Altoona, Pennsylvania, 
used his own home to demonstrate 
various devices to guard against 
thieves.

According to the Associated Press, 
"Brooks was anchoring the eleven 
P.M. newscast Wednesday when 
burglars smashed a window, got in, 
and made off with his videotape 
recorder, some furniture, and other 
property."

Police believe the "burglars tuned 
in and noticed all the devices 
described, including double locks and 
a window-jamming gadget."

Brooks's house was not equipped 
with a burglar alarm, (contributed by 
Duck Divet)

Jack Daniels, a morning DJ at radio 
station WLLR in Davenport, Iowa, 
played "Grandma Got Run Over by a 
Reindeer" about twenty-seven times 
on one shift because he was "kind of 
depressed." He was suspended after 
ignoring the program director's order 
to stop playing the record.

However, station manager Larry 
Rosmilso noted there was a flood of 
phone calls after the episode, and 
nearly two-thirds of the calls 
supported Daniels. Cincinnati 
Enquirer (contributed by Herm 
Albright)

From Detroit Magazine: 
"A man entered the lobby of 

Channel 4's studios with two Molotov 
cocktails, demanding to be put on the 
air. Reporter Mike Wendland 
pretended to interview him while a 
crew taped the incident. Tackle him!' 
yelled sportscaster Eli Zaret. 'Shut up, 
Eli. We're taping,' said producer Al 
Berman." (contributed by Chris 
Harbowy)

From the Detroit Free Press: 
"A disc jockey in Maitland, Florida, 

has been suspended for a week after 
he refused a child's request to pfay 
'Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer.' 
Unaware that he was still on the air, 
Michael Lowe called Santa Claus an 
obscene name and began singing a 
parody of the song, describing 
methods of killing Rudolph. The 
switchboard at WSTF-FM immediately 
lit up. 'It was wrong,' said the

station's manager, 'very wrong. 
{contributed by Kevin Counter)

From the Philadelphia Inquirer.
"Two men who broke out of a 

Swiss jail last week announced their 
escape to a radio station and won the 
prize for the best news item provided 
by listeners.

"A spokesman for the radio station 
said, however, that it had been unable 
to deliver the prize, a transistor radio, 
because they had not left an address." 
(contributed by William Parley)

Radio station CIME-FM of Sainte- 
Adele, Quebec, claimed to be 
broadcasting a "special high-frequency 
tone that mimics the sound of 
mosquitoes' flapping wings." The 
tone, inaudible to humans, supposedly 
frightens off the biting insects.

"We know it works/' said sports 
director Pierre Politick, "because 
people have been phoning in to tell us 
so."

The Canadian Radio-Television and 
Telecommunications Commission said 
CIME-FM had "provided no scientific 
evidence to back up its claims." 
Houston Chronicle (contributed by 
James Koniec)

A Utah television station set up a
telephone service children could call 
to talk to Santa Claus. However, the 
station had to cease its special 
Christmas-season promotion when it 
learned there was a problem with the 
advertised telephone number. When 
viewers in nearby Nevada called the 
number, they reached a Reno "Dial-a- 
Porn" service. Delaware Count/ 
(Pennsylvania) Daily Times 
(contributed by Nick Verticelli)
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Radio station KEYI in Austin, 
Texas, announced it would give a new 
Mazda RX-7 to the 103rd listener to 
phone in. The 103rd caller turned out 
to be disc jockey Bob Cole of rival 
station KOKE.

"It must have been some kind of 
divine intervention," said Cole, who 
was on the air when he won. Cole 
said he would give the car away on 
his own show. AP {Mark Hooker)

From the Washington Post 
"Rockers WCXR-FM and WWDC- 

FM yesterday stopped running an 
advertisement for a Philadelphia-based 
disc-jockey service after James 
Abourezk's American-Arab Anti- 
Discrimination Committee 
complained that the promo's Middle 
East-accented 'Rashid' and 'Rashad' 
characters were portrayed as 
incompetents. The spots have been 
replaced by ads featuring generic 
incompetents." (contributed by 
Charles A. Jones)
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Leave the Driving to Us
Music student Richard Steel of 

Reading, England, "put his violin on 
the ground while he moved a barrier 
that was blocking a bus driver's path. 
The bus backed over the violin."

According to the Pittsburgh Press, 
"In the pile of splinters that remained, 
Steel saw for the first time a Latin in 
scription that said the violin had been 
made by the Italian violin maker An 
tonio Stradivari in 1715." It might 
have been worth up to $720,000.

Said Steel, "The inscription was ac 
tually inside the violin and could not 
be seen unless you took the instru 
ment to pieces. The bus certainly did 
that." (contributed by Joseph Forbes)

A Greyhound bus driver, Rene 
Flores Rascon, took passengers on a 
terror ride from Las Vegas, Nevada, 
to Baker, California, where he finally 
stopped and was arrested by police 
for driving "under the influence of 
drugs or alcohol."

According to the Los Angeles Her 
ald, passengers on the bus, which had 
left Las Vegas at five A.M., told police 
"the driver began the ride by getting 
lost twice in Las Vegas, bounding 
over a curb, and leaving his turn signal 
on for an extended period of time.

"Passengers also said the driver 
swept erratically from the center di 
vider to the breakdown lane, and the 
speed of the bus fluctuated dramati 
cally as he ran at least one car off the 
road." Some of the passengers tried 
to persuade Rascon to stop the bus, 
but he refused.

"At one point, the passengers said, 
the driver was straddling the number 
one and two lanes and ignoring a 
semi-trailer truck that was honking its 
horn and trying to pass. He would ap 
proach cars too fast and have to 
swerve to miss them.

"When the replacement driver 
came on the bus, the passengers de 
manded he take off his sunglasses so 
they could look in his eyes." (contrib 
uted by Tom Perera)

Forty people died when their bus 
"plunged into a ravine near a holy 
town in northern India." The victims 
were on a pilgrimage seeking "divine 
protection against calamity." Reuters 
(contributed by G. Brereton)

A bank robber in Ottawa, Canada, 
was arrested without a struggle after 
failing to "negotiate a cloverleaf exit 
onto a city freeway." The suspect had 
made his getaway in a stolen city bus. 
Montreal Gazette (contributed by 
David Haywood)

John Gillespie of Queens Village, 
New York, was arrested after he 
stole a New York City bus and took 
it for a joyride through the borough 
of Queens. He was nabbed after play 
ing with the new bus's computerized 
sign, causing it to flash the message 
"CALL POLICE!" UPI (contributed 
by Ed Sousa)

Twenty-year-old Stephen P.
Reynolds stole a bus from its Hobo- 
ken, New Jersey, parking lot and used 
it to shuttle passengers between New 
jersey and New York City over the 
George Washington Bridge. Reynolds 
drove between Fort Lee, New Jersey, 
and an uptown bus terminal for two 
and a half hours before a real bus 
company supervisor noticed and 
called police.

"He's a nice kid," said police 
spokesman Sergeant Peter Cantilina. 
"He was well-spoken. He looked like 
he just came out of college. He had 
on nice gray pants."

According to police, Reynolds 
made eighty-eight dollars. "But he 
didn't do it for the money," said Can 
tilina. "He's just got this thing for 
buses. He was really excited telling 
me about it." Cantilina noted that 
there were no passenger complaints 
about the unauthorized bus service. 
"Maybe because he only charged 
them fifty cents — half price," he said. 
New York Times (contributed by 
Duck Divet)
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After two racing buses crashed 
into a train, killing thirty-five people, 
some residents of Karachi, Pakistan, 
rioted and attacked other buses. Simi 
lar riots have occurred following re 
cent bus accidents.

According to an Associated Press 
dispatch, Pakistani bus drivers com 
pete for riders, racing each other to 
groups of waiting passengers. "Bus 
stops are almost unknown. Machines 
stop anywhere to pick up passengers 
and often discharge others in the mid 
dle of busy thoroughfares. Many driv 
ers carry pistols, and each bus has 
two or three young men who jump 
out when the vehicle stops and hurry 
the passengers inside. Slow people are 
pushed or thrown aboard, and the 
crewmen often try to force passing 
pedestrians inside.

"Buses are painted in glowing 
shades of yellow, green, red, blue, and 
purple, decorated with pictures of 
movie stars, spaceships, and war- 
planes. They roar along at seventy 
miles per hour even in crowded cities 
and towns."

Long-promised reform has not ma 
terialized, largely because many bus 
companies are owned by police and 
government officials. Lenoir (North 
Carolina) News-Topic (contributed 
by Gerald Mullett)

A Brooklyn bus driver was arrest 
ed after police caught him driving a 
stolen Gray Lines tour bus in Auburn, 
New York. The driver, Robert 
Kearse, said a man named "Kenny" 
paid him $125 to drive a charter bus 
to the upstate city. The stolen bus 
was carrying thirty-seven women and 
children who were visiting inmates at 
the Auburn Correctional Facility. Buf 
falo (New York) News (contributed 
by Douglas E. Lange)
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Wretched Excess
According to the United News of 

India, Naresh Kumar Savita jumped 
from a three-story building in Kanpur 
in his twenty-first attempt at suicide. 
Savita said he was despondent 
because he could not marry the 
woman he loved.

"Savita's earlier attempts to kill 
himself included hanging, overdoses of 
opium and sleeping pills, and eating a 
lizard."

He survived the three-story fall and 
was taken to a hospital, (contributed 
by Don Benton)

Norwegian censors voted 
unanimously to ban Walt Disney's The 
Great Mouse Detective for children 
under twelve, adding that even a 
reedited version would be 
unacceptable. St. Paul (Minnesota) 
Dispatch-Pioneer Press (contributed 
by Bill Sellstedt)

In a bid to promote world peace, 
Ben Garcia of Orchard Beach, Maine, 
drove a riding lawn mower from 
Maine to Miami, Florida, and then 
across country to Los Angeles. In two 
months Garcia lost one engine and 
five pulleys, was ticketed for driving 
too slow in Texas, and sideswiped a 
Jeep in California. But the worst day, 
he said, was the first.

"I had no idea how far I could go," 
said Garcia. "The tank only holds a 
gallon and there's no fuel gauge." Los 
Angeles Times (contributed by Gary J. 
Prebula)

China's Xinhua News Agency 
reported that Gou Yanling, a twenty- 
six-year-old telephone operator, has 
memorized 15,000 telephone 
numbers. Gou told a tele 
communications meeting in Beijing, "I 
often memorize telephone numbers 
when I watch television, see 
advertisements, or pass shops and 
factories.

"I will continue my efforts to 
improve service and will try to 
memorize 18,000 telephone numbers 
by August next year." San Francisco 
Chronicle (contributed by Norman 
Lee)

Raymond Kirk didn't have a nickel 
for the parking meter, so he was 
given a dollar parking fine by Officer 
Ben Perry of the Inez, Kentucky, 
police. But because Kirk already owed 
eight dollars in outstanding parking 
fines, his car was towed away.

Claiming Perry had no right to 
have his car towed, Kirk had the 
police officer arrested and sued the 
city for $150,000 for towing damage 
to his car. The city sued Kirk for 
$200,000 in penalties for failing to pay 
his previous eight tickets. Officer 
Perry sued Kirk for $350,000 for 
damage to his reputation. And Kirk 
sued Perry and the city for $950,000 
for the "humiliation of having his car 
towed."

According to the Ottawa Citizen, 
"The cases are pending." (contributed 
by Jeff Parks)

A seventeen-year-old student 
from Palos Verde High School trashed
his Los Angeles home in a tantrum. 
The Los Angeles Times said he 
"smashed windows, mirrors, lamps, 
appliances, and other household 
items" with a baseball bat. Then he 
began firing his father's rifle in the 
house.

"Virtually every window was 
broken, furniture broken, appliances, 
oven, stove, television, microwave— 
all were smashed," said a police 
spokesman. "The interior of the 
home was almost completely 
destroyed."

The unnamed teenager was 
apparently upset over being cut from 
his school's basketball team, 
(contributed by Marilyn Benjamin 
Mooneyham)

Canadian District Court Judge 
Alan R.. Campbell ruled that X-raying 
a prison inmate's rectum was not an 
invasion of privacy. The decision came 
in the case of Wayne Bruce McLeod, 
who was X-rayed after he returned 
to the Joyceville Prison from a 
weekend pass in Toronto. The X ray 
revealed five hypodermic needles, 
two syringes, forty dollars in cash, an 
undetermined quantity of heroin, fifty- 
three grams of hashish, and nearly 
two hundred methylphenidate and 
diazepam tablets in McLeod's rectum. 
(Kingston, Ontario) Whig Standard 
(contributed by Sean Nurse)

Brian Roy "Spinner" Spencer, a 
former hockey pro known for his 
aggressive style, was arrested in Palm 
Beach, Florida, for the fatal shooting 
of a real estate agent. Spencer, who 
played with various teams from 1969 
to 1979, may just be a chip off the 
old block.

According to the Miami Herald: 
"On December 12, 1970, the night 
the Toronto Maple Leafs called him 
up to play, his father, Roy Edward 
Spencer, had looked forward to 
watching his son's debut on televison. 
But when the local station decided to 
televise the Vancouver Canucks game 
instead, the elder Spencer drove 
eighty miles to the station, forced 
them off the air at gunpoint, and died 
in a shoot-out with Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police." (contributed by 
Harvey Bandremer)

While in his car at a drive-in 
teller's window in Lancaster, Ohio, 
John J. Spires, a diabetic, found himself 
suddenly unable to speak or control 
his movements. When officials of the 
Fairfield Federal Savings & Loan 
Company asked him to move his car 
he didn't react, so they called police.

Indianapolis News
contributed by Fnc R. Pfef finger

Dead man shot once in head
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San Francisco Chronicle 
contributed by ). P, Milton

According to Ohio Official Reports, 
a legal journal, officers Harold E. Kraft 
and Richard C. Schwader arrived and 
ordered Spires out of his car. When 
he failed to respond, the officers 
applied a "wrist drag," which is 
designed to "cause pain and thus 
movement." When Spires again failed 
to move, Kraft and Schwader dragged 
the inert man out of his car through 
the window, laid him face down on 
the pavement, and handcuffed him— 
breaking his arm in the process.

After taking Spires to a hospital 
emergency room, Kraft and Schwader 
learned that he had been suffering 
insulin shock at the time of his arrest. 
"Nevertheless, the two officers filed 
charges against him for criminal 
trespass and resisting arrest."

(contributed by Jeffrey A. Shively)

Connecticut's Hartford Courant 
reported that police in nearby 
Manchester arrested one Emil 
Haberen on charges of making 
harassing calls to the FBI and local 
police. Haberen was, of course, 
allowed one phone call after his 
arrest.

"Instead of calling his lawyer, police 
said, he called the FBI in New Haven 
and screamed obscenities into the 
phone at an agent." (contributed by 
L Beane)

The International House of 
Pancakes offered television viewers a 
breakfast special of two pancakes, 
two eggs, sausage, and bacon for

$2.49 "at participating stores." After 
seeing the commercial, MayrDawna 
Ane' Davis of Dublin, California, 
"jumped into her car, drove to the 
International House of Pancakes in 
Concord, and asked for the 'Sweet 
16' special she had seen on TV." 
However, the pancake house in 
Concord was not a "participating 
store," and refused to honor the 
offer.

Davis responded by suing the 
Concord restaurant in Contra Costa 
Superior Court, claiming she had 
suffered "severe emotional distress 
and humiliation, hurt feelings and 
disappointment." Davis demanded 
two billion dollars in damages. San 
Francisco Chronicle (contributed by 
J. L Blewer)
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(Grafton, West Virginia) Mountain Statesman 
contributor anonymous

White—Nuckles Nuptials
Helen Elizabeth White became the 

bride of Jeffrey Guy Nucklea in a morn 
ing ceremony at Andrew Chapel United 
Methodist Church, Vienna, Va. Dr. 
James Atheam conducted the double- 
ring exchange on August 2 uniting the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cooper 
White of McLean to the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Guy Rice Nuckles of Danville, Va. 
The Barns of Wolf Trap was the site for 
the reception.

Ms. White, a Langley High School 
alumna, and her husband are graduates 
of James Madison University. They 
went to Hawaii on a wedding trip and 
now reside in Virginia Beach, Va., where 
Mr. Nuckles is serving in the U.S. Navy 
aboard the USS Yorktown.

Washington Post 
contributed by Beth Schlenoft

Butts-Rear
BELLEVILLE   Announcement 

is made of the engagement of Kim 
Butts to Van Rear. She is the daugh 
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Butts, 354 Vil 
lage Drive. He is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Jerry Rear, 78% Highway A, 
Verona.

Both are graduates of Madison 
Area Technical College, she in ac 
counting and he in wood technics. She 
is employed by Belleville State Bank. 
He is in farming.

The wedding will be Oct. 19 in 
Primrose Lutheran Church.

contributed by Stewart Masche

Fried-Rice
Lindy Rice, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 

David S. Rice, became the bride of Jim 
Fried, son of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Fried, 
in a Sunday ceremony.

Rabbi Paul Drazen and Cantor Emil 
Berkovits officiated at 5 p.m. at Beth El 
Synagogue, and a reception and dinner 
were held at Highland Country Club.

Jody Malashock attended her sister 
as matron of honor. Best man was Ed 
Fried, the bridegroom's brother.

The newlyweds will reside in Omaha 
and California.

Omaha World-Herald 
contributed by Lee Legenhausen

Moore-Blow

Mr». Thomas D. 
Blow______
Susan E. Moore

Married Saturday at Broadway Bap 
tist Church were Susan Elizabeth 
Moore of Raytown and Thomas Desire 
Blow of St. Louis.

Parents of the couple are Mr. and 
Mrs. Roger Moore of Dalton, Pa., and 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Blow of St. 
Louis.

Honor attendants were Deborah R. 
Renfrew of Kansas City and John 
Minihan of Cleveland. David R. Moore 
of Dalton, brother of the bride, and 
Gregg Blow of St. Louis, brother of the 
groom, were groomsmen.

A reception at the church honored 
the newlyweds, who will live in Kirks- 
ville, Mo.

Charlottesville (Virginia) Daily Progress 
contributed by Lee Graver

Lose-Dress
Cathie J. Dress and Terry J.

Lose were married in Centre Hall, 
July 26, 1985. District Justice Keith 
Bierly of Centre Hall officiated.

The bride, a daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. John Page of Wilmington. 
N.C., is a graduate of Olympic 
High School, Charlotte, N.C.. and 
the University of Tennessee at 
Chattanooga.

Her husband, a son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Paul Lose of Bellefonte, is a 
graduate of Bellefonte Area High 
School. He is a 1982 graduate of a 
school in Arlington, Texas, with a 
degree in waste water I. and a 1983 
graduate of Texas A & M, College 
Station. Texas, with a degree in 
waste water 11. He is a subcontrac 
tor for S & A Custom Built Homes 
Inc., Bellefonte.

The bride wore a white floral 
dress with white lace and lavender 
roses.

The couple lives near Centre 
Hall.

Centre (Pennsylvania) Daily Times 
contributed by Jon L. Hausman

MR. and MRS. 
TERRY J. LOSE
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Deals in Wheels

PLYMOUTH SALES ««nvitt WASHING LUBflJC

Matt Phetan Steve n Fntts

COOL MOTORS

Forri True
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Leave It to the Girls
Hazel Mae Lovelady lived in a car 

parked in front of her Bessemer, 
Alabama, home for seventeen years 
before she died recently at age fifty- 
five.

"She hardly ever got out of those 
cars for anything," said Eva Jones, a 
neighbor. "We could never figure it 
out."

Lovelady's next-door neighbors, 
Vera and Jake Adair, said Hazel Mae 
went through a half-dozen cars during 
the time they knew her.

"She'd stay in them day and night," 
said Jake Adair. "Sometimes [her 
husband] would take her for rides. 
But she wouldn't get out for anything, 
except for that summer she spent on 
the porch. That was after a car they 
had at the time caught on fire. Mrs, 
Lovelady had to get out at that time. 
She stayed on the porch for a couple 
of months, until her husband brought 
home the 1970 Olds station wagon, 
and then she lived in that until she 
died."

After her death, a tow truck hauled 
away Hazel Mae's beige-and-brown 
1970 Oidsmobile station wagon. 
Newark (Ohio) Advocate 
(contributed by Matt Benson)

From the New York Times: 
"College Park, Maryland—A 

woman who commandeered a police 
cruiser was arrested after leading 
officers on a thirty-mile chase at 
speeds of up to one hundred miles 
per hour, the police said. A police 
spokesman said the chase, in which 
three squad cars were wrecked, 
began Friday after officers spotted the 
twenty-three-year-old Washington 
woman directing traffic with a curling 
iron." (contributed by Diane Giddis)

According to the Shores Sentinel 
of St. Clair Shores, Michigan, the 
estranged husband of a local woman 
woke up "to find his wife standing 
over him with a butcher knife." The 
man rolled out of the way and called 
for help from his daughter, who 
phoned the police.

On her way out of the house, the 
unnamed woman overturned the 
living room furniture and "set his 
favorite hat on fire in the kitchen 
sink." (contributed by John R. 
Gerber)

The Dallas, Texas, police fired 
Sandra Amos from her job as an 
emergency telephone operator for 
disconnecting callers so she could 
"resume her personal conversations 
on other lines."

Investigators taped Amos at work 
for a four-hour period and found she 
had received ten personal calls 
totaling fifty-two minutes and had 
disconnected nineteen of eighty 
emergency calls on her line.

"Officials said the disconnected 
callers were cut off before they could 
speak." AP (contributed by Bill 
Sellstedt)

According to the Reuter news 
wire, losers in the Miss Thailand 
beauty pageant tried to tear the 
victory sash off the winner "before a 
stunned audience of two thousand 
people" in Bangkok.

Pageant winner Saeng-ravi 
Asavarak, "crownless and sash askew, 
retained her poise and grace and 
beamed smiles at the crowd 
throughout the commotion.

"She denied charges by other 
competitors that she had had a nose 
job, refused to use the sponsor's 
cosmetics, and wore false eyelashes." 
(contributed by Greg Kahan)

Maryanne Lezar of Allegheny 
County, Pennsylvania, was arrested 
and charged with attempted murder 
and simple assault in an attack on her 
husband, Spencer.

The Delaware County Daily Times 
reported that "the Lezars, who were 
divorced in 1983, went to a suburban 
Pittsburgh motel together where, 
according to Lezar, his wife gave him 
a back rub and then suddenly struck 
him in the head with a 
sledgehammer." (contributed by Nick 
Verticelli)

Dorna Lee Lovelace rammed her 
pickup truck into a San Diego, 
California, courthouse and told police 
she did it because she was "angry at 
the Social Security Administration." 
Reading (Pennsylvania) Eagle (Bill 
Katinowsky)

A Fort Worth, Texas, woman was 
arrested and charged with "theft by 
deception" after being baptized into 
the Mormon Church in Cedar City, 
Utah.

"Mormon Bishop John Q. Cannon 
said that after he had provided the 
woman with food, furniture, and rent 
assistance, he was informed by church 
security that she had been baptized 
fifty to sixty times across the country 
to gain benefits from the church." 
Pittsburgh Press (contributed by 
Joseph Forbes)

The journal Star of Peoria, Illinois, 
reported that two unnamed women 
in nearby Pekin fought over a water 
runoff problem. "The trouble started 
when the eighty-three-year-old victim 
of the water runoff placed bricks 
under the downspout to prevent 
erosion of her yard." The husband of 
her eighty-year-old next-door 
neighbor asked the woman to remove 
the bricks.

"The eighty-three-year-old woman 
alleges that her eighty-year-old 
neighbor struck her in the face, broke 
her glasses, and pulled her blouse off. 
The eighty-year-old claims she was 
struck in the face with a brick and 
said she pulled the other woman's 
blouse over her head so she could not 
see.

"The eighty-year-old woman's 
husband told the police he did not get 
involved because it was a fight 
between women." (contributed by 
Martin Pilou)

Forty-five-year-old Juanita
Vasquez Garcia was arrested in a San 
Antonio courtroom and charged with 
intimidating a witness, according to 
the Detroit News.

"District Attorney Charles 
Conaway said she affixed 'the evil 
eye—a flat, unblinking stare,' on 
persons in the courtroom during the 
burglary trial of one of her friends."

She also "tried to put a hex on the 
courtroom by scattering pepper" and 
"threatening to turn Judge John G. 
Benavides into a frog."

"I had black pepper all over my 
courtroom," said Benavides, 
"including the bench." (contributed 
by Jim Karageanes)
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Great Headlines
Democrats welcome Dicks this shots**"

year at party's 'big love-in'

S°me »•*•«• Prons To Viotence

Ground to be broken today for Rouse's ground-breaking project

Sun to darken much of America

Prisoner loses his appeal
Guardsman quits after death

Christine Presloii
Former head nurse; al 09

month

Downpour Bikeiy to help 
only crappie fishermen

Rejection of laundry is urged 

Air Force shoots down recruit

Burghers 
Oppose
McDonald's

Publications: Newark Star-Ledger; Meadvilie (Pennsylvania) Tribune; Santa Barbara News-Press: San Francisco Chronicle: (Washington. Pennsylvania) 
Observer -Reporter; Saratogian: Boston Globe; Chicago Sun- Times: Louisville Courier-journal; Minneapolis Star and Tribune; Cleveland Plain Dealer; 
Cedar Rapids Gazette; (Charlottesville. Virginia) Daily Progress; (Bremerton. Washington) Sun; Daily OklahomanH'imes; Philadelphia Daily News; Los 
Angeles Times; Discovery; (Escanaba, Michigan) Daily Press; Houston Post; Philadelphia inquirer, Washington Post: Reader's Digest: Richmond (Virginia) 
News Leader; Half Moon Bay (California) Review, Chattanooga News-Free Press; Stamp Collector; Arizona Daily Star; Toronto Star. Birmingham 
(Alabama) News.
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Is Seejfjrirt- Shortage ofrp "—***y -,,
*abJe r^ Slows Medico!

Children's book has Organ Will Be Spea/cer 
prowling postal pussy AtSertoma Conference

a ^•JsUiJ.y

ftfefes ltems tnat are rouncl and wrinkled 
Q|Ljg^ I stand out among nutritious foods

Change should help Iowa getDisabled athlete more drua mon*y. Tauke says 
wins second gold Burglar takes 
with record heave n* underwear

from home

Wine promises to put some life bach into dead Braves

Officials warn clams, League of Women Volers 
oysters can carry virus Aims To Shed Drag Image

Towle head buys Galaxy building
Figlil erupls al world peace conference

Contributors: Lew Weidenfeld; Liz Perkins; |ohn B. Higgins: Kns Sperry: Milchell W. Carver; W. Alan Ball; Mary G. Haggar; joe Peterson: Lee Taplinger: 
jerry Dolan; Mark Brakeman: Chris Weiss: Jeff Sirnrnons; Kevin Smith; Michael T. Hahn; Mark Johnson; Scott Lewis; Gaston and Vie; Bill Skoonberg; Ward 
Foeller; dndy Vaz; Sarah Spero; K, A. Neuendorf; Peter M. Nelson; David B. Kilbnde; Stephen Weir; Greg Tarlin; Chuck Barber; G. Held; James A. 
DeMay: Bill Horgos; Ken Clason; Betsy Curtis.
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Christian Powell
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Conjunction Function

BOOZE«

RUMP & HOOTER
MORNINGSKAKZ1240AM 

KAKZ96FM

Michael j. Hennington
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Missing Letters

AFFLE HOUSE

Russell Clothier |im Ross

frDie!

Luke Softich
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The Public Trust
Joyce Dawson, a ten-year veteran 

of the San Francisco Housing 
Authority, got a free lunch, a day off, 
and a pink carnation when she was 
named employee of the month. Then 
she was laid off in a cost-cutting 
move.

"I got the flowers and I got the 
notice," she said. "Just what does 
'employee of the month' mean?" 
Chicago Sun-Times (contributed by 
Mark Pauga)

Mi librae, California, set a speed 
limit of three miles per hour for 
motorized wheelchairs on city 
sidewalks. Speeders face up to six 
months in jail or a fine of up to five 
hundred dollars. Pittsburgh Post 
(contributed by Joseph Forbes)

From The Age of Melbourne,
Australia:

"Echuca Council sat until 1:30 A.M. 
yesterday debating a motion to 
rescind its decision to cease all council 
meetings by midnight. The motion 
was not carried." (contributed by 
Louis R. Stomm)

From a newsletter of the New 
Jersey Business and Industry

flapping his arms like a chicken and 
making clucking noises." (contributed 
by Michael L Schoff)

From the Minneapolis Star and 
Tribune:

"For $2.50 you can get twenty-five 
Certificates of Recognition signed by 
Governor Rudy Perpich with blank 
spaces for the name of the recipient 
and the reason for the recognition. 
The certificates are available at the 
State Register and Public Documents 
Division at I 17 University Avenue, St. 
Paul. They read: 'This certificate is 
given in recognition to (blank) who 
has proven to be an outstanding 
citizen of (blank) and the State of 
Minnesota by freely giving the

Commissioner Davis To Head 
"Assault On Literacy Month"

Association:
"Product liability legislation is on 

the agenda again, after consideration 
of the bill was postponed twice this 
month—once for the Super Bowl and 
once because of snow." (contributed 
by Duck Divet)

From the Associated Press wire: 
"A British civil servant has lost a 

suit claiming his bosses libeled him in 
an annual staff assessment. The clerk 
from Leeds, England, charged that the 
bosses maliciously reported that he 
ran around the office like a chicken 
when he felt he was being worked 
too hard. The clerk apparently got 
low marks on his evaluation for

Pahokee (Florida) Sun
contributed by Donald Vaughan

generous gift of time, talent, and 
energies as volunteer in behalf of the 
(blank), (signed) Rudy Perpich." 
(contributed by Bill Sellstedt)

According to the Associated 
Press: "[In Seattle] Tuesday, a striping 
crew carefully painted a mile of 
double yellow lines along a roadway. 
Wednesday a paving crew came along 
and laid a coat of fresh blacktop over 
the new stripes." (contributed by Bill 
Sellstedt)

From the San Diego Tribune: 
"Geneva (Switzerland)—The family 

of a Geneva man who died hours into 
the new year has received a 1986 tax

______TRUE FACTS SECTION
52

bill for ten centimes, the equivalent of 
five cents, the newspaper Blick 
reported." (contributed by Rick 
Kelchak)

From the UPI wire:
"The government of Macao started 

a new instant lottery game Saturday. 
The only problem is, everybody wins. 
More than six hundred people turned 
up at lottery offices to claim first 
prize within hours after tickets went 
on sale. The tickets cost about sixty- 
five cents and the payoff is $1,200. 
Officials immediately halted sale of 
the cards and blamed the bonanza on 
a printing error. No word yet on 
whether the government will pay 
off." (contributed by Timothy 
Patterson)

From a report on the state 
assembly in Colorado's Rocky
Mountain News:

"Representative Ed Carpenter, R- 
Grand Junction, will move that dogs 
be required to wear helmets, goggles, 
and seat belts. He also wants pickup 
trucks to come equipped with 
portable toilets." (contributed by G, 
Gormley)

U.S. News & World Report's
"government memo of the week," 
from the Fish and Wildlife Service:

"Hungry predators, given the 
opportunity, frequently will eat duck 
eggs (and, if possible, the duck). Eggs 
eaten by predators have an 
unacceptably low likelihood of 
hatching. Ducklings not hatched are 
not known to fledge. Ducks that do 
not fledge make no contribution to 
the fall flight." (contributed by Lewis 
Weidenfeld)
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Bird News
Sheriff Paul Welch and four 

deputies, all armed with shotguns, 
took to the streets of Winterset, 
Iowa, to rid the town of "thousands 
of pesky sparrows and starlings" 
whose droppings had become 
bothersome.

According to the News/Sun- 
Sentinel of Fort Lauderdale:

"In what looked like the finale in 
Bonnie and Clyde, each lawman 
pumped twenty-five rounds into the 
maple trees the birds called home. 
When the shooting was over, they 
collected a bushel and a half of dead 
birds." (contributed by Denise 
Melvin)

Ducks Unlimited, a Texas 
conservation group, has decided to 
scrap its fund-raising pigeon shoot 
after the El Paso Humane Society 
received complaints that the pigeons' 
tail feathers had been clipped to make 
them easier targets.

Ducks Unlimited raises money for 
wildlife reserves. El Paso Herald-Post 
(contributed by Marcus Miller)

A double yellow-headed Amazon 
parrot escaped from its owner in San 
Rafael, California, and flew into the 
maximum-security wing of California's 
San Quentin Prison, where it sat in 
the rafters and talked. Humane

Society workers captured the bird 
and returned it to its owner, who 
said the bird had never spoken 
before.

While in the prison, the bird had 
called to the prisoners below: "I can 
talk—can you fly?" San Jose Mercury 
News {contributed by Clive L. 
Carney)

Jose Iglesias of Buenos Aires,
Argentina, was assigned police 
protection after receiving a death 
threat. The note, which read "Buddy, 
I'm going to kill you at any moment. 
Behave yourself," was delivered by 
carrier pigeon. San Francisco 
Chronicle (contributed by Jim Zook)

Robert Duck's duck Sunny won
the seventh annual Great American 
Duck Race in Deming, New Mexico. 
Another of Duck's ducks, Silk 'n 
Silver, took second place. Duck's 
ducks won a total of $4,900 in prize 
money for their performances, 
according to Stars and Stripes.

"Duck has trained champions in five 
of the seven annual races; he entered 
thirty-two contestants in this year's 
event. He said this year's triumph was 
'probably the sweetest of them all.'" 
(contributed by Christopher M. 
Landrum)

Karen Lee

SEAGULL 
EMPLD.YEES.

W. Brandhoff

Steve Kotowski
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rabbit 
droppings?

ONTARIO 
SCIENCE CENTRE

Publications: Fresno See; Los /^ngetes Times; Sf. Pau( (Minnesota) Pioneer Press; (Red Deer, Albeila) Advocate; Texas Monthly; (Minnesota) City Pages; 
(New Orleans) Times-Picayune; (Morgantown. West Virginia) Dominion Post; Cleveland Plain Dealer.
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It's Not Our Fault That We're Together

Gentle Comfort Formula 
comforwwv rejieves constipation comfortably

with your system's 
/ttwSSS own natural moisture.
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TRY 
2000 FLUSHES
and your toilet bowl
will be Hygiene Clean

upto4months.
Thcit men

ond rmys oi/iomulicalln without fruiti

SAVE25<H

These ads and coupons shared a page in an advertising supplement of 
the Los Angeles Times, (contributed by Alicia de Soto)

The photo of these two bus-stop signs appeared in California's 
Sacramento Bee. (contributed by Joe Milton)

Here's llw d«l«-lesled medication to ht|p

Stop 
Feminine Itching
II you iufici r> Vaguil as-
ciiemsiiy nis- */ Vagtell ij tually helps
Irom vagi- l>-;'. « " ' " j; stopextsf

„ il
iKhing as it helps qhKk 
bacfeiiB. soolhe iiritatcd 
membranes, speed nat 
ural healing. CieaselcH 
and non-slaining. Vagi- 
sills sold In the feminine 
hygiene section.

Available at Longs Drugs

Your dog's scratching 
could be dangerous

These ads appeared together in 
the Honolulu Star-Bulletin. 
(contributed by Jerry Gauthier)

Passenger: Victims of bombing 
sucked out of plane in an instant

anybody hw< Men or (.(j» people 120 mill's iwiih o(
sucked out" of Iht plane, m-al! ltil<.»uVt«
^ ̂ .P?.55^^ r-J" H'™3.'"" He said he torded ihr <li«htItnencans ^p,,, mlsfi ivliT8S

Tandem Skydiving 
Experience It!!

<r.'iini> n ii-ii" nii- lc. (l\. 
N.m vim i'iiii iii-liii-vc thai l

'fur ninn> inroiuuni,.!! i:.ill i" U

Flip Colnier
awH-sfni s|•.-\l^:lllIll\^- us. 

(601)693-5190

This news story and skydiving ad 
appeared together in Mississippi's 
Meridian Star, (contributed by 
D. H. Hoover)
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According to Stars and Stripes, 
San Francisco police are looking for 
fifty-seven-year-old Ubiquitous P. 
God. They caught two men they 
think attacked him, taking his wallet 
and passport. They wanted him to 
swear out a complaint in the case, but 
God had moved out of his hotel, 
leaving no forwarding address, 
(contributed by Christopher Mark 
Landrum)

Sonny Melbourne God of Little 
Rock, Arkansas, failed to appear in 
North Orange County Municipal 
Court on drunk-in-public charges. 
Court Commissioner Richard E. Behn 
twice called out, "God? Is there a Mr. 
God here?" before issuing a warrant 
for God's arrest. Orange County 
(California) Register (contributed by 
Don Sampson, Jr.)

Michele Schwartz shot and killed 
her husband, the Reverend Charles 
Jones, director of the Door of Hope 
Mission in Chicago, during an 
argument over which of them had 
saved the most souls.

Schwartz told a jury that she had 
aimed her .38-caliber revolver at her 
husband's heart after he had been 
"stamping on my liver.

"Why bother shooting if you're not 
going to aim straight?" she testified.

Schwartz was acquitted. Orange 
County (California) Register 
(contributed by John Funk)

Members of the First Church of 
the Nazarene in Ironton, Ohio, held a 
record burning after evangelist Jim 
Brown told them the song "A Horse 
Is a Horse"—the theme of the Mr. Ed 
show—contained satanic messages 
when played backwards. AP 
(contributed by Martin Perry)

After Mark Dowden led a
demonstration against the removal of 
a controversial sculpture from Kilgore 
College in Gregg County, Texas, he 
was attacked by a group of men. The 
Longview News-journal reported the 
story:

"According to Dowden's statement 
made to sheriff's investigators, five 
men dressed in suits and carrying 
Bibles came to his house at 8:30 P.M. 
Monday for 'visitation.' Dowden said 
the men began discussing Night 
Winds, the controversial sculpture 
that was removed from the college 
campus approximately three weeks 
ago. Dowden told officers the men 
said the sculpture was 'the work of 
the devil' and said Dowden was 'in 
the grasp of the devil.'

"Dowden said he asked the men to 
leave his home, then he was struck on 
the head with a Bible by one of the 
men." (contributed by Buddy Hale)

According to Houston Post 
columnist Paul Harasim, that city was 
visited by one George Madrigal, who 
was there for a convention of the 
Texas branch of the Full Gospel 
Business Men's Fellowship 
International. Harasim noticed 
Madrigal in an "all-red suit whistling 
to the heavens near the Southwest 
Freeway." Madrigal explained that he 
was merely "whistling in tongues to 
save the souls of perverts and others 
who need it."

Wrote Harasim: "For the past 
twelve years, George, a Laredo 
native, has traveled around the 
country and around the world to be 
near functions of the FGBMFI. And he 
always manages to pray through

______TRUEJACT^SECTION_____
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whistling near a newspaper and a tall 
building. 'It gives me a way to tell 
people about God.'

"Why the red suit?
'"Most people like the color of 

blood. If they didn't, they wouldn't 
order their steaks rare or medium 
rare.'" (contributed by Charles Poe)

According to the San Diego 
Tribune, Usman Pirzada and his wife, 
Sameena, co-starred in a Pakistani 
television soap opera portraying a 
stormy marriage. In one episode, the 
script called on him to tell her he 
wants a divorce. According to Islamic 
law, "Once a man pronounces the 
word 'talaq' or says 'I divorce you' 
three times, the marriage is over."

Now an Islamic court has ruled that 
the words "once spoken—even as a 
joke—cannot be forgotten" and that 
since Usman spoke the words to his 
wife, they are divorced in real life as 
well as on television.

The laws further state that Usman 
cannot remarry Sameena unless she 
first "takes another husband and 
obtains a divorce from him." 
Meanwhile, they cannot live together, 
since that constitutes adultery, a 
criminal offense in Pakistan.

"The Pirzadas," said the report, 
"are distressed with the verdict." 
(contributed by Don Gutierrez)

Two brothers from St. Paul, 
Minnesota, were arrested by 
authorities at Minneapolis-St. Paul 
International Airport after X-ray 
equipment revealed they were 
carrying a revolver, an automatic 
pistol, and a lead pipe. Michael Gubash 
and Matthew Gubash told police 
"God had told them to go to the 
airport to look for an angel." 
Minneapolis Star and Tribune 
(contributed by Kent R. Nichols)
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Let's Go to the Park

Michael Chapman & Marguerite Capello

Alexander H. Faurot
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Election Time
County judge candidate Hoss 

Garvey was committed to a mental 
ward by his mother after he allegedly 
threw two bowling balls through a 
neighbor's window. At his 
competency hearing in El Paso, Texas, 
Garvey referred to the presiding 
judge, whose name was Herb, as "the 
Burger King judge."

The Times-Picayune of New 
Orleans reported that while Garvey 
acknowledged "his chances for the 
Democratic nomination for office 
were diminished, he optimistically set 
up temporary campaign headquarters 
in the psychiatric wing." (contributed 
by Joseph Wolfermann)

An automatic telephone system 
used by the Republican National 
Committee to get out the GOP vote 
malfunctioned and kept calling a 
hospital in Mesquite, Texas.

"Hello, this is Ronald Reagan," said 
the recording. "They're keeping me 
on a pretty busy schedule around 
here, so I hope you'll understand I 
can't call you in person. I know you're 
probably busy, too. I'm calling because 
I need your help." The calls came 
every few minutes for four hours.

"There were a lot of calls," said 
hospital administrator Bob Grimes, 
"and they were very aggravating. I'd 
like to know who did it." (Madison, 
Wisconsin) Capital Times 
(contributed by Jim Kuster)

Elton Evans became the constable 
of Tucker, Arkansas, by casting a 
write-in vote for himself. Evans won 
the post, which pays him fifty dollars 
annually for gas, by a one-vote 
margin. USA Today (contributed by 
Ed Sousa)

From the San Diego Tribune: 
"Only one voter was eligible in a 

referendum in Franklin, Tennessee, on 
whether the city should annex a 300- 
acre estate, and he had to fly 4,500 
miles to vote. Bunn Phillips, the only 
voter living on the estate, interrupted 
a trip to Britain to cast the crucial 
ballot. It all took just two minutes, 
but state law required the six election 
workers present to keep the polls 
open for ten hours. Complete but 
unofficial returns show the proposal 
passed, 1-0." (contributed by Liz 
Swain) ______

\ contributed by Nelson Hester
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•ftue Miscellany Part II
Pearl Lowery of Rochester, New 

York, set fire to her boyfriend, Floyd 
Welch, because he had earlier 
disturbed her sleep. Police said that 
Lowery poured rubbing alcohol 
around Welch as he napped on her 
canopy bed. She lit it with a cigarette, 
then helped Welch put out the 
flames.

"She didn't want to burn up her 
house," said a police investigator. 
"She just wanted him out of her 
bed." (Rome, New York) Daily 
Sentinel (contributed by John P. 
Kerin)

The Colombian ambassador at the 
United Nations delivered a protest to 
the secretary general and demanded 
an explanation after the U.N. issued a 
postage stamp honoring the South 
American republic.

The stamp featured Colombia's flag, 
the U.N, logo, and a text that read 
"Colombia is a predominantly 
agricultural country whose principal 
crops are coffee, cocaine, and 
marijuana." Minneapolis Star and 
Tribune (contributed by Doug 
We berg)

This item appeared in Florida's 
Sarasota Herald-Tribune:

"The Sarasota Fruit and Nut 
Society will meet tonight at 7:30.... 
Guest speaker will be Harold Acrivos 
from Indialantic, a Master Gardener 
with the Brevard County Extension 
Service who has done extensive work 
with avocados." (contributed by Paul 
Nichols)

Francois Guillemin, while working 
for a foundry in Hamilton Township, 
New Jersey, manufactured a twenty- 
four-inch-long cannon for the 
upcoming July 4 celebration. On the 
eve of the holiday Guillemin tested 
the gun, which was modeled after a 
sixteenth-century artillery piece.

"Guillemin allegedly stuffed a two- 
pound steel ball the size of a baseball 
down the gun and fired it." The ball 
arced about a half mile into the 
wood-frame house of ninety-year-old 
Harriet Stout. The ball broke through 
a wall into Stout's bathroom. "It went 
through the toilet tank cover and 
smashed a mirror and toothbrush

holder before coming to rest under 
the bathroom sink."

Stout has sued both Guillemin and 
the foundry. (Bridgewater, New 
Jersey) Courier-News (contributed by 
Frederick C. Cochran)

The following correction appeared 
in the New York Times'.

"An art review in Weekend 
yesterday incorrectly described John 
Alexander, who has an exhibition at 
the Marlboro Gallery, 40 West 57th 
Street, through today. The artist is 
white." (contributed by Duck Divet)

The San Diego Unified School 
District discarded copies of 
confidential documents containing the 
names, Social Security numbers, and 
salaries of various employees. But the 
sensitive papers never made it to the 
shredder or the dump. Instead they 
turried up at a local gift shop called 
Bumper Snickers, where they were 
used to wrap purchases. The shop's 
owner said she thought it was 
"scratch paper," brought home from 
school by her daughter. (Northridge, 
California) Daily Sundial (contributed 
by Dave Pickard)

.And Bring a Good Book to Read

Dr. Phelp,,
Graduate

(Seated)
Draw the foot of the 
png leg back by about 

the length of the foot 
Alternatively, s it with 

toes of both f«~*the

-^—«. Jk USing th0 "i^*i±rS/''?i^V°h"^'~' 
^£^ir?\ts--
long. de on which fne leg is

Phelps Building
Which is at the 

Corne fM 8&
McDaniels Bridge Rd

L _**.. »»*' •»•**»

"My mom got this out of the Gwinnet (Michigan) Daily News," 
wrote contributor Mark R. Coulston. "She doesn't understand it- 
and neither do I."
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Miscellany Part III
The San Francisco Chronicle 

reprinted these excerpts from a 
synopsis of the opera Carmen 
distributed to English-speaking 
patrons of the Paris Opera:

"Carmen is a cigar-makeress from a 
tabago factory who loves with Don 
Jose of the mounting guard. Carmen 
takes a flower and lances it to Don 
Jose (Duet: 'Talk me of my mother'). 
There is a noise inside the tabago 
factory and the revolting cigar- 
makeress bursts into the stage. 
Carmen is arrested and Don Jose is 
ordered to mounting guard her but 
Carmen subduces him and he lets her 
escape."

Describing Act Two: "The Tavern. 
Carmen's aria (The sistrums are 
tinkling'). Enter Escamillio, a 
ballsfighter. Enter two smuglers 
(Duet: 'We have in mind a business 1 ). 
Don Jose just now arrives (Aria: 'Slop, 
here who comes!') but hear are the 
bugles singing his retreat. Called by 
Carmen shrieks the two smuglers 
interfere with her but Don Jose is 
bound to dessert, he will follow into 
them (Final chorus: 'Opening sky 
wandering life')."

And this from the finale: "A place 
in Seville. Procession of ballsfighters, 
the roaring of the balls heard in the 
arena. Enter Don Jose (Aria: 'I do not 
threaten, I besooch you') but Carmen 
repels him wants to join with 
Escamillio now chaired by the crowd. 
Don Jose stabbs her (Aria: 'Oh 
rupture, rupture, you may arrest me, 
I did kill der') he sings 'Oh my 
beautiful Carmen, my subductive 
Carmen....'" (contributed by Jim 
Lunchick)

This item appeared in Motor 
Trend:

"According to press reports, a 
Budd Company assembly robot has 
committed suicide. The robot was 
programmed to apply a complex bead 
of fluid adhesive, but apparently the 
pressure of assembly work got the 
best of it. The report said the robot 
'ignored the glue, picked up a fistful 
of highly active solvent, and shot itself 
in its electronics-packed chest.'" 
(contributed by Bill Sellstedt)

From the "Police Blotter" of the 
Bellingham (Washington) Herald:

"Someone reported Sunday 
evening that a woman was screaming 
in the 2100 block of Cornwall 
Avenue. Police said it was a young 
boy who doesn't like taking baths."

From the same source:
"A report of a noisy domestic 

dispute brought police to an 
apartment in the 1500 block of Texas 
Street. It turned out to be three 
people watching a football game on 
television." (contributed by Jack) 
Dalton)

Charles June of Kankakee, Illinois, 
was visiting in Florida when thieves 
broke into his parked car and stole an 
urn containing the ashes of his

mother. After a local newspaper
asked for the return of the woman's 
remains in a front-page story, the urn 
was left on the steps of the East 
Naples fire station in a box.

However, fire fighters called in the 
local bomb squad, which destroyed 
the urn with an explosive charge. 
Chicago Tribune (contributed by 
Steve Phillips)

Prizewinning fisherman Danny 
Ray Davis committed suicide with a 
shotgun the day before he was 
scheduled to appear before a grand 
jury in Dallas, Texas. The jury was 
investigating charges of cheating at 
bass tournaments. AP (contributed by 
John Lamb)

And Be Sure to Bring Your Checkbook

SPECTACUUffl EVENT

Come and meet I PERSON
The Man who Spent 

5 1/2 Glorious Days in J}$M$WM51 
with JESUS, MARY and MOSES!

Don'1 misa IWs exciting Hrsl
hand testimony of the reality ol God

and heaven.

Meetings
Feb. 9. 10, 11, 12 » 13 — ?:00 p.m. Nightly

McPhefson Convention Centre
7325 McPhersort Avenue, Burnaby, B.C.

South ol Kfngaway near Royal Oak.

Dr. PERCY COtt£TT

Pat Bell sent this ad clipped from the Province of Vancouver, British 
Columbia. "I found out later," wrote Bell, "that heaven is sort of like 
Club Med and God's message to man can be had for only sixty 
dollars per cassette. So have faith; you really can buy your way in. "
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What's at the Movies?

1 DEATH WISH II
2 PARASITE IN 3-D
3 QUEST FOR FIRE
4 RICHARD PRYOR 
I LIVE ON SUNSET STRIP

14K. Hans/Mitch
TRUE FACTS SECTION 
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Lines from the Slushpile
What follows is the latest collection 
of excerpts culled from unsolicited 
manuscripts sent to a prominent 
editor of fiction who wishes, 
understandably, to remain anonymous:

The garage was littered with 
greasy wenches and screwdrivers.

Dan wasn't much, Clara admitted, 
but at least he was an up-and-coming 
lawyer or businessman.

Carlotta's eyes dropped to the 
handerkerchief in her hands.

My jaw fell and I nearly did the 
same.

"You know me," Sammy said. "1 
never like to lay a gilt trip on 
anyone."

Caruso, my grandmother told me, 
was delicious in his roll as Punchinello.

There was an "evil hint in die air," 
as a professional writer might put it.

Murphy opened one eyelid and 
saw in a wink what was happening.

She patted his five-year-old 
bottom to start him on his way.

It would have been a beautiful day 
in Sawyer, Oklahoma, that day in 
1958 except that Betsy O'Connor 
was having another one of her fits 
again.

"Looks like a new beginning for 
us, Sylvia," Al choked.

Clues don't kill people, the 
inspector thought. People kill people.

Dale was not one to mince words
and came directly to the point. "Hi," 
he said.

College graduations mean so much 
to so many that the ceremony seems 
lost in the heat of future desires.

"Would you care for a glass of 
wine?" the butler offered. "It's 
extremely rare."

Immediately after the helicopter
was clear, the clouds continued their 
romp across the early-evening sky in 
eager anticipation of the coming of 
the storm that lingered unmoving just 
above them.

Trembling, she thought. This is
how a mouse feels when a fox is at 
the door.

George Cohan soundlessly placed 
his lips to hers and excused himself to 
go and fix them another drink.

In his excitement, Danny rode 
home three inches above the subway 
seat. He had a job!

His pen poised, John hesitated over 
the white breast of the page.

She screamed in the soprano range
and her fellow diners came running.

The detective knew exactly who 
had done it. The Scout leader. Only a 
Boy Scout could tie knots like the 
one on the rope from which the body 
had been hanging.

"Go-good night," Lance forced. 
His feet were not in sync with his 
arms and he fell over a chair, popping 
his blazer buttons all over the floor.

The man's words seeped through 
the boy's consciousness like water 
through a sheet of paper.

Jenny looked like a china doll, her 
black shiny hair fitting the contour of 
her head like a cap. Gray-haired 
Louise was six months younger and 
looked twenty years older. Of course, 
tragedy did these things to people. 
Jenny's own husband had died two 
years ago of a heart attack but she 
hadn't gone all to pieces. Of course, 
Louise's husband and son had been 
victims in a murder case, which was 
rather different.

Stinging needles tattooed across 
my arms and chest and for an eternal 
instant the world was washed white. I 
knew it was fear.

"But I've been alone all day," 
Michele said. "I thought tonight we 
might—you know." She nibbled on 
his earlobe.

Daniel was glad he was a 
professor of economics.

Gran ceased her annihilating 
attacks when she realized she was 
falling on deaf ears.

"Mr. Wallace," I asked, "just who 
is this labor leader who looks like 
Jimmy Cagney once did?"

The guests concealed themselves 
in one room in case there might be 
another murder. Their own!

"You didn't have to be an in-law 
to hate her guts," Chester said, "no 
pun intended."

Sally listened to the number 
thirteens as they clomped away.
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Something Fishy

0 FISH GUTS
YOU WILL BE PROSECUTED
P.M.TWP. ORDINANCE N0.6 

35.011 SEC.

Stephen D. Milter Tom Do brick

Mack Mellow
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What follows are more excerpts 
culled from unsolicited manuscripts 
sent to the same prominent editor of 
fiction who still wishes, under 
standably, to remain anonymous:

"What a lousy time to blow up a 
house," Alfred muttered.

He became lost in his 
thoughtlessness.

He grinned his infectious grin that 
would sweep any woman into his 
bedroom if he wanted it that way.

"Minna Weiss," all the 
townspeople said, "had the kindest 
face in the valley."

For as long as he could remember, 
Alien had felt like a giant wart on 
God's underbelly—a disgusting sight 
but hard to knock off.

"Hi, boss," Violet said. "What 
kind of mood are you in?"

"Rotten," he said. "My meeting got 
canceled and I have a bad hangover. 
My teeth feel like they're wearing 
little sweaters."

Chunk, chunk, chunk. George was 
still digging in the cellar. What was he 
up to anyway?

They sank together into the deep, 
flowering sofa.

The coroner's report listed the 
man's death as a "suicide by hanging 
from a tree."

Tex decided to treat his pallet to 
the culinary delights of the truck stop 
a few miles outside Bear Creek.

The two families were as different 
as wet and dry. When life dealt the 
Rosenthals a blow, they did not howl 
properly but whimpered briefly and 
were still.

Most people would have said 
Charlie Stafford was a big man—six 
feet, eight inches, and three hundred 
pounds of steely muscle—but 
Detective Conrad looked at his white 
body on the cold table of the morgue 
and couldn't help but think something 
had drained out of it.

"Hello," a voice yawned.

The guests were discussing what 
was on the agenda today—horseback 
riding, tennis, and even swimming— 
when there was a loud, frightening 
scream that seemed to come from 
upstairs but it was hard to tell. They 
all started upstairs except, of course, 
Fred.

Mrs. Pendleton's big body was like 
a big tank armed with hostility.

My ambition is simple. I wish to 
make my home safe from peeping 
Toms.

Denise's husband was a famous 
portraitist and for her birthday he had 
a proposal: "Tell you what, 
sweetheart. When I finish this 
commission I'll do a six-foot painting 
of you in your birthday suit and you 
can stay just as you are instead of 
growing old and ugly."

Blowing his nose, Barney was 
home with a cold and glued to the 
tube.

"Yes, Virginia," the sheriff told his 
wife, "there definitely is a Steve the 
Strangler."

Shelley had a knockout figure that 
touched the ground from a height of 
five feet and eight inches. She was the 
natural compliment to Brad's six foot 
plus, nonfat frame.

Marie had been a nurse in a city 
hospital before she moved here and 
she was glad to be living in the woods 
with the wild animals. The proper 
sense of freedom could only be felt in 
a place like this—no violence, no 
hate, just love.

Her form flowed naturally and 
smoothly from the top of her stately 
head to the tips of her running shoes.

He could feel the pressures of 
indigestion building up a storm, 
tormenting the afternoon with his 
need to break wind.

Then suddenly, they came face to 
face with the murderer, a woman's 
blood covering his facial features.

"Baloney in spades," he 
countered. They were the last words 
he would ever hear.

Both Diane's empire and her 
romantic episodes catapulted to 
astronomical heights.

Jake Seymour inwardly admired his 
own ability to converse so amiably 
with Sharon McNulty while at the 
same time toying with his drink.

The line consisted of five people. 
The first was Arthur and Denise 
Culver of New York City. They were 
not as financially upstanding as their 
distanfcousin and she made that clear 
every time they came to visit. Last 
and definitely least was the hostess's 
sister. She had been in a mental 
institution throughout her years and 
was now living with her sister.
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Little Photo Series

BRUCE A FULL-BLOODED Pekinese dog, is looking good as Vicki 
Grid in grooms the pup at Pet Paradise. Both animals are for sale.

(Jeffersonville. Indiana) Evening News 
contributed by Angela Carpenter

OHfto the poor weather coodStiom, the Devlb held their own a&lmt Houghton

Albert Francis was the knobby knee winner and Alma 
Parrigan won the hog calling contest.

Edmonton (Kentucky) Herald News 
contributed by Peter Acree

(Fredonia, New York) Leader 
contributed by Brian Telander

TRUE FACTS SECTION

Pholo from BSOR

Ths Folger Consort Will be hard at 10 a.m. Christmas Day.

(Medford, Oregon) Mail Tribune 
contributed by R. J. Holmes
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A Way with Words
Marx Brothers 
from Outer Space

The following are "true names of 
extraterrestrials Earth people say 
they've contacted," compiled by 
Martin S. Kottmeyer from a wealth of 
UFO-type literature, and submitted 
with an exhausting bibliography:

Luno
Bing Fo
Go* Bo
Ox-Ho
Zago
Zio
Ausso
Tombo
Ardo
Demo
Xeno
Dr. Zeno
Mr. Zno
Bo
Zo
Ro
Muello
Wolco

Sut-Ko
Adelpho
Venutio
Haurrio
SidJrurgico
LJdeo
Captain Video
Andantio
Rubinako
Kanto
Noro
Thoso
Hiss-Joso
Neo
Leo
Sol do Naro
Filo
Ohneshto
Aupho

Dear Action Line,
The following requests and 

comments were sent to the "Action 
Line " column of California's San Jose 
Mercury News, which printed them, 
apparently, to show the world what 
they had to deal with, (contributed by 
Hanna Foggie)

Would you please tell me who to 
contact regarding the force field in 
east San Jose?

1 may have met a famous person 
at a David Bowie concert. Could you 
identify him? It was September 17 at 
the Oakland Coliseum. He was 
wearing a red jacket with a round 
black patch on one lower pocket.

What is Sylvester Stallone's phone 
number? I need to write a book 
about him.

I got a pen from New York. 
Where can I get a refill?

Did Egypt have anything to do 
with aliens and what did they do with 
them?

My husband took his picture at 
the Department of Motor Vehicles 
and now DMV wants him to come 
back and take another one. I wonder 
if you can call them up and tell them 
he does not have time because he is 
at work.

Every year on May 30, something 
is blooming and it makes a lot of 
sneezes. Friends and I have noticed 
May 30 makes us sneeze. What grows 
only on May 30?

Last year there was a guy selling 
handmade furniture out of a truck on 
a vacant lot on Winchester Boulevard. 
It was a large truck. Can you locate 
this guy selling furniture?

My paperboy came to collect last 
night. I gave him a fifty-cent tip. I 
always do. Tonight he did not bring 
the paper because there is a 
conspiracy on this block involving the 
people across the street. They keep 
parking in my driveway and in front of 
my house, so I park my van there. 
Now everyone in the neighborhood is 
throwing eggs at my house. Your 
paper should write stories about 
those kind of people.

Last month I took my daughter 
fishing at Pacifica Pier. An officer 
drove out and gave me a citation for 
overhead casting. I felt this grossly 
unfair. The posted sign simply stated 
"No overhead casting." Nowhere did 
it state that violators would be fined. 
Signs ought to be more explicit, such 
as "Under no circumstances is 
overhead casting allowed, violators 
will be fined."

Do you really want to hurt me? I 
have many times experienced one 
pain and then another. I want an 
explanation.

Hake a Letter
Christine Lehman and co-workers 

in the word processing department of 
the Fireman's Fund Insurance 
Company in Santa Ana, California, 
collected the following lines from 
memos, interviews, and survey 
reports:

My doctor X-rayed me and said 
there were no bones broken in 
Fresno.

The only sprinkler system is a 
Doberman watchdog.

We are forwarding a copy of your 
attorney.

I thought there was no way he 
was going to be doing what it looked 
like he was doing but he did.

The insured stuffs items such as 
trees and people. Some of the items, 
such as grandmothers, have to be 
wired together so that they stay in 
the proper position.

The insured is deceased and her 
daughter has been living with her for 
thirty years.

Please direct any questions to the 
enclosed self-addressed postcard.

The telephone number told us she 
is no longer employed.

The insured hauls no hazardous 
material other than Star-Kist tuna.

This truck overturned, sustaining a 
left arm, hand, neck, and lower back 
injury.
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Burger Time

Woody Walker Jeffrey L. Koehn

MURDBt BURGBt
HERE'S THE BEEF
DOOOYBURGERS

Steve Lytle
TRUE FACTS SECTION 
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Crime Report
Terry Wilson was cnarged with 

robbery after passing an Orlando, 
Florida, bank teller a stickup note 
written on the back of his own 
probation-parole card. (New York) 
Daily News (contributed by Steven 
Hyman)

David J. Manns held up the First 
Interstate Bank in Tucson, Arizona, 
with a note written on the back of his 
own pay stub. Arizona Daily Star 
(contributed by Bob Cromwell)

Gerald Keith Rodgers was 
convicted of robbing the Citizens 
Bank of Byhalia, Mississippi, of $4,550. 
The note Rodgers passed to teller 
Brenda Markle was written on the 
back of one of his mother's checks. 
(San Bernardino, California) Sun 
(contributed by Lee Mayfield)

Sixteen-year-old Marvin T. 
Anderson of Rochester, New York, 
was arrested after his report card was 
found at the site of a burglary.

"His marks weren't too good 
either," said a police spokesman. 
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle 
(contributed by Lee Ganon)

According to the FBI, Marcy D. 
Sanders of Mount Pleasant, South 
Carolina, called police and claimed he 
had placed bombs throughout the 
Charleston and Columbia airport 
terminals; he demanded that two 
million dollars be placed in a bank 
account. Then he gave police the 
name of his bank and his own account 
number. AP (contributed by Ralph E. 
Grier III)

This item appeared in the 
"Chicagoland" section of the Chicago 
Tribune:

"A twenty-six-year-old Uptown 
man was charged with robbery 
Monday after he used a meat- 
tenderizer hammer as a weapon and 
wore swimming goggles as a disguise 
to rob the Mangia Pizza Parlor of fifty 
dollars...pointing the hammer handle 
as if it were a gun barrel." 
(contributed by Curt Petersen)

Bobby A. Shivers of Atlanta 
allegedly robbed a bank in Fulton 
County, Georgia. Police said that 
Shivers entered the bank and handed 
the teller a note demanding a bag of 
money. However, Shivers was 
arrested after he left the bank, 
walked across the street to a Starvin' 
Marvin convenience store, and bought 
a beer. Atlanta Constitution 
(contributed by Timothy J. Mullis)

Howard Glenn Harvey was 
arrested for auto theft in Eureka, 
California, after police found him in a 
stolen car stopped at a local traffic 
light, slumped over the wheel asleep. 
Trentonian (contributed by Lewis 
Weidenfeld)

Police in San Mateo, California, 
arrested Glenn N. Frank for the theft 
of a four-hundred-pound safe from 
Jan's Valley Inn, less than a block from 
his home. Police followed the "gouge 
marks he left in the concrete as he 
dragged the safe home." San 
Francisco Chronicle (contributed by 
Jim Gierszewski)

John Joseph Perez was shot and 
wounded by a Lakewood, California, 
sheriff's deputy after wielding a 
hairbrush covered by a sock. 

-Minneapolis Star and Tribune 
(contributed by Bill Sellstedt)

From Utah's Salt Lake City 
Tribune:

"When police arrested a man 
suspected of breaking a 7-Eleven 
window, he denied it. But when he 
was told a clerk had seen him, he 
remarked, 'No one saw me. I waited 
until there were no customers in the 
store,' according to a police report." 
(contributed by Bruce Malcolm)
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According to the Sun of San 
Bernardino, California, a young man 
approached the window of a drive-in 
and ordered three cheeseburgers.

"When employee Shirley Long 
asked the man if he wanted anything 
else, he said he had forgotten his note 
and couldn't remember what else to 
order, police said."

The man left, but returned 
moments later with a holdup note. 
He showed Long a handgun, she 
handed over forty-five dollars in cash, 
and the man "ran away without the 
cheeseburgers." (contributed by 
Martin B. Ramos, Jr.)

Three would-be robbers wearing 
tracksuits and nylon masks arrived at 
their target, the Fort Thomas- 
Bellevue Bank in Kentucky, nearly an 
hour after it had closed for the day. 
According to employees who were 
still in the building at the time, the 
three "bounded out of their car and 
literally ran into the front doors of 
the building. Then they looked at 
each other like, 'What do we do 
now?,' ran back to their car, and 
drove off." (Wellington, New 
Zealand) Evening Post {contributed 
by Peter Hassall)

After robbing assistant restaurant 
manager Janice Head at knifepoint, 
taking her pocketbook, the assailant 
called to ask her out. Nashville, 
Tennessee, police arrested the thief 
when he showed up for his date with 
her. Delaware County (Pennsylvania) 
Times (contributed by Nick Verticelli)

In Shalimar, Florida, Charles 
Edward Hayden, in custody for 
stealing a $2.80 bottle of whiskey, 
attempted to escape. Hayden walked 
off with the ten-pound chair he was 
handcuffed to and escaped into a 
nearby bayou in a canoe.

However, Hayden forgot to bring 
an oar, so he and the chair "drifted 
helplessly back into the arms of 
Okaloosa County sheriffs deputies 
waiting on the bank of Gamier 
Bayou." Palm Beach Post (contributed 
by Sherry M. Mooney)
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Where's Women's Lib When You Needtt?
Canadian industrialist Harold 

Ballard, owner of the Toronto Maple 
Leafs hockey team, is renewing efforts 
to buy Toronto's McGill Club. Ballard 
tried once before to buy the 
"exclusive downtown women's club," 
but was rebuffed when he threatened 
to turn it into a "bunny club." His 
chances of buying the club apparently 
improved after a ceiling there 
collapsed into the swimming pool.

"When I tried to buy it before," 
said Ballard, "the women got all 
hostile, took up collections, and said I 
would never get it. Well, I'm more 
determined than ever to buy it this 
time and make it a bunny club.

"Or, I might buy it and let it 
continue as a women's club. HI fix it 
up properly for them so there will be 
no danger of heavy broads falling 
through the ceiling. Or I'll put a net 
on the swimming pool for them if 
they let me keep all I can catch on 
the bounce." Toronto Star 
(contributed by Gary Pearson)

\

Lawyers in a sex-discrimination 
suit against Ortho Pharmaceutical, 
Inc., of Raritan, New Jersey, cited a 
1980 management letter to divisional 
managers entitled "Recruiting and 
Selection Standards."

The letter contained this statement 
on understanding women: "No 
religion has a female leader or role 
model except for saints; they all 
suffered greatly and died prematurely. 
It's the kind of thing that could give 
you an inferiority complex."

The letter also contained this 
observation on the ideal female 
worker: "She's not 'pretty,' she's not 
sexy, she should be neat, clean, and 
without frills. She should have the 
look of someone who might clean her 
bathroom or kitchen on her hands 
and knees."

And finally, this summary: "Women 
are a disadvantaged group in our 
society; it is in the corporate best 
interest to support and help them 
with as little attention drawn to this 
special assistance as possible."

Ortho is a leading manufacturer of 
birth control devices. Dallas Morning 
News (contributed by Ken Bergly)

Joel Gregory Kirchner, twenty- 
two, was charged with attempted 
sexual assault for attacking a woman 
after cutting off her car with his on a 
lonely county road in Minnesota. 
Kirchner told investigators he had 
followed the victim, unknown to him, 
onto Stearns County Road 9 because 
he "wanted to have a meaningful 
relationship with her." St. Cloud 
(Minnesota) Daily Times (contributed 
by Sandra Plombon)

California prison authorities 
accused convicted rapist Jeffrey 
Gambord of abusing his mail 
privileges. Gambord allegedly wrote 
to merchants whose names he had 
gotten from the telephone book.

One such letter to a stereo shop 
began: "I am a rapist at Folsom Prison 
and I'm wondering if any of your 
ladies there like rapists?" It came in 
an envelope marked "Rapists Do It 
Better." Sacramento Bee (contributed 
by Loren L. Breck)

Albuquerque Journal 
contributed by Vanessa Bourandas

This item moved over the AP 
wire:

"Scientists looking for a solution to 
women's fertility problems have 
found one in an unusual place. 
Experiments in Philadelphia show that 
menstrual cycles can be affected by 
rubbing secretions from another 
person's armpit on their lips." 
(contributed by Rollie Hanson)

All Over U.S.

Philadelphia Court of Common 
Pleas Judge Bernard Avellino was 
removed from all sex-crime cases 
after allegedly calling a rape victim 
"coyote ugly." Avellino said the 
victim "was the ugliest girl I have 
ever seen in my life."

Apparently this wasn't the first 
such episode for Avellino, who 
reportedly told a 1984 rape 
defendant: "This is an unattractive girl 
and you are a good-looking fellow. 
You did something to her that was 
stupid." San Francisco Chronicle 
(contributed by Ellen Garrett & Dan 
Watson)

Michael E. Smith
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The Malaysian Rubber Research 
and Development Board has signed an 
agreement with the Yokohama 
Rubber Company of japan to use 
rubber manufacturing wastes to make 
various commodities.

The Malaysian government was 
pleased with the possible new market 
for rubber waste because, according 
to one official, "we have thrown the 
waste into the river and generated a 
bad smell."

Signers of the agreement toasted 
each other with one of the new 
commodities, a rubber-waste wine 
which reportedly tastes like Japanese 
rice wine. (Toronto) Globe and Mail 
(contributed by Randal Mcllroy)

In Detroit, where the night 
before Halloween is called Devil's 
Night and marked by outbursts of 
arson, four fire fighters were charged 
with selling Devil's Night T-shirts 
outside a burning warehouse. Stars 
and Stripes (contributed by Mr. & 
Mrs. Jeffrey Matthews)

Social worker Donalyn Gross of 
Springfield, Massachusetts, is 
marketing a line of greeting cards for 
the terminally ill. Among the 
messages to send or receive are 
these:

"I'm not contagious/I'm dying."
"So you're dying/Can't you be 

more original?"
"I told you I was sick/Now do you 

believe me?"
"I'm dying/And how was your 

day?"
Gross says she developed her 

products because dying people don't 
like getting cards that say "Get well 
soon." San Francisco Chronicle 
(contributed by Craig Black)

Dennis Frye, a former contractor 
in Monterey, California, was accused 
of installing phony fire sprinklers after 
a system he had installed in a school 
chapel was discovered to be no more 
than sprinkler heads glued to the 
ceiling. Minneapolis Scar and Tribune 
(contributed by Bill Sellstedt)

Randall Bruce

Car and Driver magazine ran a 
full-page ad for AutoGard, a spray 
which claimed to make cars "invisible 
to radar," at $17.95 a can. A later 
report in the magazine, however, 
noted that the product did not exist. 
After numerous complaints, 
investigators found that AutoGard's 
promoter, one R. Vickery of Santa 
Barbara, California, was only trying 
"to collect enough money to hire a 
scientist to develop the product." 
(contributed by Bill Sellstedt)

Bill Bartlett, an executive with 
Capitol Records in Hollywood, 
California, is suing his boss, Walter 
Lee, claiming Lee forced him to take 
a 43 percent pay cut, poked him with 
a cattle prod, and said, "You're dog 
meat. Go back to your stall." Variety 
(contributed by John Carlson)
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m Winds
A thirteen-year-old West 

Philadelphia boy shot and killed a 
friend after a card game. He told 
police the friend had annoyed him by 
"passing gas and blaming it on him." 
Philadelphia Daily News (contributed 
by Nick Verticelli)

From the Jakarta Post:
"Mr. Umana Suhaha, a senior official 

in the Javanese Special Branch, has 
been suspended from duty, and may 
well be placed under house arrest, for 
farting while Mr. Endang Sudjajat, a 
politician, was making an important 
speech.

According to an observer, "Mr. 
Sudjajat had reached the climax of his 
analysis of government incompetence 
and the audience was following his 
thought in complete silence. At this 
point, Captain Suhaha broke wind 
very loudly and continued for more 
than ten seconds. The speech was 
spoiled." (contributed by Dan 
Stephenson)

The Sun of London, England, 
reported that the Monitronix 
computer factory in Frome, 
Somerset, is inhabited by a farting 
ghost.

"The factory stands on the site of a 
nineteenth-century Salvation Army 
chapel. One theory is that the 
flatulent phantom is a girl who 
suffered an uncontrollable outburst 
during hymn singing. Now, more than 
a hundred years later, the shamefaced 
ghost is still reliving her awful 
moment.

"Said one worker: 'On several 
occasions, there has been a faint 
girlish voice singing hymns, followed 
by a loud raspberry sound and then a 
deathly hush.'

"Local author Evelyn McDonald, 
who has researched the spirit 
rumblings, said: 'Some believe it is the 
girl who had the unfortunate 
experience. Obviously it would have 
been a very embarrassing occurrence.'

"Company chairman John Walker 
said: There is certainly something 
strange here.'" (contributed by 
Stephen H. Goodwin)

The following letter appeared in a 
newspaper column called "People's 
Pharmacy":

"Q. My husband is being very good 
this holiday season about watching his 
waistline, so at parties he has 
concentrated on the raw vegetables, 
especially cauliflower and broccoli, 
rather than more fattening treats.

"Trouble is, these foods give him 
gas. If we go anywhere the next day, 
it's embarrassing. The first time he 
broke wind in public, I wanted to hide 
under the table.

"At one dinner party, the hostess 
served a French bean casserole. The 
next evening, I called the friends who 
were planning to drop over and told 
them I wasn't feeling well. They 
wouldn't have either if they had to 
smell the aromas.

"Is there anything my husband can 
take to control his flatulence? 
Otherwise, we may end up as social 
outcasts."

In his reply, pharmacologist Joe 
Graedon suggested that the husband 
"keep a diary of what he eats and 
compare it to how much gas he 
passes." (contributed by Bill Mueller)

Fifteen-year-old John Bell was 
expelled from the Erkenwald school
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in Dagenham, England, for farting. 
According to the Sun, "English 
teacher Colin Hopkins was reading a 
book to his hushed class when John 
let rip."

"No one heard it," said Bell, "but 
my friend Terry Hurren brought it to 
the teacher's attention by waving his 
book around." (contributed by 
Stephen H, and Gillian F.V. Goodwin}

In a lawsuit filed in Gresham, 
Oregon, supermarket clerk Tom 
Morgan demanded $100,000 in 
damages, claiming that co-worker 
Randy Maresh had farted at him.

Morgan alleged "that defendant 
would continually and repeatedly seek 
out the plaintiff on the premises of 
Albertson's [supermarket] while 
plaintiff was engaged in his employee 
duties. That defendant, after locating 
plaintiff, would position himself in the 
proximity of plaintiff so as to direct 
his 'gas' toward plaintiff, humiliating 
plaintiff and inflicting severe mental 
stress upon plaintiff."

In a written response, Maresh's 
lawyer claimed his client's alleged 
farts would be "expressive behavior" 
and thus protected by the First 
Amendment. Chicago Tribune 
(contributed by Herm Albright)
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for forty dollars." (Halifax) Daily 
News (contributed by Peter G. 
MacDonald)

In Oulu, Finland, four male 
students from the National Theater 
School rushed onto a stage, tore off 
their clothes, threw eggs and dung at 
the audience, and sprayed them with 
a fire extinguisher. "They then leaped 
into the audience and lashed out with 
impromptu whips, driving most of the 
theatergoers into the street."

After their arrest, the students told 
police they were conducting an 
experiment called "Theater of God." 
(Toronto) Globe and Mail 
(contributed by Brian Rietkerk)

Assistant psychology professor 
Mark Leary and three students at 
Wake Forest University in Winston- 
Salem, North Carolina, published a 
study on "interpersonal boredom" in 
the Journal of Personality and Social 
Psychology.

In one part of the study 
undergraduates named 210 boring 
things others do, such as making small 
talk, complaining, and indulging in 
slang expressions like "hey wow" or 
"far out."

Another part of the study 
concerned five-minute conversations 
between fifty-two pairs of strangers. 
Transcripts of the conversations were 
reviewed by undergraduates, who 
rated a randomly chosen person in 
each conversation for "boringness." 
That person's conversation was then 
separately studied for grammatical 
form and communicative intent, and 
the results compared to his 
"boringness index."

Leary said his study could lead to 
help for "chronically and excessively 
boring persons." (Torrance, 
California) Daily Breeze (contributed 
by Steve Alexander)

Eighteen-year-old Kirk Riles was 
acquitted of charges that he offered 
sex to an undercover cop in Halifax, 
Nova Scotia, after telling the judge 
the episode was merely an acting 
exercise.

Kelly Henderek, Riles's instructor 
at the Dalhousie University Theatre, 
testified that students in his class 
were asked "to become a character 
other than themselves, observe a real- 
life character, perform that character 
in public, and report back to class."

Riles, who chose to play the role of 
a male prostitute, said he had 
"observed" male prostitutes in action 
before performing his character in 
public by sticking his head in the 
window of the cop's car and 
announcing, "I can give you a blowjob

For its hamster theme party, the 
Sigma Pi fraternity chapter at the 
University of Wisconsin "turned its 
house into a giant hamster cage, 
complete with 1,200 pounds of 
shredded newsprint and giant 
cardboard tunnels... which connected 
rooms and represented large versions 
of plastic tubes used to make 
playgrounds for the pet rodent." 
However, the party was thwarted by 
the Madison Fire Department, which 
considered all that paper a fire hazard.

"We rented fifteen fire 
extinguishers and put up no smoking 
signs, but they didn't think that was 
sufficient," said fraternity president 
Glenn Hameister.

"One cigarette or match and it 
would have gone poof," said fire 
fighter Rick Anderson. Minneapolis 
Star and Tribune (contributed by Bill 
Sellstedt)

Alan N. Shapiro, a lecturer at 
Baruch College, City University of 
New York, was arrested in Dover 
Township, New Jersey, where police 
found him naked in a local 
convenience store.

"As far as we can tell, he went 
inside the store and on the way began 
losing it," said a police spokesman.

According to the Newark, New 
Jersey, Star-Ledger, police found 
Shapiro "covered with food and 
eating a coffee filter." (contributed by 
Costa Moustakis)
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Ihie Miscellany Part IV
Kelvin Shih, a former General 

Motors engineer, claimed the 
company spent $450,000 on a project 
called GHOST (Golf Head Optical 
Speed Trap), a laser system for 
analyzing the speed and angle of a golf 
swing.

"Twenty-five people worked on it 
for a year," said Shih, who charged 
that the system was developed to 
improve the game of GM vice 
president Frank Winchell. Chicago 
Tribune (contributed by Steve 
Phillips)

In St. Petersburg, Florida, over 
1,500 dirty diapers were stolen from 
the customers of Di-Dee Service of
Tampa.

According to police, "Nine 
customers were called in advance by a 
man who asked survey-type questions 
about diapers." A few days later, the 
same people "got calls from a man 
who said he was a new Di-Dee 
driver. He said he would be making 
his rounds early Thursday and asked 
that the dirty diapers be put outside 
that night. In some cases, he even 
asked for directions." That night the 
thief made his rounds, picking up the 
soiled diapers.

Di-Dee owner Paul Fogel said it 
was the first time in twenty-one years 
anyone had stolen dirty diapers from 
him.

St. Petersburg police spokesman 
George Pinckney said, "We have no 
suspects." Florida Today (contributed 
by Gary Russell)

Canada's Department of National 
Defense stopped production of fire- 
retardant navy uniforms after 
discovering the new outfits gave off 
an "obnoxious smell." Detroit News 
(contributed by Herm Albright)

The following correction appeared 
in the sports pages of the Miami 
Herald:

"Last Sunday, the Herald 
erroneously reported that original 
Dolphin Johnny Holmes had been an 
insurance salesman in Raleigh, North 
Carolina, that he had won the New 
York lottery in 1982 and lost the 
money in a land swindle, that he had 
been charged with vehicular homicide

but acquitted because his mother said 
she drove the car, and that he stated 
that the funniest thing he ever saw 
was Flipper spouting water on 
George Wilson. Each of these items 
was erroneous material published 
inadvertently. He was not an 
insurance salesman in Raleigh, did not 
win the lottery, neither he nor his 
mother was charged or involved in 
any way with a vehicular homicide, 
and he made no comment about 
Flipper or George Wilson. The 
Herald regrets the errors." 
(contributed by Walter Erickson)

Ever since a McDonald's restaurant 
opened along the Wiirzburg- 
NCirnberg autobahn in Geiselwind, 

West Germany, military helicopter 
pilots have been landing there for 
snacks while on duty. The franchise 
owner told German reporters that 
there have been a number of such 
landings, "including one formation of 
four helicopters."

American authorities promised to 
"come down hard" on any pilots 
caught landing for hamburgers. Stars 
and Stripes (contributed by Suzanne 
Titkemeyer)

Garage Sale

In Ottawa, Ganada, the makers of 
Baby Duck wine tried to block the 
marketing of another wine called 
Newfie Duck. But Justice Marcel 
Joyal ordered Baby Duck to share the 
shelves with Newfie Duck, as it 
already does with Canada Duck, 
Brights Duck, Malt Duck, Frosty 
Duck, and Kool Duck. (Toronto) 
Globe and Mail

This appeared in the Des Moines 
Register.

"The town of Bolan, population 
five, in northern Iowa held a 
centennial celebration in August. 
About 3,000 attended. The big 
production number was the 'Stand 
Still Parade.' Bolan's only street was 
so short that there was no route for 
a parade to take. So they parked the 
parade and the spectators paraded 
around the units." (contributed by Jim 
Hirschberg)

In announcing the engagement of 
Kathy Pettinicchi to Kevin Stamp, 
Connecticut's New Haven Register 
noted that "Mr. Stamp is employed 
by the U. S. Postal Service." 
(contributed by B. Patrie)

This photo of the real thing was submitted by Howard Wilkes.
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Revisionist Journalism

CORRECTION: Due to a* reporting error, The Globe 
reported incorrectly Tuesday that a 6-year-old Pem 
broke girl was killed by a car while delivering Girl 
Seoul calendars. Heather Woods was delivering Camp
Fire Candles.

Correction
An item appeared with an in 

correct date in Thursday's Com 
munity Bulletin Board. The an- 
nual general meeting of the 
Friends of Schizophrenics So 
ciety will be held Wednesday, 
April 18, 7:30 p.m. at Sydenham 
Street United Church.

I .

A Nov. 9 Southam News sto 
ry about Nova Scotia's black 
minority was accompanied by 
an inaccurate photograph cap 
tion. The photo, said to depict 
rundown homes outside Dart 
mouth, was actually of a pig 
farm. The Citizen apologises 
for the error.

Correct/on
John ^-..u/M^ursky. ;m rxomincr for (he 

sfak- Division of .Motor Vi'hicJ-'s. wyy imprnp- 
erly indent jfieo! in ;i .story ! ,.-,(. month as si;m- 
Jey Z;IL'II);I. .'mother motor vehicle examiner. 
The rrnn 1 reMjIi'"-' .'/McfC'/jniopur.sky f;j)st'ly 

;j,s X;n'"'"

Contributors: Duck Divet; David Bund; Michael). DiCola; Anita Jimenez; B. W. Cray; Eric Gibson;). Hebett; David Richardson,

Publications: (Passaic. New Jersey} Herald News; Kingston (Ontario) Whig Standard; Springfield (Massachusetts) Daily News; Boston Globs; (Toronto) 
Globe and Mail; San Francisco Chronicle; New York Times; Women's Wear Daily, (Ottawa) Citizen,
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Report from the Editor
continued from page 27

Christopher Smith of Montreal 
submitted a yellowed newspaper 
dipping about a Winnipeg man who 
inexplicably punched and kicked a 
fourteen-year-old boy in a shopping 
mall, smashed a nearby telephone, and 
forced the boy to eat pieces of it. In 
his letter he wrote:

"In 1982, I thought this was funny. 
I'm older now, and it's not quite so 
funny, but if you do, hey! That's what 
counts."

Craig Rice of Calgary, Canada, 
wrote:

"I think I might really be an 
American, because I don't remember 
anything before 1969 and I'm almost 
positive I know where Nicaragua is. 
Please don't tell anybody, though."

Shannon O'Rear, of Elizabeth- 
town, Kentucky, likes our magazine.

"It's even better than the other 
mags I read," he wrote, "like Soldier 
of Fortune, BMX Plus, Super BMX, 
Freestylin', BMX Action, Thrasher, 
Transworld Skateboarding, RUN, Info, 
Ahoy!, Compute!, and Commodore 
Magazine."

Edward Rigney of Maroubra, 
Australia, sent a cylinder of "Darkle" 
brand peppermints with this letter 
addressed to U. S. Customs:

"If the contents of the enclosed 
packet constitutes foodstuffs 
contraband, please destroy the 
peppermints and just forward the 
wrapper. I hope to win twenty bucks 
and a T-shirt with it."

Editor's Problems, Fart II

More Stuff 
from the Mail

Hank Zucker of St. Louis circled 
the phone book entry "TWAT, Lo 
Hung," tore off the section of the 
page it was on, and sent it in. 
Actually, I was more amused by the 
two entries before Mr. Twat: 
"TWADDLE, Andrew C. & Sarah" 
and "TWARDOWSKI, Zbylut."

However, I hate phone books with 
things torn out, so I won't encourage 
page-tearers by rewarding them with 
T-shirts.

We tell advertisers our readers 
are upscale and intelligent, then 
the readers send in pictures like

C. Emerick of Petaluma,
California, sent in four handwritten 
items (on teddy bear stationery) 
which I think of as "The Jerk Report."

Item one: "My fiance is in the 
Navy. He has this guy in his school 
that's a real jerk, and to show him 
that he'd better straighten out, they 
strapped him into his bed with 
electrical tape, including across his 
mouth!"

Item two: "I used to be a hostess 
at Denny's and there was a waitress 
that was a real jerk. Anyway, I 
managed to get her fired and when a 
certain customer found out, he wrote 
her a note and enclosed a condom. 
The note said: 'Goodbye, bitch. A 
very dissatisfied customer.' I laughed."

Item three: "I work at a Pay Less 
in San Rafael and I have this floor 
manager that's a real jerk! Anyway, I 
got through a normal day and the 
next I found that over a hundred 
dollars was missing. I almost got fired. 
Well, I found out that he forgot to 
take two voids out of my register. 
From that day on, I swore I'd never

this. We'll probably lose four or 
five ad pages because of this guy.

trust him!"
Item four: "I went to work as 

usual and left my p.j.'s on my bed. 
After a hard day, I came home and 
they were warm, as if someone had 
worn them. But I asked if anyone had 
sat on them and my family said no. I 
don't know why this occurred, but I 
think this is spooky as hell!"

Novelty envelopes with printed 
messages like "Herpes Test Results, 
Personal and Confidential" and 
"Fidelity Sperm Bank: Thanks for your 
deposit" were very popular this year. 
They made me pay more attention to 
envelopes, with these results:

Envelopes addressed to True Facts 
are of three basic types: small ones 
(the kind most people use for 
personal correspondence), business 
size (what the stationers call the 
#10), and whatever does not fit into 
one of the first two categories. I used 
to open these odd-sized envelopes 
first, thinking them more likely to 
contain something interesting. I was 
wrong.
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A survey of the True Facts mail 
revealed that 54 percent of True 
Facts actually used came in small, 
personal envelopes, 36 percent in 
business envelopes, and a mere 10 
percent from those odd-sized jobs.

Incidental!/, the same survey 
showed that 8 percent of True Facts 
submissions come from Canada, 
4.2 percent from New York City, 
2.2 percent from Pittsburgh, and 
2.6 percent from Decatur, a county 
seat in Illinois, population 90,397.

Dosage Deja Vu
Longtime contributor David Burd 

submitted "Directions for Adults," 
that little piece of paper from a Bayer 
aspirin bottle. Bayer spells out the 
following dosages for the noted 
afflictions:
HEADACHES: "I to 2 tablets with 
a glass of water every 4 hours, as 
necessary, up to 12 tablets a day." 
COLDS—FLU: "I to 2 tablets with 
a glass of water every 4 hours, as 
necessary, up to 12 tablets a day." 
MUSCULAR ACHES AND 
PAINS: "I to 2 tablets with a glass 
of water every 4 hours, as necessary, 
up to 12 tablets a day." 
NEURALGIA—NEURITIC PAIN: 
"I to 2 tablets with a glass of water 
every 4 hours, as necessary, up to 12 
tablets a day."
ARTHRITIS AND RHEU 
MATISM: "I to 2 tablets with a 
glass of water every 4 hours, as 
necessary, up to 12 tablets a day." 
BURSITIS—LUMBAGO- 
SCIATICA "I to 2 tablets with a 
glass of water every 4 hours, as 
necessary, up to 12 tablets a day." 
TOOTHACHE—EXTRAC 
TIONS: "I to 2 tablets with a glass 
of water every 4 hours, as necessary, 
up to 12 tablets a day." 
MENSTRUAL PAIN: "I to 2 
tablets with a glass of water every 4 
hours, as necessary, up to 12 tablets a 
day."
SORE THROAT DUE TO A 
COLD AND FOR RELIEF OF 
MINOR THROAT IRRI 
TATIONS: "I to 2 tablets with a 
glass of water every 4 hours, as 
necessary, up to 12 tablets a day."

Editor's Problems, Part III
An ad in American Clean Car 
featured these photos of a pretty 
woman on the back of a Porsche 
going through a car wash. It 
appeared seven years ago, and

ever since I've wondered if there 
were winos with shammies 
waiting outside to wipe her 
down. There's nothing worse 
than not knowing.

IManage Your 
Automobile Asset 
Wash and Wax It 
Regularly

Agemieandsafe

CONVERSATION WITH A 
CAR WASH CUSTOMER
A lady who had stopped using the car wash 
recently returned.

Attendant: "Hi, I haven'! seen you for a while." 
"Nice to see you again." 
He remembered her because she was 
pleasant.

Customer: "I stopped using Ihe car wash because I saw 
markings on my car and thought ihe marks 
were from the car wash. The markings 
continued lo appear after I slopped coming 
to Ihe car wash so I began lo look for the 
cause."

Attendant: "Did you find the cause of the markings?"
Customer: "I found several causes:

Number one was other people opening their 
doors against the side of my car. In addition, 
people place bags on cars while unlocking 
Ihe door to their car. Dirt on the car acts as
£anrin^"'"""-' u -- acts as 

ss the

and wax to protect the finish

pan. is on tricycles collide with the Body panels or ram them 
with handlebars, leaving the pain! scratched 
or scuffed. They even use the car surface as 
a playground for small toys,"

TRUE FACTS SECTION
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Report from the Editor
Other Reading

The Reader's Digest, publishers of 
such books as the Fix It Yourself 
Manual and the even more ambitious 
Complete Do It Yourself Manual, 
have come out with the ultimate do- 
it-yourself book. It's called How to 
Do Just About Anything. They're not 
kidding. The book's contents pages 
include these subjects, among many 
others: avocado growing, breast 
feeding, chandeliers, diaper rash, 
elevator safety, jerky (beef), obscene 
phone calls, and quoits.

Subsidy publisher Vantage Press 
advertises its books regularly in the 
New York Times. Here are a few 
recent titles:

Eureka: Over Sixty and 100% 
Alive and Well by Helen 
Barillaire—"The ultimate diet and 
exercise handbook for senior 
citizens."

Look—I'm Flat Again by Violeta 
Centeno-Beltran, M.D.—"A 
remarkable doctor describes her

experiences with unwed mothers."
Going Potty by Kay Matthews— 

"A child's guide to toilet training, 
charmingly told and illustrated."

Roo! by Beverly A. Lewis—"A 
killer kangaroo wreaks havoc on an 
Australian community."

Bovine Excrement by Ron 
Campbell—"A rollicking collection of 
tall tales."

"To Be" or "Not to Be"? A 
Spurious Concept Refuted by Alan 
Kent—"A controversial treatise that 
finds the entire concept of existence 
to be meaningless."

The Jack Norton (Who's He?) 
Story by Jack Morton—"-A 
producer's sparkling memoirs, 
populated with the likes of Hope, 
Benny, and Burns."

A check of newsstands turned up 
these magazine cover blurbs:

Cosmopolitan—"How to Dump 
a Man with Finesse"

Rock Video—"Warning: Rock 
Video Will Kill You!—Lunatic 
Doctors Expose Music Menace"

McCall's—"Breast Cancer: The 
Good News"

Lady's Circle—"What's Behind 
the American Chicken Revolution?"

Harvey—"I'm the White Meat in 
an Interracial Sex Sandwich"

First Hand—"Disco Saved My 
Marriage"

Stallion— "Finding Sex in Finland"
Daring Romances—"I Had to 

Sell My Baby to Buy Our Dream 
House"

Wrestling All Stars—"Wahoo 
McDaniel: Was he dumb to turn 
dirty?"

Woman's Day— "Update on New 
Flowers & Veggies"

ftashbound

Hey, Kiddies! Want Some Ice Cream?«S

Time to clean out the True Facts 
photo files. Here are some of the 
pictures I liked enough to keep for a 
while, but finally couldn't use. Some 
were too blurry, some too small to 
reproduce, and others I simply lost 
my enthusiasm for:
• The roadside sandbank sculpture of 
an arrow pointing to "Watley World"
• A hearse pulling a U-Haul trailer 
{"Who says you can't take it with

u?" wrote contributor Edward L
ivitt.)

• The Chinese restaurant sign that 
read "Food to Go in Rear"
• Explosive Technology Rd.
• Somebody's dad mugging for the 
camera next to a sign at the Sick 
Optik trade show display
• A desktop plaque which read 
"Please do not sit on plants."
• Signs for many businesses, including: 
Barkoff & Katz, the Columbus Sucker 
Rod Co., Crosby's Sills & Sash, Robot 
Spa, Clutter Sanitation, Head 
Liquidators, Big Pecker's T-shirts, 
Wachovia Bank & Trust, Peoria Arab 
Pest Control Co., Panhandle State 
Bank, Elf Lubricants, Feakle Farm, 
Hvpermart, Katie's Cloning Castle, 
and Big Buns Cafe
• A sheep wearing a painter's hat
• A sign reading "Free Blood 
Pressure"
• Lots of vandalized signs like the one 
which read "Davenport H. S., 
Welcome to Gorilla Cunt"

Herm Albright
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• Purposely tasteless signs like this: 
"White toilets only $79.95! No shit!"
• Standards like the radiator shop 
("Best Place in Town to Take a 
Leak"), the muffler shop ("No Muff 
Too Tuff"), the dry cleaner ("Drop 
Your Pants Here"), the brushless car 
wash ("We're on the Rag"), the car 
dealership ("Shy and Timid Salesman 
On Duty; Come In and Take 
Advantage of Him"), and the vacuum 
cleaner dealer ("More Suck for Your 
Buck").
• The town-square manger scene 
erected in front of a cannon so that 
the memorial-soldier statue has the 
drop on baby Jesus
• Two cows living in an old swimming 
pool

The Great 
T-shirt Debate

True Facts now pays for written 
contributions with T-shirts instead of 
cash. This has caused some comment. 
For example, Mark Baldwin of Los 
Angeles wrote: "This T-shirt bit 
troubles me. Too cheap to pay ten 
dollars per article? Boy, if you used 
twenty articles you could be out two 
hundred smackers per issue! Multiply 
that by six issues a year and you're 
talking the price of an IBM 
typewriter!"

On the other hand, there are 
people like Steven Newman of 
Liverpool, England, who returned a 
ten-dollar check we sent him for a 
True Fact. In his letter he explained 
that he had just read about the new 
T-shirt policy. "I know that they are 
supposed to be given for 
contributions," he wrote, "but I 
would gladly give up my ten dollars 
for the chance to be one of the few 
people in England to have one."

Meanwhile, some people, like 
N.R.G. of Lyndhurst, New Jersey, 
remain confused at best. N.R.G. 
wrote: "Like, I thought that you 
could use this like, True Fact that I 
like, found, you know? Dig like, I'm 
not into that like, capitalist/fascist/ 
materialist trip you know, so like, you 
can keep the WHOLE TEN

We'll Just Lap It Up off the Table, 
Thank You

BOARD •*««**» "*«

This ad on a building in Brooklyn, New York, was photographed by 
Thomas M. Callahan.

DOLLARS, man, OK? If you can use 
this, maybe you could donate it to the 
Spirit Foundation, or use it to help 
starving people in Asia, OK? Peace, 
brother."

To clear up possible confusion, the 
deal is this: For a True Fact you get a 
T-shirt. For a photo you get a T-shirt

and ten dollars—if you took the 
photo yourself. If you just tore the 
picture out of a newspaper, you only 
get the shirt. Okay?

Send those submissions, facts, 
photos, or whatever, to True Facts, 
c/o National Lampoon, 635 Madison 
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.
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•frue Miscellany Part V
According to the Courier-Post of 

Camden, New Jersey, fifteen families 
were still waiting in line to see Santa 
Claus at the Deptford Mall when an 
assisting elf announced that Santa 
would be leaving at 5:45 P.M. But 
Santa left four minutes early at 5:41 
P.M., leaving a group of crying 
children.

"It was an ugly scene," said parent 
Joe Coco of Philadelphia, who 
complained about Santa's early 
departure to the elf. The elf made an 
obscene gesture in response.

Another parent, Michael Del 
Campo of Lindenwold, New Jersey, 
followed Santa Claus to the 
management office to find out why he 
was leaving early. "A few minutes 
later, township police responded to a 
call that Del Campo was chasing two 
mall security guards with a pipe used 
to support a rope barrier."

Other angry parents charged that 
they were verbally harassed by other 
elves when they went to the mall 
office to complain, (contributed by E. 
Teitelman)

An exhibit at the Museum of 
Science and Industry in Los Angeles, 
California, includes a simulated 
earthquake in a "make-believe living 
room capable of holding twenty edgy 
people." After the make-believe 
quake, a newscaster appears on a 
video monitor and solemnly 
announces, "The quake has been 
measured at 8.3 on the Richter scale. 
It seems that this indeed was the Big 
One that's been predicted for so 
long."

After some visitors claimed the 
simulated quake was not that strong, 
museum officials explained that a real 
8.3 would injure the spectators. But 
billing the exhibit as a lesser quake 
would not attract potential 
museumgoers.

"To be perfectly honest," said one 
quake expert, "I don't think anyone 
would come for a 3.5." Los Angeles 
Times (contributed by Gary J. 
Prebula)

Sharon Alford on her son, Steve 
Alford, a basketball free-throw 
champ, as quoted in the St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch:

"Steve never played cowboys and 
Indians or army, like the other kids. It 
was real hard to figure out what to 
get him for Christmas. All he ever 
wanted was balls." (contributed by 
Darryl M. Moll)

From Ontario's Sarnia Observer.
"Darwin—Voracious toads the size 

of dinner plates are hitchhiking across 
northern Australia gobbling up 
wildlife, and officials are appealing to 
motorists not to give them lifts." 
(contributed by Floyd McCormick)

The New Jersey Casino Control 
Commission, which regulates games 
of chance in Atlantic City, has voted 
to lift its ban on the sale of 
"prophylactics or contraceptives on 
casino property." Las Vegas Review 
Journal (contributed by Richard 
White)

Shooting Up

Archaeologists working in the 
foundation of Dudley Castle near 
Birmingham, England, discovered five 
condoms believed to be from the 
1640s, when the forces of Oliver 
Cromwell fought soldiers loyal to 
King Charles I.

"It really is a revolutionary 
discovery," said archaeologist 
Stephanie Ratkai, adding that the 
prophylactics, made of fish and animal 
intestines, were probably brought to 
England by officers returning from 
France. Pittsburgh Press (contributed 
by Joseph Forbes)

The New Zealand Herald reported 
that "the British Woman's Weekly 
magazine has had to modify its 
scheme to attach three condoms to 
the front cover of every magazine 
later this month."

Reasons given for the change of 
plans were "the reaction of elderly 
readers and of delivery boys."

"There was also the problem of 
stapling them to the cover," said 
editor Clare Rayner. (contributed by 
John Glengarry)

Action Shotgun
M^V5 Modified, 30 Full Vant Rib

This item from a Thruway Stores ad appeared in the Sunday Record 
of Orange County, New York, (contributed by Richard C. Miller)
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30 MINUTE SPECIALTY VIDEOS FEATURING FEMALE AND MALE VIDEO STARS 
pn <m m cm n 30 MINUTE VIDEOS FEATURING SENSUOUS CENTERFOLD MODELS WITH VIRILE MALE STARS pn „ m ^ ̂

GROUP A OR B AS LOW AS j9§ GROUP C OR D AS LOW A! 
$5.00 EA. IN QUANTITY I^A $2.00 EA IN QUANTIT

ANY ONE $15.00
ANY FIVE $35.00

ANY EIGHT $48.00
ANY T THIRTEEN $65.

(JUSl $5.00 EACH!)
————— GROUP A—————

CHEEKY CHICKS
These girls like it one way
TRIPLE IREAI
Two girls and one guy sample each other m every
conceivable way.
TERHIFIC TA-IA'S
Four slim girls with the biggest busts ever
TWICE AS NICE
Two guys £ a girl • 1 black 1 white.
PUKVB00
II you like to watck-take a look at Oils.
THE SEDOCTIOK OF STAG?
S. Donovan m hei best action scenes ever.
DEEP INSIDE ElLE RIO
This Brazilian beauty pleasures herself with
ttifee virile men.
THE fRDIIC WORLD OF CHRISTY CUNYON
A mus! lor Christy Canyon fans everywtretE
HASH HIM
Nina Hartley shows why she's so nasty.
(HE BEST Of BIQNBl BEE
Blond, blue eyed & big busted.
A must have item.
ENDLESS ORGIES
Do/ens of orgies till this tape
BEHIND BLUE EYED BIOHDS
These blue eyed beauties have a taste for the]
insatiable. I
BLONDS m mm
Amber Lyrm £ a variety of blond beauties show 
why their the best.

-————GROOP B ————
NEW mm
Tired of the same old faces? These are the
newest and the freshest.
EXECUTIVE AGIION
A secretaries work is never done
HERE'S LOOKING AT TOO
Kaii Foxx looks directly at you- while ilorng it
DWH AND SWEET
Black guy and sweet blond girls
GlftlS WHO LOVE II (ROM BEMUD
The title says it ail?
SUPERSWS OF FUM
ID ol the sexiest supeistars - male and female
NO HOLES BARRED
3 girls in search of the ultimate orgasm
4 WAI FUN
2 guys-2 girls and lots of Fun-Fun-Fun you'll wish
you were there.
CLIMAX REVIEW VGL I
Featuimg ovei 30 climax endings
CLIMAX REVIEW II
Over GO stars and 30 of the Best Endings ever
THf PIUMBERS & THE HOUSEWIFE
3 plumbers and one hoiny housewife

BiKini clad giils in hot sealing action
GIRIS WHO IOVE GIRIS
ft video anthology ol the best gitl girt scenes evei.

ANY ONE $10.00
ANY FIVE $15.00
ANY GROUP OF

TEN $20.00
[11BT S2.DO 00!)

GflflUP C

d ELLE RIO 
D TANYA FOX 
D NIKKI CHARM 
n BREEZY LANE 
D CARA LOTT 
O LACY LUV 
D PURPLE PASSION 
D NINA HARTLEY 
D STACEY DONOVAN 

CHRISTY CANYON

KELI RICHARDS 
D GINA VALENTINO

TANIARA LONGLEY 
D LISA DELEUW

BECKY SAVAGE 
a TIFFANY CLARK 
a PENNY MORGAN 
D BARBARA DARE 
D EBONY AYES 
D BLONDI BEE

(as pictured above)
TO ORDEfi PLEASE CHECK ITEMS DESISED. FILL OU"

CDDPON BELOW AND SEND ENTIRE PAGE WITH 
REMITTANCE TO; CURT1S HOME VIDEO DtPI = _Y_18

P.O. BOX M-827 GARY, IN. 46401-0827 
RUSH ITEMS IKBICATEO. I ENCLOSE S__PLUS S3. PSH

D CASH D MONEY ORDER D CHECK As Payment in Full
Canadians Remit in U.S. Funds Ho C.O.D.'S 

n SEND C.0.0.1 ENCLOSE fl IS. DEPOSIT PLUS S3. P8H.
I AM OVER 19 IBS Of AGE. AND REQUEST THIS MATERIAL.

AfJDRESS/APT. 

CITY _____

SIGNATURE/AGE/DATE-
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Meet Your Meat

IWBKEI

E. Nelson-Molin
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WRONG jSelfM'0/V/
a ! W A/A/
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HoW To
MAKE A PAIR OF PANTJ IN

<?-/?87 AV K-

THIS is rouK FASRIC ; TH\z.rv-fEveN g/?oCAO£ F£<?M O/A/A.

VaRD£EPK£$£/vJT* A
6oDV, V^MICM (S

&OOY-

PARTS WILL STIMULATE A ELSEIVAERE,
PANTV

PANTS ARE MADE FOR
WALKIMS

MEASURE
AND THE TIME ITTAKE5

PANTS ARE ALSO MADE PQR. SITTING

Sir Sri LL FOR.A WHILE ON 
SOMETHING UAJCOMFORTABLE

MAKE ADJUSTMENTS

R \ CUT OUT ALL PATTERN PIECES THAT 
0 ' LOOK LIKE PANTS.D/SCAR.DTWE REST; 

STiTcn AND PR£$$./\ /MOW irs
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P0/N6
HAVE 6AINED 26

s /s THIS rae 
. THK

&1B5GQ36K LIICE 
ABOUT 20

i AHP.£V£R£TT!

.THEN WHAT WILL 
YOU PO W/TH MY 
PRIVATE

'T WAMT 
JCMoW THAI 5AM. JF

ORRY, iAW, IF You t IK ANYWAWR WANT THE AHSW^R TO
!T«AT, Yow*a HAV£ ToSENO

WWAT EWETT WLUOWITH
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THIS IS A REAL AD! ADVERTISEME NT

, Flames from fingertips

YOU'LL BE THE LIFE OF THE PARTY 
WITH OUR NEW FUN. JOKE & MAGIC ITEMS!

UNK UN-UNK RINGSNEEDU THRU ARM « 
ILLUSION

SNOWSTORM TABLETS
SOHPRISE MUSTARP 
I, K

r^TiWv

CIGARETTES
fife.. THE AIR

**" ' (A66-BI3.33

VANBWWfiGlASS
CUss ol nine v.im'.ir.". in irtni ol ineir evg:

SUPERCLASS
PENETRATION

POUC£ 
HANDCUFFSNOI ONE but TWO LARGE SNAKES

opens ibis ordinaiy looking pgCK ol 
c^ndy. Tcrrillc lun. FaKe noise sounds 
like real candy inside.
UJ77 53.95 • Buy 3, Gut 1 FREE'

Apparently see bonus thru 
skin, lead in pencil, figure 
thru clothes, elc. Scientific 
optical idea that really 
works. Fantastic! Eerie . . 
bul great tun at parties'

W30—S2.95 • Buy 3, Get 1 FREE

MHJIPWH6&APPEARING SPONGE BALLS('/:
They'll wonder who did II! Blow l 
special Oovico. n sounds iusl like 
know what! Sute to make everyone I 
around! Causes plenty ol I 
Snccial price
"J83-5/W9S- Bu< 10, Ool 5 FHEE'

A classic magic trick Complete with rouiineandail balls required 
No. A133-S4.99* Buy 2, Gel 1 FREE!VVHOOPEE

CUSHION WOOPmGHOWER SINGO BOMBS
/o^rf exp/osion. Wo match required. These are 
GREATFUNalaparly.So get some rodax'50 Bombs 
per box No.SM13-SI»nesJ54-9S'BuylSboiuslot 
S1d.es. Get 5 Boxes FREE! • Buy 30 boxes tor 129.70, 
Gelid boxes FREE!-Buy 60 bows <or$59.95. Go) 40 
bones FREE!lun' 10 per pack 

»J21-5pks M10/SJ-95 
• Bu^lOpks to 59.90, 
Bel a pk). FHEE! RUSH ORDERS TO:

A.A. Harvester, Dept. P- 204 
635 Madison Ave., NY, NY 10022

Hall price-regularly S9.M. now: 
HA139 S4.99 • Buy 2, Get 1 FflEE| SHIT IN A CAN

m CUSTOMERS OUT OF U.S. Send U.S. M.OO money 
order for catalog and orderin§ instructions sent airmail
PLACE NAME AND ADDRESS ON SEPARATE PIECE OK PAPER.

SWWUH' HANDSHAKER

ith you again! Seciel device 
causes HUGE SPARKS TO FLY FROM 
YOUR HAND! Make believe you gat elec- 
trie shock and let sparks liy! fJn batteries

S7.95. HM3 SALE! M.95.

OUR BIGGEST CATALOG 
CAN BE YOURS

m THEN THE FIREWORKS BEG IN 
I KJU—i pk5. MM 

Buy 12 pis. (or 11J.97. Gel 4 pks. fREE!

Will only roll 
a seven. For 
magical pur 
poses only. 
UJ16-S1.9S

WE IMI1L HEPIACE YOUR ORDER IF 
LOST OR DAMAGED III THE MAIL IF 
YOU AflO 95t FOR INSURAIJCE
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Stories from

UNCLE KUNTA
T THE CABIN OF UMCV-E HUNTF< , MOU.V 

AND TODD WAIT IN ANTICIPATION AS 
THEIR FRIEND BE&INS ANOTHER CHAPTER 
OF HIS STOR1" ABOUT CREATION.....

DlS STORV START IN A PLACE 
CALLED DA 0ARDEN. OP EDEN, 
AND GOD LOOK DOWN AT HIS 
FIRST TWO LITTLE PEOPLE 
CREATIONS AND HE SAY...
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Dirty Dozen Videos—$1.98 ea.
in
qty.

These 12 down and dirty, pulse pounding, hard driving sex 
ual powerhouses are ready for you as a group for only $23.75 
total. That's $1.98 each for 12 video features; 240 sex-soaked 
minutes of sizzling sensuousness with big name studs and 
superstarlets.

If ordered separately, features are S7.95 each.
#XSF901 Girls Who Crave Huge Men, star 
ring Nina Harley, Tracy Lynn, Divine Brazil, 
Herschel Savage.
#XSF902 Kiss & Swell, !he uflimate oral 
orgy, starring Lisa deLeeuw, Jessica Wilde. 
Jack Norlh, Rachel West.
#XSF903 California Cream Girls, hungry 
tor hoi rods, starring Oral Annie, Gina Car- 
rera, Tigr, John Leslie.
#XSF904 Oriental Orgasms starring Mai 

.Lin. Kirn Sum, Phaedra, Don Fernando.
# XSF905 lntettaclal Lust slatting Billy Dee, 
Tina Maria, Honey Wildest.
#XSF906 Spoiled Virgins starring Nina Har 
ley, Daisy. Elana. Martina and more.

#XSF907 Three's Not A Crowd starring Jes 
sica Long, Blair Harris. Kalhy Nicole. Paul 
Thomas.
#XSF908 Foreskin Foreplay starring Jim 
Fox, R. Bella. Ahmad, Ingfid Ellis, Linda.
#XSF909 Sexercise Class starring Lisa 
deLeeuw, Pam Snyder. Miko Mornssey.
#XSF910 Beach Blanket Bing Bang starring 
Cindy Evans, John Leslie, Cherry Fox, Jona 
Storm.
#XSF911 Peeping Voyeurs starring Serena, 
Crystal Hail, Jamie Gillis, Jessie SI. James, 
Eric Edwards.
#XSF912 Dildo Girls starring Karen Sum 
mers, Lori Smith, Heather. Janey, Kyoko.

#X5F900 - The Dirty Dozen. All 12 features For one price— 
only $23.75 total!

Features, Lifestyles, & Collections, 60-90 min.
XMO-501 Voyeur's Dream—6 hunks going it 
alone. (All Male) $19.95
XMP-504 Black On Black— Inlerracial cast of 70 
(All Male). $24.95
XMS-903 Oral Delights—Seka. John Holmes. An 
nette Haven. $24.95
XGT-H5 Women Who Love Women—Rhonda Jo 
Petty, Monique Perry (All Female). $19.95 
XVH-232 Women In Passion—Vanessa. Jean 
Dalton, Tina Russel (AH Female) $13.95 
XGR-105 Lady Friends—Rachael and tier sen 
suous Iriends (All Female) $19.95 
JCGT-108 Women's Fantasies—Danielle, Annie 
Owen. K.C. Valentine (All Female) $19.95 
XEX-108 Slar Women—SeKa, Lori Smilh. Desiree 
tane (All Female). 90 min., S24 95 
XTV-101 Hot Blondes—Helga and all her Danish 
Iriends (TV) $29.95
XTV-102 TV Orgy—Brigitte, Erick and company 
(TV) $29.95
X8L-104 19 Best ot CabaHero—Best ol Dime Ray: 
Hollywood Slai. Cenlerspread Girls. 17 mote. $19.95 
XBL-101 Blockbuster Cinema Collection—Best 
ol Deep Throat. Devil in Miss Jones. 11 more-$24.95 
XBT-10 John Holmes Collection—5 featurettesof 
Big John wilh straight & b i-beau tigs - $19.95 
X6T-8 Black on White Revue—4 interracial tea- 
turettes 8 one lily white. $19.95 
XCA-103 Best of Seka—Sizzling Seka in her leg 
endary top lilrns. $19.95
XJP-103 Big Melons #1 — 7 featurettes with the 
most well -endowed I ad i es $19.95 
XMS-915 Kinky Sex Acts—Cara Lott, Bunny Bleu. 
Paul Thomas. 90 min. $19 95 
XCA-108 Come Wllh Me, My Love—Vanessa del 
Rio. Annie Sprinkle. Jeffrey Hurst, 90 min. $19.95 
XCA-111 Around the World wilh Johnny Wadd— 
John Holmes and a bevy ol beauties. 90 min. $19.95

XAT-113 Like A Virgin—Christy Canyon, Peter 
North, Gail Force. 90 min. S19-95 
XAT-118 Heavenly Desire—Seka. Serena and big, 
black Johnny Keyes. 90 mm. $19.95 
XAT-119 Taxi Girls—Nancy Sutler. John Holmes. 
Serena, 90 mm. $19.95
XVH-228 The Story of Joanna—Terry Hall. Jamie 
Gillis, 90 mm. $19.95
XVH-217 Autobiography of a Flea—Jean Jen- 
nmgs, John C. Holmes. 90 min. $19.95 
XAT-103 A Taste of Money—Constance Money. 
Gina Gianetli, John Leslie. 90 mm. $19.95 
XAT-102 White and Black—Satin Summers, 
George Payne. Sharort Kane. 90 min $19.95 
XCA-112 Dark Dreams—Tins Russell, Darby Lloyd 
Rains. Tim Long. 90 mm $19.95 
XEX-106 Wild Orgies—Heather Wayne. John Les 
lie, Constance Money. 90 mm. $19.95 
XEX-107 Famous Ta-Ta's—Christy Canyon. Kitten 
Natividad, Rachel Ashley. 90 mm. $19.95 
XEX-T05 Superstars and Superstuds-—Seka, 
Ginger. Amber Lynn. Harry Heems, 90mm.$19.95 
XVH-201 Oui, Girls—Anne Ventura. Lisa Qeleeuw. 
Tiffany Clark. 90 mm. $19.95 
XD-229 Inside Seka—Seka plus an ail-sta'l cast 
ol your favorite studs and slarlets. 90 mm. $19.95 
XMP-505 Humungous—"Big" Taurus in live su- 
pertiung aduenlures (All Male) $19.95 
XVH-236 Big, Blond and Black—Daniel Holl, 
Gary, Tony, Jonn. Eric. Henry. (All Male) $19.95 
XMP-502 Mind. Body and Soul—Michael Fox. 
Ken Chrislopner, John Anelerson (All Male) $19.95 
XAT-115 RX For Sex—Julia Perrior, Lauren St. Ger- 
main. $19.95
XGT-116 Danielle's Girlfriends—Tara Aire, Annie 
Owen, Becky Savage, Danielle. (All Female) $19.95 
XGT-122 Female Companions—JoAnn Harris. 
Volanda Clark. Marie Sharp. (All Female) $19.95

XAT-110 Pretty As You Feel—Ginger Lynn. Jerry Butler, ficven. $19.95

Privale Showcase Video Oept. HFQ72 7. PO. Box 4357. Springdaie. CT 06907
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BOOKS
D National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary 

Anthology, Volume I Half of our best tenth 
anniversary book ever—and the first half. 14.95

G National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary 
Anthology, Volume II The sequel is even 
belter. $4.95

D National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary, 
Deluxe Edition This one is hardbound, for 
painful dropping on one's foot. $19.95

O National Lampoon Foto Funnies The first 
edition of funnies told through fotos. published in 
1980. $2.95

D National Lampoon Foto Funnies All-new, 
all-brilliant Folo Funnies. If you liked them in the 
magazine, you'll really love them in Ihe book, 1986. 
$2.95

D National Lampoon High School Yearbook
Parody Critically acclaimed across America, this 
one still has its surviving writers chuckling. £4.95

D National Lampoon Sunday Newspaper
Parody A sequel to the High School Yearbook. 
though the two have nothing in common. $4.95

O The Best Of National Lampoon, No. 4
Just the good shit from 1972-1973. $2.50

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 5
The best Muff from 1973- W74. $2.50

G The Best of National Lampoon, No. 7
Encompassing 1975-1976. $2.50

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 8
Jokes started gelling more expensive in 1976-1977 
$3.95

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 9
But we managed to hold tlie line on prices during 
1978-1980. S3.95

L~J National Lampoon True Facts '86 1 he third 
all-new collodion run even we coukl dream up 
$2.95

Q National Lampoon Deluxe Edition of 
Animal House The lull- color, illusiraietl hook 
on which the movie v%as not Iwsed. This came later. 
S4.')5

O Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare Print
Not in the magazine, anyway. Disgusting. $2.95

G Son of Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare 
Print II: A Sequel Even worse than the first. 
$2.95

G National Lampoon True Facts The original, 
uncensored work, now available in English. It all 
happened. 52.95

D National Lampoon Dirty Joke Book The
filthy, the funny, and the farmer's daughter. $2.95

n National Lampoon's Very Large Book of 
Comical Funnies It's comical and it's a reprint. 
It's some of the best damn comics you'll ever see, 
gringo! $3.95

D National Lampoon Comics Not the stand-ups, 
just the lay-downs. $2.50

D National Lampoon Dirty Dirty Joke Book
Collection of ribald stories, limericks, one-liners, 
cartoons, and other off-color works. 

D Encyclopedia of Humor Everything funny 
from A to Z. Hardcover. $4.95

MAGAZINES 
$5.0O EACH

D OCTOBER 1972 / Those Fabulous Sixties
D NOVEMBER 1972 I Dc^uciu,.-
G DECEMBER 1972 I liasicr ,„ ixvcmhct
D APRIL 1973 I Prciudicc
D MAY 1973 / Fraud
D JUNE 1973 / Vu.lciKc
D JULY 1973 / Modern Times
a SEPTEMBER 1973 / Pos,w;,r 
G OCTOBER 1973 / Banana KM.C

G NOVEMBER 1973 / Sports
D DECEMBER 1973 I Sell-indulge
D JANUARY 1974 / Animals
D MAY 1974 / Fiftieth Anniversary
D AUGUST 1974 / Uolaiumism and Tooih Care
G SEPTEMBER 1974 / Old Age
D NOVEMBER 1974 / Civic*
D JANUARY 1975 / N,. i-sue
D FEBRUARY 1975 / Low and Romance
G MAY 1975 1 Medicine
D AUGUST 197S ' Iusi.ee
D SEPTEMBER 1975 / Back u. College
D OCTOBER 1975 / Collar', K-ue
D NOVEMBER 1975 / Work
D DECEMBER 1975 / Money
D JANUARY 1976 / Seerel Issue
D FEBRUARY 1976 / Anisis and Model-.
n MARCH 1976 / In Like a Lion
D APRIL 1976 / Olympic Spurts
D MAY 1976 / Unwanted Foreigners
Q AUGUST 1976 / Summer Sex
G SEPTEMBER 1976 / The UICM Issue
G OCTOBER 1976 / The Funny Pages
D NOVEMBER 1976 / I- Democracy Fixed'.'
G DECEMBER 1976 / Selling Out
D JANUARY 1977 I Surclirc Issue
Q FEBRUARY 1977 / JFK Remau^mal
Q MARCH 1977 / Science .md Technology
Q APRIL 1977 I Ripping Ihe Lid nil TV
D JUNE 1977 / Careers
D JULY 1977 / Nasty Sex
a AUGUST 1977 ; (.'heap Thrills
Q SEPTEMBER 1977 / Grow Up'
D OCTOBER 1977 / AM Beatles
0 NOVEMBER 1977 / LilcMyles
D DECEMBER 1977 / Christmas m Dceemhcr
D JANUARY 1978 / The Rok- ol Sex in History
G FEBRUARY 1978 / Sprmp Fascism in Prtvic>
G MARCH 1978 / Cr>mc ,nid I'nni-.hmciil
D APRIL 1978 / Sprmj: Cleaning

Q MAY 1978 / Families
a JUNE 197B / The Wild Woxi
G JULY 1978 / KHIili Anniversary
G AUGUST 1978 / T..<kiv\ Toons
G SEPTEMBER 1978 / Style
G OCTOBER 1978 / hmoiammcni

$4.00 EACH
U APRIL 1979 / April Fool
Q MAY 1979 I Internationa) Terrorism
C] AUGUST 1979 ' Summci Vacation
G OCTOBER 1979 / Cnmcdy
D DECEMBER 1979 / Success
Q FEBRUARY 19&O / Tcnih Anniversary
Q MARCH 198O / March Miscellany
G APRIL 198O / Vengeance
D MAY 198O / Se« Roles
QJUNE19BO/ Fresh Air
n JULY 1980/Slime. Swill, and Politics
D AUGUST 198O / Anxieiy
(H SEPTEMBER 198O / The Past
D OCTOBER 1980 / Aggression
D NOVEMBER 1980 / Potpourri
Q DECEMBER 1980 / Fun Takes a Hohday
D FEBRUARY 1981 / Sin
n MARCH 1981 / Women and Dogs
n APRIL 1981 / Chaos
D MAY 19B1 / Naked Ambition
G JUNE 1981 / Romance
fj JULY 1981 / EndlCM,. Mindless Summet So
G AUGUST 1981 ' Let's CL-I U Un. America'
G SEPTEMBER 1981 / Back i» School
D OCTOBER 1981 / Movies
Q NOVEMBER 1981 / TV and Why K Sucks
Q DECEMBER 1981 /.Whai's Hip''

G JANUARY 1982 / Sword and Sorcery
G FEBRUARY 1982 / The Sexy Issue
Q MARCH 1982 I Food Fight
Q APRIL 1982 / Failure
Q MAY 1982 / Crime
G JUNE 1982 I Do It Yourself
O JULY 1982 / Spoiling Life
G AUGUST 1982 / The New West
G SEPTEMBER 1982 / Hoi Sex!
G OCTOBER 1982 / O. C. and Suggs
G NOVEMBER 1982 / Economic Recovery
G DECEMBER 1982 / t.T. Issue
G JANUARY 1983 I The Top Stones of 198.1
G FEBRUARY 1983 / Raging Controversy
Q MARCH 1983 I Tamper-Pro of Issue
D APfHL 1983 / Swimsuil
G MAY 1983 / The South Seas
n JUNE 1983 / Adulis Only
D JULY 1983 / Vacation!
Q AUGUST 1983 ' Science and Bad Manners
Q SEPTEMBER 1983 / Big Anniversary ISSL
G OCTOBER 1983 / Dilated Pupils
n NOVEMBER 1983 / No Scute
G DECEMBER 19B3 I Holiday Jeers

$3.00 EACH
G JANUARY 1984 ' Time Parody Is
G FEBRUARY 1984 / All-Comics Issue
G MARCH 1984 I The Mis' Greatest Hits
Q APRIL 1984 / You Can Parody Anything
G MAY 1984 / Baseball Preview
G JUNE 1984 / This Summer's Movies
G JULY 1984 / Special Summer Fun
n AUGUST 1984 / Unofficial Olympics Guide
G SEPTEMBER 1984 / Fall Fashions
G OCTOBER 1984 I Jusi Good Stuff
Q NOVEMBER 1984 I The Acciuemai Issue
rj DECEMBER 1984 / The last of the old NL
Q JANUARY 1985 / Good Clean Su-s
G FEBRUARY 1985 / A Misguided Toun.l New York
Q MARCH 1985 I The Besi of IS Years
Q MAY 1985 / Celebrity KuaM
fj JUNE 1985 / The DOUJ! Ki-nney C»lleciion
G JULY 1985 / Youth at Play
Q AUGUST 198S I All-New True Facts
D SEPTEMBER 1985 / Lust Issue
G OCTOBER 1985 / Music Issue
Q NOVEMBER 1985 / Mad As Hell
fj DECEMBER 1985 / Reagan and Revenge
G JANUARY 1986 / Good Clean Sex
G FEBRUARY 1986 / Money
n MARCH 1986 / All About Women
G APRIL 1986 / Doctors and Lawyers
D MAY 1986 / Sporis
Q JUNE 1986 / Horror and Fantasy
D JULY 1986 I HIM Summer So,
n AUGUST 1986 / SI™ bv
G SEPTEMBER 1986 / Slw/e
LJ OCTOBER 1986 / IU-k 10 Sclmol

$5.00 EACH
G DECEMBER 1986 ! 20l)th Anniversary 
G FEBRUARY 1987 / Things You Can't Do 

Q APRIL 1987 / Crime Pays 
Q National Lampoon Binders vinyl binders

with tough metal "tods!' $5.50 each. S9.00 for
iwn. $12.00 for three. _ Quantity

Q National Lampoon Case Binder Fits many 
lypcs ol magazines. $9.95 each _ Quaniiiy

G National Lampoon Binder With M twelve 
issues trom a ttivtri yc;ir. Well, not exactly given. 
_ 1-175 __ l<m __ W.I __ Vinyl hinder 
_ 1976 _ I'M) __ I'JS4 _ Case binder 
_ 1977 _ l l)81 __ I«8S S24.(H)each 
__ I'JTS __ I')K2 _ I'JNft 
If issues in any given year are not listed 
above, please select replacements for missing issues.

SlalcCily
Total amount enclosed $
Tear out the whole page wnh items checked, enclose check or money
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True Miscellany Part VI
In Evansville, Indiana, a burglar 

pried open the door of an apartment 
and apparently stole a banana 
belonging to the seventy-year-old 
woman who lived there. The peel was 
found in the bedroom.

"Police did not estimate the 
amount of damage done to the door," 
noted the Evansville Press, "but the 
value of the banana was listed as five 
cents." (contributed by Herm 
Albright)

A Seattle electronics store 
offered new stereos for "299 
bananas," and several customers chose 
to take the offer literally.

"The ad said bananas, by golly," said 
the store's district manager, "and so 
we had thirty-two buyers come to 
our Southcenter distribution point 
Saturday morning to exchange 
bananas for stereos."

The store accepted forty to sixty 
dollars' worth of bananas in exchange 
for each stereo—a total of I 1,000 
bananas, ft donated the bananas to the 
local zoo, but there were too many 
even for the animals.

"We need about a thousand a 
week," said a zoo commissioner, "for 
the elephants, monkeys, gorillas, 
primates, and hippos." (Hackensack, 
New Jersey) Record (contributed by 
Duck Divet)

A South Carolina man, Joseph 
Frazier, shot his brother, Randolph, in 
a dispute over a banana. Joseph told 
police that Randolph had attacked him 
with a hammer and handsaw after 
noticing that one of two bananas was 
missing from the kitchen of their 
father's Georgetown home.

"I had seen the banana on a 
counter," Randolph said, "and when I 
came back it was gone."

Their father. John Frazier, told 
police he had eaten the banana in 
question while Randolph was out. 
There was another banana left, but his 
sons weren't interested in that one. 
(Columbia, South Carolina) State 
(contributed by J. W. Barrett)

This report from the jonesboro 
(Arkansas) Sun appeared under a 
photo of a Chevy Blazer wrecked in a 
collision that hospitalized Irwin Gould 
and his wife, Geneva:

"According to State Police 
Corporal Hershel (Plug) Eaton, David 
Pratt, thirty-four, of Trumann, was 
driving his family north on 63 in a 
1982 Chevrolet Blazer to seek 
medical treatment for his daughter, 
Deanna Pratt, two, who had a foreign 
object, a bead, stuck in her ear. Pratt 
pulled out to pass a tractor-trailer rig, 
saw the Gould vehicle, and swerved 
toward the west shoulder of the 
highway. Mrs. Gould, who was driving 
the couple's Lincoln Town Car south 
on U.S. 63, also turned toward the 
west shoulder, and the two vehicles 
collided. No one in the Pratts' truck 
was injured, but the impact of the 
accident knocked the bead loose from 
Deanna's ear." (contributed by 
Stephen Hill)

From the police activities column 
of Alaska's Ketchikan Daily News:

"A citizen reported that someone 
broke into his car while it was parked 
at Valley Park Elementary School. A 
pack of cigarettes was taken and a 
purple 34-B brassiere was left behind, 
The investigating officer reported that 
it appeared two people had entered 
the car and had stayed in it quite a 
while." (contributed by Jerry 
Cegelske)

Governor S. S. Ray of India's 
Punjab state announced that he 
wanted to turn a marshland hideout 
of Sikh rebels into a tiger sanctuary. 
"Releasing tigers to fight terrorists is 
a hell of an idea," said one member of 
the Central Reserve Police Force that 
patrols the area. "Then we could 
share the credit with the felines." 
Washington Times (contributed by 
Harry Molyneux)

Tv/o Pineville, Kentucky, women 
sued an A & P supermarket, claiming 
they were attacked by a bat that was 
hiding in the store's produce section. 
The bat "darted out from behind a 
head of lettuce and bit them," 
according to the Middlesboro Daily 
News. Carrie McGeorge and Lillie 
Burke claimed "A & P management 
knew or should have known that bats 
were hiding in the lettuce." 
(contributed by Cheryl Holt)

This appeared in The Age, a 
Melbourne, Australia, newspaper, 
under the headline "Pet Goldfish 
Raped, Left For Dead As Luststruck 
Cane Toads Hit Ponds":

"The president of the Townsville 
Aquarium Society, Mr. Paul De Vine, 
recently came home to find his 
goldfish pond surrounded by about 
eighty toads. The next morning, seven 
of his goldfish were dead.

'"I'd never had this trouble before, 1 
Mr. De Vine said. 'But then I did a bit 
of reading and I realized the toads had 
taken a fancy to my goldfish. They 
were jumping in and trying to mate 
with them.'

"A zoologist at the local James 
Cook University, Dr. Ross Alford, 
confirmed Mr. De Vine's theory. Dr. 
Alford said that at this time of year, 
cane toads were sex-crazed.

'"I have stood on the edge of a 
pond and had a cane toad try to 
mount my boot,' he said. They aren't 
really the sort of beasts you want 
mating with your boot.'

"Dr. Alford said that at this time of 
year, male toads gathered at the edge 
of ponds and waited for females, 
which arrived only after rain.

'"They really are hot to trot,' he 
said. They get so desperate they will 
mount almost anything that moves. 
They mount each other as well.'

"Male toads have a special croak to 
let other males know when they have 
made a mistake in the allocation of 
their affections. 'I'm not very good at 
noises, but it's a sort of creek-creek 
noise,' Dr. Alford said." (contributed 
by Neil J. Carter)

TRUE FACTS SECTION 
100
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ZEN BASTARD
continued from page I 'i

concerned a short morning-news item 
on South African radio: "P. W. Botha 
departed this morning on a tour of 
friendly neighboring states. He will he 
hack in time for lunch today."

You could sample insult humor: "I 
remember when hippie was your 
philosophical stance and not your 
anatomical condition."

Or, more specialized, feminist insult 
humor: "If they can send a man to the 
moon, why can't they send them all?"

Mleen Nilsen, co-direetttv of the 
humor conference, referred to a 
running argument about hostile humor-, 
"On one side of the issue are people 
who claim that hostile humor is all 
right as long as people are equal- 
opportunity insulters—that is, sexist 
jokes are acceptable if you insult men 
as often as women. With ethnic jokes, 
you should take turns insulting 
Catholics, Jews, and Protestants—and 
today add Muslims—and with racial 
jokes be sure to tell a few Polish jokes 
in between the black and the Mexican 
jokes.

"On the other side of the issue are 
people who find sexist, ethnic, and 
racial humor unacceptable. They say 
that good humorists should be able to 
find better ways to bring laughter than 
by attacking people for something over 
which they have little control. In the 
last two decades, people with this 
philosophy have changed the nature of 
humor in the United States. They have 
made it unacceptable for 'educated,' 
liberal-minded people to tell sexist, 
racist, or ethnically hostile jokes."

There was a panel on the process of 
laughter itself. Joyce Anisman-Saltman 
spoke of the physiological benefits to 
the heart and lungs. "The throat goes 
into uncoordinated spasms, the 
diaphragm—the one God placed there 
—is stimulated, all the little capillaries 
under the surface of your skin aerate 
and take in extra oxygen. I call that the 
Orange Julius effect. The pituitary 
gland is stimulated, producing 
endorphins, which are natural 
painkillers, several times more 
powerful than morphine."

When the government finds this out, 
presumably it will try to outlaw 
laughter. There will be a campaign 
urging young folks, "When somebody 
tries to tell you a joke ... just say no!"

It is only natural that a humor 
conference should produce a couple of 
confrontations.

One involved the question of 
whether Jesus had a sense of humor. 
James Vincent of the Moody Bible 
Institute reported on a survey which

revealed that "87 percent of pastors 
believe Jesus had a sense of humor."

However, John Morreall argued that 
"Jesus used lots of clever figures of 
speech in the Gospels, but his purpose 
and his point of view were always 
uniformly serious. When he said it 
would be easier for a camel to pass 
through the eye of a needle than for a 
rich man to enter heaven, he wasn't 
kidding."

The other involved the seriousness 
of the humor conference itself. 
Professional joke collector l,arry Wilde 
complained: "[ think academia often 
vuins the very essence of \vh-At humor 
is by overanalysis. Humor is 
spontaneous, gleeful, fun. Putting it 
under a microscope so that it can be 
categorized, analyzed, and subjected to 
scrutiny beyond reason actually defeats 
its very purpose."

But Larry Mintz argued: "Our 
purpose is to inform, not to entertain, 
to learn rather than to be amused. I 
love humor, but I didn't come here 
looking for it. I spend a lot of time and 
money in comedy clubs and I watch 
comedians in just about all of the 
media in which they work, bin a

conference is a different matter for me.
"After fifteen years in this game and 

after attending a half-dozen humor 
conferences, I can gauge the nature of 
a session fairly accurately from the 
titles, and I did try to avoid ones I 
didn't think would be profitable. The 
ones that irritated me most, I guess, 
were not the humorous ones but the 
hucksters who are trying to get rich 
and to teach people how to get rich 
selling humor as a universal cure-all. 
The speakers' bureaus, the health and 
psychological well-being workshops, 
the novelty-gag salesmen, and the other 
capitalist tvtti-tpvevieuvs offtntA me 
sufficiently that I steer very clear of 
them. I guess they have a right to ply 
their trade and to have a humor 
conference too, but I prefer not to mix 
their activities with mine."

It's possible he was referring to Max 
[7eibelman, president of Nulle and Voyd 
Enterprises, manufacturer of U.F.O. 
Welcome Mats, and distributor of 
Siberian Red Bantam Hen's Teeth as 
well as a Portable Sperm Bank.

Or Virginia Tooper, founder of 
Sarcastics Anonymous. "1 had been

ami i lined on page 114

"Hold your fire, men.' I think he's finally out of ammunition.

NATIONAL LAMPOON 101
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EDITORIAL
continued from page 6

tricks God performed in the heyday of 
the Israelites; pranky poltergeist phe 
nomena, mysterious assaults, strange 
stabbings, phantom bullets, cascades of 
rocks that harassed people who lived in 
non-glass houses, all of these done 
without any visible perpetrators of 
aforesaid crimes; and fires that con 
sumed people internally, scorching 
them from the inside out yet leaving 
the chairs from which the people-ashes 
were recovered miraculously intact!

Weird shit.
So Fort sat there, poring over the re 

cords that orthodox science couldn't 
expunge, and he scribbled and he 
scribbled and he collected these True 
Facts in four amazing books (The Hook 
of the Damned, Lo>, Wild Talents, and 
New Lands), which the good book 
people over at Dover Publications (*1 
Hast 2nd Street, Mineola, N.Y. 11501) 
have faithfully kept in print to this dny 
at a very modest price indeed. (They'll 
send you a free catalog, too.)

We should make Charles Fort an 
honorary contributing editor of the 
National Lampoon. Because Fort took 
these discarded and damned data and 
held them under the noses of Proper

and Staid Science and said, "Smell this 
shit, babe."

And that, I think, is what we do here 
at the National Lampoon.

Especially with the True Facts 
section. F,very few weeks John Bende! 
pores over the letters and clippings and 
snapshots you people send him from 
every corner of America, and we dress 
these little paupers up in the finest of 
typefaces and arrange ihem in a fine- 
tuned display of editorial choreography 
and march them out to attack the 
stuffed shirts and the purveyors of 
pomposity wherever the Truth intrudes 
on their charade of propriety. In other 
words, "Smell this shit, babe."

So here's another collection of all- 
new True Facts, and here's Charles 
Fort, writing in 1919, in The Book of 
the Damned, laughing his balls off 
through the time/space-warped 
continuum, greeting the readers of 
National Lampoon's August 1987 True 
Facts Gala Section:

"A procession of the damned.
"By the damned, 1 mean the 

excluded.
"We shall have a procession of the 

data that Science has excluded.
"Battalions of the accursed, cap 

tained by pallid data that 1 have ex 
humed, will march. You'll read them—

or they'll march. .Some of them livid 
and some of them fiery and some of 
them rotten.

"Some of them are corpses, skele 
tons, mummies, twitching, tottering, 
animated by companions that have 
been damned alive. There are giants 
that will walk by, though sound asleep. 
There are things that are theorems and 
things that are rags: they'll go by like 
Euclid arm in arm with the spirit of an 
archy. Here and there will flit little har 
lots. Many are clowns. But many are of 
the highest respectability. Some are as 
sassins. There are pale stenches and 
gaunt superstitions and mere shadows 
and lively malices: whims and amiabil 
ities. The naive and the pedantic and 
the bizarre and the grotesque and the 
sincere and the insincere, the profound 
and the puerile.

"A stab and a laugh and the patiently 
folded hands of hopeless propriety.

"The- aggregate appearance is of 
dignity and dissoluteness: the aggregate 
voice is a defiant prayer; but the spirit 
of the whole is processional."

So here's the latest march of the 
damned.

Damned True Facts.
Damned funny True Facts.

Larry Sloman

"They don't seem to mind as long as you wait your turn."
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DISCO FEVER
continued from page 24

their shoes full of popcorn and their 
bloomers full of butter and salt. Hichie 
advised me that, while we used to tell 
the chicks we were bisexual back then 
even though we weren't because it was 
cool, nowadays, with AIDS all over the 
place, that's like saying there's a time- 
bomb in the briefcase chained around 
your neck. He assured me that tilings 
weren't that different, though—the 
only things to remember now are, 
carry cocaine, know your videos, and 
dress retro.

Cocaine, as I've mentioned, was 
beyond my financial reach, but I was 
about randy enough to try anything 
else, so one Friday after work I turned 
on M'lV and dug through the stuff I'd 
managed to spirit away before the 
bitch changed the locks. I found a pair

of shoes that still fit, but everything 
else was trouble. My freshly farmed 
blubber battled back the designer jeans 
with Hulk Hogan-like resistance, and I 
realized for the first time what a truly 
humiliating thing a fitted shirt can be. 
Grunting with shame and pain, I vowed 
to send SI9.95 first thing Monday 
morning to the company in Ohio that 
makes those Gut Busters. And then, 
with my head full of female secondary 
sexual characteristics, my heart (till of 
hope, and my hips full of deep-red 
painful trenches, 1 headed for the BMT 
to downtown Manhattan.

When I arrived at the disco at 
about eleven, 1 could see that 
some things have stayed 
exactly the same: at the door 

is a big muscular turd, a moron who 
thinks he's a fucking monarch because 
he works out with Marc Gastineau and

Aw, shit, Spotty! The landlord turned off the water againl

because, if he chooses to do so, he can 
humiliate you in front of your date and 
your friends, and make you spend your 
evening somewhere less desirable. He 
is the moat of human scum separating 
you from the castle, and the more you 
look like you want to get in, the longer 
you will wait, or, in winter, the thinner 
your coat and gloves, the longer you 
will stand outside. If you object to this 
treatment, you'll be out there all night 
long. His power is the power to make 
you squirm; if he had been born forty- 
five years earlier, he would have been 
the one at the concentration camp 
smugly making people choose between 
their children. He is a Master Race 
Dream Boy, a consummate prototype 
of the Hitler Youth Doll. He is being 
financially and socially compensated 
for being a heartless scumbag, for being 
100 percent devoid of compassion or 
charm or discernible flaws, yet he is 
still bitter and hateful and frustrated, 
and ready to take it out on poor saps 
like me and you. Tonight it just so 
happens that I am exceptionally, 
exceptionally lucky: just as I get there 
a passel of underground celebrities is 
arriving and I push in behind them. 
What a coup! I have beaten him out of 
his chance to humiliate me and, it 
turns out, I beat the joint out of the 
twenty-dollar cover when the crowd 
I'm with is waved on by the interior 
bouncer, a male Grace Jones wearing a 
plaid shirt buttoned to the top under a 
huge cardigan.

As I approach the main dance floor 
the crowd and the noise thicken until I 
feel like I'm in the midst of the mass 
exhumation scene in Poltergeist, so 
physically powerful is the crush of 
sensation and horror. The crowd looks 
like one hundred spilled dumpsters 
doing the wave, a moving, weaving, 
networking Smithsonian of retro and 
mothball chic; people are wearing 
Beatle wigs, peace sign earrings, 
Johnny Mathis shoes, rubber and 
leopard raincoats, white vinyl headgear, 
costume jewelry made from the bones 
of rodents, black death hoods, police 
outfits, swastika earrings, it's like 
Uberacc's wardrobe was run through a 
food processor and let loose in a /ero- 
gravity planetarium, all bathed in a hot, 
swirling, flashing shitstorm of feverish 
light and music so loud it impedes 
your vision, like a raging torrent of hot, 
blinding migraine. Through the flashes 
of strobe I smell burning crack and 
marijuana and opium, and I see more 
faces, against walls of cold raw stone 
and a ceiling of deep black and gnarled 
pipe fixtures, and though it is so 
terribly real it is surreal and 
frightening; gone are the days of tight 

continued on page 106
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•frue Miscellany Part VII
As part of a public relations 

program, the mayor of Mountain 
View, California, Jim Zesch, attended 
a gallbladder operation as an 
observer. When the anesthetized 
patient was wheeled in, Zesch saw a 
note taped to his stomach. It read 
"Since I am being kind enough to let 
you observe my surgery, will you 
please install a left-turn signal at 
Middlefield and Stierlin? Thank you." 
Road & Track (contributed by Bill 
Sellstedt)

This appeared in the Des Moines 
Register.

"The town of Bolan, population 
five, in northern Iowa held a 
centennial celebration in August. 
About 3,060 attended. The big 
production number was the 'Stand 
Still Parade.' Bolan's only street was 
so short that there was no route for 
a parade to take. So they parked the 
parade and the spectators paraded 
around the units." (contributed by Jim 
Hirschberg)

In Cleveland, Ohio, Columbus A. 
Royal returned to the 1975 
Chevrolet station wagon he had left 
unattended in traffic to find it hooked 
up to a tow truck. But before the 
truck could haul it away, Royal 
jumped into the wagon and drove 
away, dragging the tow truck with 
him. Cleveland Plain Dealer 
(contributed by Michael P. Bruno)

While renting a house in Sunshine, 
Australia, an unnamed family found 
$100,000 in the garden. They gave 
the money to the police, who 
promised to return it to them if it 
remained unclaimed. However, a 
number of claims were made. While 
most were from recent robbery 
victims, one was from a woman who 
said she was a man before her sex- 
change operation.

According to the Melbourne Sun, 
the woman, "who goes by the names 
of Rose Marie, Marcia Cooklar, and 
'Buzz,' claims she saved a fortune and 
helped finance the building and 
extension of Elvis Presley's Memphis 
mansion, Graceland. The $100,000 
was from profits from these ventures,

she told Sunshine police.
"She said she could not remember 

where, when, or how she hid the cash 
because she was brainwashed — and 
because of the effects she also could 
not remember who had been 
manipulating her mind." (contributed 
by Keith Brown)

This item appeared in Adweelc 
"Jaycees from Prairie du Sac and 

Sauk City, Wisconsin, have nominated 
a local resident to be one of the 
sports champions pictured on boxes 
of Wheaties. She is Kay Hankins, six- 
time state champion and a four-time 
national cow pie tosser." (contributed 
by Alan C, Swan)

Lord Avebury of Britain, a 
member of the House of Lords and a 
recent convert to Buddhism, said he 
wants his remains to be fed to strays 
at the Battersea Dogs Home when he 
dies.

"I think it's a terrible waste that 
bodies should be buried or 
cremated," said the fifty-eight-year- 
old Liberal Party member. "It's a nice 
gesture to give the doggies a good 
meal and it will save Battersea the 
cost of some dog food, too."

Battersea manager Bill Wadham- 
Taylor declined Lord Avebury 's offer.

"I am sure there's a lot of 
nutritional value in the noble lord," 
he said, "and the dogs are not fussy, 
but we just couldn't do it." New 
York Post (contributed by Hal Nifty)

For the last four years, the 
Oakland Memorial Funeral Home and 
Cemetery in Lake Mary, Florida, has 
been offering free burials for 
"drunken drivers who die during the 
holidays." According to the Y. B. 
News, a funeral services trade 
publication, "The offer includes a 
cemetery lot, vault, casket, and 
funeral worth an estimated $5,500."

However, there have been no 
takers, said Oakland funeral director 
Cramer Stiff, (contributed by Cary K. 
Troxel)

This correction appeared in 
Florida's Tallahassee Democrat: 

"Murray Williams is a mentally ill,

disabled Tallahassee resident who 
spends a lot of time with the 
homeless people of Tallahassee, 
Williams was incorrectly identified as 
a vagrant in Sunday's Democrat." 
(contributed by Paul R. Adams, Jr.)

IMPORTANT 
STUFF BEING 
TALKED 
ABOUT IN 
THIS BOX!
Attention, contributors! We'll give 
each contributor the sensational 
new "True Facts" T-shirt for every 
submission used as well as a credit. 
l;or every photo used, we'll give 
each contributor a T-shirt pins ten 
dollars in genuine American 
currency, which roughly equals four 
pounds of salami at the deli across 
the street. You'll also get a credit, 
which is roughly equal to a. salami 
sandwich. Make sure to include the 
shirt size you want (S-M-L-XL) with 
every group of True Facts or True 
Facts photos sent us. As you can sec, 
these lovely T-shirts, as modeled by 
Carol Burnett, are indeed . . . lovely 
T-shirts.
Send you'r contributions to 
True Facts, National Lampoon 
635 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10022.
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DISCO FEVER
continued from page J04

jeans and white shirts and what I
always thought was pretty normal 
clothing except for an occasional 
weirdo here or there; now everybody 
is either in a business suit or they look 
like if you left Norman Bates in a room 
for a month with just a box of crayons 
and a ream of paper, this is what he 
would come up with; men are dressed 
like what the Gabor sisters would look 
like postmortem and women are going 
for the Dennis Hopper look; dozens of 
people arc rubbing swatches of blue 
velvet and inhaling from homemade 
respirators; there is so much leather 
and animal skin being worn that if 
Marlin Perkins did a seance and the 
spirits of the dead animals rose up, 
everyone would he trampled and 
mashed to pizza; there must be the 
reallocated casings of some fifty billion 
burgers out there tonight, hug-holding 
the yearning crotches of all-night 
dancers, the leather supplely coddling 
genitalia which other days of the week 
draw back in goose-fleshed anguish at 
tlie mention of a freshly clubbed baby 
seal. There are guys who shave swaths 
on the sides of their heads and let the 
rest of their hair grow long and comb 
it over the hairless spot; they are the 
same guys who call their fathers 
assholes for combing their hair over

the top of their bald heads. There are 
the douchebags who wear gray linenish 
grainy suits with a black tie either thin 
or knit, have perms, try to be smooth 
but are actually everyone's vision of a 
consummate asswipe; then there are 
the mangy guys who wear jeans and 
T-shirts and baseball caps, and I think 
jeez do they look comfortable, but then 
I realize where I am and that it 
couldn't be as simple as comfort, it 
must be that they are tiying to prove 
that they don't need props, and that if 
they show up without gimmicks people 
will assume that they are the real big 
wheels, they are the ones who are too 
busy shaking and moving to squander 
an hour primping.

M oving slowly, as if wading 
into a cold ocean, I move out 
onto the dance floor, hoping 
to recapture that old rush of 

excitement, but I'm winded just from 
looking around. You can't stand still, 
because it's so loud that the bass 
pounding up through the floor will 
deregulate your heartbeat and force a 
body-wide arrhythmia. In the old days 
I'd just go with it, it was like riding a 
wave, but I can't do a thing in three- 
quarter time with these twenty new 
pounds of midriff on my dance card. I 
move like someone who's been 
assassinated and I sweat gracelessly, 
and then 1 realize, no fucking wonder.

Boy| WHAT
WON'T DO TO 

LAID.

this new weight makes what I'm doing 
the equivalent of the old me dancing 
with a five-pound weight on each wrist 
and each ankle, or, more accurately, 
wearing a cummerbund containing 
twenty pounds of marmalade.

And the dances they're doing! I need 
Dramamine just to watch. It's like a 
speeded-up movie of people detoxing, 
people who move like a marionette 
and an acrobat and an irate Gila 
monster all at once, and the way 
they're dressed I can't help wondering 
if this is a flashback from the time I 
tried acid and wound up at Coney 
Island. The craziest thing about it is, 
they don't break a sweat when they 
dance, even though they sweat like 
pigs at the health club, where it is chic 
to. They can probably control it, 
they're probably the same people to 
whom orgasm is a voluntary muscle. 
And then, the final insult—after they 
dance their nuts off for hours, they sit 
down and chain-smoke cigarettes, the 
brands with brown filters that should 
have a Jolly Roger on the package, and 
the nasty French ones without filters. 
Then they get up and do another few 
dances with names like the Epileptic 
Jackhammer and the New Conniption 
Pancreas and the Big Cardiac Twitch, 
and then they go and smoke a thick, 
tar-filled joint and go out and boogie 
some more.

I decide to bite the bullet and tiy to 
find a dance partner, hoping my natural 
rhythm will rise up out of its tomb of 
flab if placed in proper circumstances. 
A quick look around tells me that, 
despite the fright factor, there is an 
abundance of attractive women here 
and, quite frankly, an amazing number 
of them have great bodies, wnat with 
the craze for gyms and aerobics and 
surgical revision and dabbling with 
bulimia. But then I realize that to 
undress a woman with your eyes, as 
they used to call it, is no longer 
enough; nowadays, with all the bizarre 
makeup and hair configurations, if you 
want to visualize the woman as nature 
created her, you have to run her 
through a mental car wash.

I also notice that there are an 
unrealistic number of blondes here, 
mostly shades of blonde that can be 
found nowhere in God's crayon box. 
They say the only way to he sure of a 
woman's real hair color is to take off 
her pants, but if you wanted that 
information about a woman here you'd 
probably have to go back to her baby 
pictures, not only because she 
probably does not remember her 
original color, but also because 
anything not shaved into a funny shape 
is probably dyed some bizarre parakeet 
colors or something to match Don 
Johnson's jacket. Out of the thousands
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of blondes here tonight, probably fifty 
are real, and they're probably wearing 
red hair or some kind of aluminum 
cowl.

I decide that I might as well just 
jump right in the water, and I walk 
over to a tall girl who is leaning against 
a pillar. She is lean and mean and her 
fact is attractive but her eyes are made 
up to resemble the fins on the 
Batmobile, and it looks like she is 
wearing a wounded blonde porcupine 
on her head. I ask her if she'd like to 
cut a rug, and she looks at me like 
there's a big chunk of boogcr on my 
face. Taking a step back, she surveys 
me with contempt and scoffs. With a 
final disbelieving laugh, she wheels and 
strides off into the crowd, leaving me 
to wonder if it was my clothes or my 
body or my chutzpah that elicited such 
a reaction. Fuck this, I resolve, I'm 
winded, I'm gonna get a drink.

Fortunately, I find that there is a 
downstairs, more of a lounge 
atmosphere, where the music is simply 
the soundtrack accompanying the 
gigantic video screen. The scary part is, 
you can hear yourself think. Some of 
the walls arc devoted to the permanent 
display, which is comprised of 
sadomasochistic paraphernalia and 
gloomy artistic depictions of its 
deployment; also on display is the 
current art show, which basically looks 
like paintings right-handers did lefty as 
an experiment. Fortunately, the crowd 
pretty much blocks my view of it.

I t turns out that I have quite 
accidentally located the social hub 
of the place, and it turns out I have 
picked quite a noteworthy evening 

to do so, a veritable star-fucker picnic. 
The special guest is a former defensive 
lineman of the New Jersey Generals 
who was better-known for his Jacuzzi- 
proof hair-weave workshops than for 
his athletic prowess; at six feet four, he 
is probably the biggest asshole this side 
of Roy Cohn's. Also scheduled to 
appear is Cherry Yellow, a blonde with 
brunette eyebrows who did a spread in 
Swank in August '81 and has since 
made her living dressing up in hot 
pants and petting the hoods of 
Corvettes at car shows. Appearances 
are also anticipated by the editors and 
publishers of A, B, D, F, EJ, Q, R, V, X, 
Z, and PMS magazines, and the hosts 
are expecting drop-ins by nearly 
14,000 people who are producing 
cable TV shows. Most prominent, 
though, are the approximately 784 
hyperstcreotype pretentious pseudo- 
visionary reetally fixated douchebags 
who desperately wish they were from 
the Village Voice, all of whom look like 
Jeff Goklblum but with worse breath 
and whinier. and they are talking about

The New Right, The New Poverty, The 
New Boredom, The New Hair Pie, and 
The New Elderly, and they are 
furiously denouncing anything more 
than fifteen minutes old.

I head tor the bar: though it's been 
nine years since I've been in one of 
these places, and I was never in this 
one specifically, I remember exactly 
how much they hate to serve drinks.

The bartender is a lean health- 
clubber (he was in shape even before 
it became a vital fashion accessory) 
with long muscles, skin he scrubs with 
an organically harvested coral sponge 
till he draws blood, short-cropped 
blond hair, and a fastidiously shaved 
neck, wearing impeccably faded jeans 
and a sleeveless T-shirt. He is no doubt 
a bisexual model-actor, slumming at 
the moment to pay the rent but, more 
important, getting seen; he is rarely out 
anywhere but discos, Perrier brunches, 
and exclusive health clubs with juice 
bars and mineral water springs; he is 
one of those people who gets invited 
to parties you can only dream about, 
and who somehow always has a far 
better apartment than you for one-third 
the price, and his friends are all no 
doubt coke-rich blonde models whom 
I'd sell my soul for a night with; no 
doubt they exchange massages and 
ftick him uncomplicatedfy when he 
feels like he's wasting his life.

[ 117 catching his eye; I wave my 
hand, I 117 a "Yo!" He ignores me with 
the bitter glee of a garbageman tossing 
a steel barrel against a wall at five A.M. 
or a surly checkout girl putting the 
eggs at the bottom of the bag under 
the canned dog food. With his scorn he 
makes his servile position into a 
position of power, in which customers 
must grovel for his approval, must pray 
that he judges them worthy of a drink.

I stare at him harder; I want to burn 
a hole in him with my hate. I'd love to 
storm off and cost him business but I 
know that would be a triumph for him. 
1 try to seem like I'm in no hurry, I 
lean against the bar, because I know 
the thing he most enjoys is feeling like 
he's inducing d.t.'s in me. He might do 
cocaine ten times a day, but it tickles 
him pink to see someone want a drink: 
that guy needs that drink; he has 
problems.

The thing that he loves most, though, 
is knowing that the longer he keeps me 
waiting, the likelier it is that, if I'm 
with a girl, she will have been plucked 
by the time I bring her her drink, 
which would odds-on be the "ladies' 
special," a concoction in the eight- 
dollar price range made out of sloe gin, 
rum, vodka, Oepacol, creme de 
menthe, tequila, Aqua Velva, malt 
liquor, whipped cream, and a handful

continued on page 110
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PRODUCT BARGAIN BONANZA
Unisex sports apparel from world-famous

— authentic styling and fit and brilliant, eye-catching graphics.

TS1097—OVERSIZE HEAVYWEIGHT 
T-SHIHT. The return of ouriVul.oMl

and with the same specs as theMona Gorilla 
shirt. While. $10.89.

TS10W—AUTHENTIC FOOTBALL JERSEY. 
You'll look like Joe 01 Josephine Montana 
and be able to throw the bomb when you 
wear this 100 percent-nylon-mesh authentic 
foolball jersey, the same one used by most 
NFL teams. Ours is more distinctively styled

Mona Gorilla in full color on both sleeves. 
While. $26.95
TS 1049—AUTHENTIC FOOTBALL JERSEY. 
Sameasabove. but madeof SO percent nylon 
platted/50 percent cotton, specifically 
designed with cotton inside nexl In your skin 
forcomforLandabsorbeiicy White $20.95.

e from the

TS1060B "White Sulfur Springs, 
Montana—Four rifle men firing a 
ceremonial salute aL tt military funeral 
occidentally ahol Ihe minister"

TS 1045—ACRA HOODED SWEATSHIRT. 
The jocks will sweat wilh envy when you 
wear this extra-warm sweulshirl with 
pockels. Vfearmg it signifies you won your 
letter on IriemramouslVnlional La tapwm 
Cohabitation Team. Exceptionally high 
quality. Made of sn percent Ores Urn' acrylic 
flbertSO percent cotton. Raglan sleeves.

thickness hood with drawstring .'and ribbed 
knit cuffs and waistband. In navy, with 
yellow Icttenne S1B.95

T31048—ACRA SWEATSHIRT. Same specs 
as the hooded shirt, but without the hood. In 
navy wilh yellow lettering. $13-35. 
TS 1048—MARATHON 80 SHORTS. The 
Cohabitation Team wears these with the Acra 
sweatshirt for quick takeoffs. 100 percent

hnerand inside key pocket. Doubles as 
bathing short. In navy, with yellow National 
Lampoon imprint J3.5Q.

TS 1063—OVERSIZE HEAVYWEIGHT 
T-SHIRT. A crcal conversation piece. Ed 
Subitzky's Risque Comic Sirip with a great 
punch line. In full color, and the same specs 
as Ihe MonaGorlllu shirt. White $10.95

TS 1059 National Lampoon's Vacation 
T-shirt It's the T-shirt that everyone's 
talking about (everyone at National 
Lampoon, that is), and they're all saying 
the same thing: "My, what a nice 
T-shirt." It's great for a number of uses, 
including wearing. So get yours soon! 

«7,96 each

TS1029—National Lampoon's Animal
House T-shirt Has the pictures of Otter, Bluto, 
Flounder, D-Day, and the others on the front. S5.95

TS1034—National Lampoon
Sweatshirt Available in navy with white lettering, 
white with red lettering, and gray with black 
lettering, this product is available in a veritable 
troika of color schemes. $13.95

1*81031—National Lampoon's Vacation 
T-shirt Celebrates the funniest National Lampoon 
film since the first one. S7.y5
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TS1019—National Lampoon Mona Gorilla
T-shirt This gorilla looks more like a gorilla than a 
pair or socks does. $4-95

TS1026—National Lampoon "That's Not 
Funny, That's Sick!" T-shirt This is the shirt
preferred by fans of the live theater and the 
criminally insane. $5.95

TS1027—National Lampoon Black Sox
Softbatl Team Jersey The same item worn by 
our own team before management said we couldn't 
have any more. S7.00
TS1039—"Save the Frog" Glow-in-the-
Dark Jersey Cartoonist Sam Cross's famed 
legless frog can now be seen in the dark, though 
not by blind people. $10.95

TS1036—National Lampoon Football
Jersey Witli the famed V neck coveted by persons 
with triangular heads everywhere. $13.95

TS1061—Dirty T-Shirt. Ever hear the "dirty" joke 
about tlie kid who fell into the mud? Well, that's what 
Ihis shirt is like, except it's a little more expensive than 
the joke. 57.95

TS1038—National Lampoon Frog
Sweater mi looks like quality, that's because it's 
handwoven by machines. With frog by cartoonist 
Sam Gross in gray or black. $20.95

TS1028—National Lampoon's Animal 
House Baseball Jersey Says -we can do 
anything we want, we're college students" on the 
back. And with Vi length sloevcs, you can keep more 
of your arm clean when you slide into second, S7,00
TS1032—National Lampoon Baseball
Hat To own one of these is to own ;i hat. $6.95
TS1040—National Lampoon
Nightshirt Fun to wear. More fun to take off. $7.95

TS1058 National Lampoon's European 
Vacation T-shirt No T-shirt collection 
would be complete without this one, adorned 
as it is with the movie logo and a picture of 
the "pig in the poke" that got the Griswalds 
to Europe. $6.95 each 
TS1041—"(got my job through the
National Lampoon" And you can get your 
T-shirt through the Nalitinal Lampoon as well. It's 
our newest T-shirt and it's awful nicer $6.95

TS1035—National Lampoon Frog Pofo
Shirt Cartoonist Sam Gross has lent his double- 
amputee frog to the spot above the left nipple on 
this fine product. In white, blue, camel, green, gray, 
or yellow. $14.95

TS1062— /Marty Moose Golf Shirt. The
most famous moose since Bull winkle now has a golf 
shirt fashioned after him. And he's very happy, so please 
buy ono. In white, blue, or yellow. $14.95

TS1063—Marty Moose Sweater. Comes in
three sizes ami two colors, gray and black. $20.95

TS1030—National Lampoon Black Sox
Baseball Jacket Famous satiricsque jacket with 
real cotton lining, now sporting a striking new logo. 
Get it? Striking? $33.95

TS 1043A • TS 1044B National 
Lampoon's Vacation Sweatshirt.
On the left is the sweatshirt in 
precisely the same design as the 
enormously popular Vacation 
T-shirt. On the right is the "Walley 
World" Sweatshirt as worn by the 
Griswalds in National Lampoon's 
European Vacation. $16.95 each.

TS1019 
TS1026 
TS 1027 
TS1028 
TS1Q29 
TS1030 
TS1031 
TS1032 
TS1034

S4.95
S5.95
S7.00
S7.00
S5.95
S33.95
$7.95
16.95
S13.95

TS1035 Std.95 

TS 1036 S13.95

_S_M_ 
COLOR. 

_S .— M _

COLOR. 
-S—M _

TS1038 S30.95 _S _M _L

COLOR ——
TS1039 S10.95 _S _M _L 
TS1040 S7.95 — S _M _L 
TS1041 S6.95 — S_M_L 
TS 1043A S1B.95 _S _M _L . 
TS1044B $16.95 __S—M—L. 

XL TS 1061 S7.95 —S _M _-L . 
TS 1062 S14.95 _S _M _L

COLOR __ 

TS1063 S20.95 _S_M_L

TS104S S18.95 
TS1046 S13.95 
TS1018 S9.50 
TS1049 S2095 
TS1050 I2G.95 
TS1052 S10.95 
TS1053 S10.95 
TS1057 S10.95 
TS1058 S6.95 
TS1059 $7.95 
TS 1060A S10.95 
TS 10GOB S10.95 
TS 1060C S 10.95 
TS 1060DS10.95

S_M. 
S_M. 
S_M. 
S_M. 
S_M. 
S_M.

S_M.
S_U.
S_-M.
S_M.
S_M
S_M.

.L_XL 
A_XL 
-L_XL 
A _XL

NATIONAL LAMPOON, Dept 887 , 635 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10022.
Please enclose $2.00 for postage and handling for each order; New York State residents, please add
8</t percent sales tax. Add $1.00 extra per item for foreign orders.

Name (please print). 
Abtliess ——————

-Zip.
I have enclosed a total ol S.
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DISCO FEVER
continued from page 107

of maraschino cherries, with the 
wooden umbrellas whipped to splinters 
in the crushed-ice-and-antifreeze base; 
it looks like an export of Chernobyl 
and would probably render similar 
results.

I wave a twenty-dollar bill at him; he 
continues ignoring me; I'd love to pick 
up an empty glass and hurl it at him, 
but I want the drink too much.

Two queers mince up to the bar 
now; one is talking about how he 
should have had a triple bypass on 
Valentine's Day; the other is talking 
boredly about how he went to school 
with Don Johnson and Grace Jones and 
Vanna White. The first, skinny to shame 
Diana Vreeland, is wearing tape mea 
sures as suspenders and a broth-gold T- 
snirt he paid about SI70 for at a SoHo 
boutique so another piano-fingered fag 
could fuss-fit him. The thing is custom- 
tailored, Finnish body-fit, but a, rhinoc 
eros could wear it as a nightshirt.

The second queer now starts 
gossiping about a mutual friend 
whose rectum is nicknamed The 
Bermuda Bi-Angle because ol" all 

the unexplained disappearances 
reported in its musky vicinity; 
eventually he decides he wants a drink, 
and he instantly mashes his way into 
the bartender's attention. He wants a 
white wine arid orange juice but he has 
conditions: "Is the orange juice fresh- 
squeezed? Is it? I don't want frozen or 
from concentrate. I don't care if it 
costs more, I want fresh. You don't?

Well, do you at least have reduced-acid 
frozen? What? For chrissakes, what are 
you, Rip Van Bartender?" He cackles 
hysterically at his joke, then, failing any 
sporty breeds of orange juice, settles 
on a Perrier with a twist of fresh lime, 
which, he snickers, probably both 
come from Jersey anyway.

By the time the bartender acknowl 
edges me, we have both won; he has 
made me squirm and I have made him 
serve me. 1 order a drink; with enough 
hostility and disdain to last the royal 
family two generations, he packs a glass 
with ice, splashes in the token one- 
third ounce of watered generic whis 
key, stops it in front of me, and rings 
up seven dollars. Somehow, as I take 
the drink off the bar, he has made me 
feel ashamed of myself, in a way that 
triggers dismal introspection, the con 
viction that 1 am a useless human be 
ing. 1 tip him two dollars and instantly 
regret it, but more than regret it, I am 
amazed by it: how has he made me do 
all this?

As 1 slalom back through the crowd, 
I notice that a tremendous number of 
people are wearing leather pants, 
trying to impart the "1 am a sexual 
animal" message in a high-charisma, 
physical way. But there should be a 
sign at the door informing people that 
if they're old enough to get in here, 
they almost certainly look awful in 
leather pants. There is a fifty-fiveish 
woman standing near me wearing shiny 
leather pants the light brown color of a 
badly fed dog's squibby shits, and the 
fit is bad enough to be repulsive, not to 
mention the vapors of menopause 
encased in greasy leather. This type of

"It's like this, son—a man's gotta do what a man's gotta do!"

heady bodily secretion should only be 
trapped as treats around the maypole, 
and even then, caution and a lot of 
strong soap should be used.

I am in the middle of thinking that 
leather pants could be the most 
profound symptom of graceless aging 
imaginable when 1 glance up at the 
giant video screen and see that there 
are exceptions to every rule: here 
comes James Brown; he's wearing 
skintight leather pants and he's got hair 
like a shiny black loofah and he's 
grinning like a winning scoreboard, 
shaking out onto the smoky stage like a 
mechanical bull in the body of a 
sweating, gleaming locomotive, and 
he's 90,000 years old, a veteran of the 
Jurassic era, but somehow it's all 
perfect on him, and the only other 
person it eould be perfect on would be 
Tina Turner, and someday around the 
year 2060 they'll make a video 
together, she'll have a walker, and he'll 
have an artificial heart in a shopping 
wagon, and they'll still be tearing up 
the town.

When I go to the bathroom 1 find 
the same bunch of hungry-looking guys 
standing around that there always 
were, affecting a supervisory capacity, 
usually a couple of them smugly 
watching the urinators. Tonight there's 
a guy leaning over the sink counter 
scratching his head; once he 
accumulates a good-sized pile of 
dandruff, he takes out a credit card and 
scrapes it into a coke vial. In a couple 
of hours some winsome bimbo is going 
to think she's blowing her nodes out 
with Peruvian flake, and all it'll be is 
dust from his scalp. By the time he has 
finished bottling the product, he has 
four offers to buy it, but he laughingly 
declines, telling them his big red otter 
is gonna jog the pink parkway tonight. 
Then he turns to me and tells me not 
to believe the commercials, that in 
truth, Head & Shoulders will wreck 
your sex life.

O n your way out of the bathroom 
you're supposed to give the 
cock-watcher a dollar for a 
paper towel. You've gotta give 

the cock-watcher at least a dollar or he 
sprays your back with Brut Lilac. The 
cock-watcher loves to look powerful in 
his folding chair with his cheap 
perfume transfused in the fancy bottles; 
he loves to look at you and make you 
feel like the tip you give him is actually 
hush money so he doesn't go telling 
the whole world you shook six times 
and your pud couldn't stuff a hamster. 
Tonight the cock-watcher has a woman 
in talking with him, the type of girl 
who is beautiful and insatiable, who 
can only experience orgasm during 
aerobics, skydiving, or when lashed
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with rawhide and being dragged by a 
motorcycle. To stay excited during 
conventional sex she must imagine 
more exciting things, like being Rst- 
Rickcd by Mike Tyson, or being torn to 
shreds by a sea of Dobermans. 
Presumably they are doing coke; later 
on the cock watcher will have a male 
friend in with him to spcctate, and they 
will joke about preparing Olympic-style 
cock-watch ing signs with numbered 
ratings: H.5; 9.5; 6.5.

When I get back to the lounge, it is 
so crowded there is hardly room to 
move, let alone find a place to sit down 
or get comfortable. This is the 
midnight influx of the ultra-trendy; 
here everyone has on leopard or black 
spandcx and Carl Pcrkins's shoes, and 
glasses like the class pinata used to 
wear, and they have skim-milk-colored 
faces and hair thai looks like it was cut 
with Playskool scissors when they fell 
asleep baby sitting for brats. What 1 
overhear mostly regards movies— 
excuse me, films—with subtitles, and I 
hear the word "struggle" a lot, and 
everything gets broken down into 
categories, one person Is an 
epigrammatic, anal, didactic, Jungian, 
nihilistic, neo-fascist, American League 
fart. I decide to head back upstairs and 
take another crack at that dance floor.

But once returned to that deafening 
mayhem of smoke and screaming 
miscreant light, I realize I'm not going 
to he able to go this alone—1 wilt need 
liquor. The only problem is getting to 
the bar.

1 grit my teeth and remind myself 
that by God I've been a New Yorker 
for thirty seven years and 1 can be as 
rude and pushy a scumbag as anyone, I 
can do it. I locomote with my elbows, 
stomp on toes, shove and jostle 
shamelessly. When 1 reach the bar 1 
give the bartender a glower that 
frightens him into service. Then I stiff 
him with a smile.

1 guzzle one of the bourbons at the 
bar and carry the other two off, 
wondering if they will rolf me into 
assertiveness, make me change my 
luck. Within a matter of moments, 
things start happening.

In the midst of the din I see an 
excruciatingly cute girl smiling at me, a 
big, luscious, friendly, pulse quickening 
smile—unfortunately, though, when 
she begins talking a moment later 1 
realize she is conversing with a 
brunette standing behind me. They 
might as well be chatting across the 
gorge at Niagara Falls, but they seem to 
be communicating completely 
efficiently. When they end the 
conversation, 1 turn to die girl behind 
me, get her attention, put my face 
inches from her ear. and shout, "HOW 
CAN YOU UNDERSTAND HER?" Comes

the predictable reply, an annoyed 
"WHAT?" "NKVER MIND," I scream. 
These must be the same people who 
are able to have torrid romances and 
deep friendships and breezy chats In 
cafes with unintelligible foreigners.

I blast hack the cocktails with 
abandon and, scalp tingling and overall 
giddy, gallivant to the dance floor, a 
blizzard of crackling limbs and 
unkempt muscles.

Within three minutes my back would 
produce a sound like an old sofa being 
thrown of! a tall building and landing 
badly, and I would he writhing in an 
extremity of pain that could only be 
equaled by, say, giving birth out of 
your eye or nostril. The worst of it was 
1 became the hit of the place when 
they thought the writhing was some 
new dance. There 1 was. rolling around 
with a spine made of splintered wicker, 
and within moments there was a circle 
of forward thinkers above me, clapping 
and whooping and speculating over 
whether I was West End or Hast Village 
and how nouvelle the accompanying 
scream was and whether I had a video
OUL

Things didn't get much better 
when my twitched out, finally- 
still body alerted them 
something was wrong. A Uspy 

voice suggested mouth-to mouth 
resuscitation, and before I could react 1 
felt the hot scrape of a mustache on 
my face. Suddenly the smell of chewed 
semen was being pantcti on me; I 
thrashed away as best I could and then 
everything went black and 1 drifted 
into a distant dreamworld in which

there was a surgeon general's warning 
on the door of every disco apprising
potential entrants of the physical 
hazards and high population of cretins 
within, and then 1 died and they 
sprinkled my ashes over John 'Iravolta's 
bald spot, and then I was cursing the 
fact that now 1 would ocwr get my 
rocks off, and the next thing I 
remember was coming to, and, before I 
opened my eyes, knowing I was in an 
ambulance, hearing the wail of the 
siren and feeling a fast rocky ride.

Out then 1 became aware of a hand 
resting on my leg and I kxikcd up. My 
eyes met those of a sleepy-looking 
young nurse, her uniform a little dirty, 
her mouth thick with red lipstick. 1 felt 
her hand travel higher up my thigh.

"Quite the little boogicr, are we?" 
she said in a voice like a cigarette 
smoked down to the filter, and when ! 
smiled her hand moved up and settled 
on my crotch. My trousers reacted 
with gusto.

Now mind you, this was not a 
woman who would Inspire Charles 
Nelson Reilly to want to relive his 
life as Warren Realty, and she was 
not what you'd call an all tongue 
piranha, but I do dearly cherish the 
memory of her imploring me 
("Mmmmmbgmbgmmmm") to hurry 
up as the ambulance pulled up the 
hospital ramp. Enough so that I'm 
going to buy her dinner as soon as I 
get out of this body cast.

1 guess It wouldn't be right to tell 
you to destroy your lumbar region 
next time you're looking for a good 
time, but quite frankly it's a hell of a lot 
less traumatic than going to a disco. M

"Okay—which one of us is ta
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CLASSIFIED ADS
THE LIFE CONDOM BY CONDOM 
RKSHARCH. AIDS is lift-threatening and 
is exceeding epidemic proportions. 
Current .status shows that in the U.S. 
alone potential carriers number in the 
millions. At CONDOM RKSKAKCM we 
know hmv AIDS is changing the course 
of our lives; we also know how 
important it is to feel safe during 
intimate contact. CONDOM Kl-SliAKCIl 
believes the l.lHi CONDOM is the lie.st 
known protection against AIDS and 
other sexually transmitted diseases,

HALT Till-: PI.ACil'I: OI-'THl; >!"' 
UiNTUKY. Vi'l- AKI- WORKING K>K 
YOURSAtt-TY. SI FROM liACll ORIJliR 
IS DONATl'D TO AIDS RI-SF.ARCM.

Send me Till-; 1,111; CONDOM at SI 2. 
per order of 12 (# orders _____)

Name

Address

Ciiy/state//.ip
Send to:
C. Research, Suite 306-126.
l-i.SK Mass, Ave,. Cambridge, MA.0213K
*" Included in each order is up-to-date
information on AIDS.
" AI.1. ORDF.RS ARI: SI-NT VCITfl
UTMOST DISCRETION "

HOW TO BUILD A MORE 
POWERFUL --——fME- 

BODY! ^JtOOKLeT^
MIHV Muscle PHI rip i FIJI Moll 
YQ« urtaci snoitHteis * Tnn

woight ,inU atrengin Wllte lo«yl 
UNIVERSAL BODYBUILDING

DSPT, ,, , BOX east. DETROIT. MI 40200

ASIAN WOMEN DESIRE ROMANCE!
Sincere, cultured, attractive. Sunshine 
International Correspondence—Depi. T/.. 
liox 260, North Nollvwood. CA 9160.1.

"NO FARTING"
Top quHlily 2 color fed and 
black stickers available in 
4" jt4" Regular sue $1 OO 
B" "6" Large si7f S2 00 
'/" i 10" metal sinn $5 00 
T-Shirts SM L XL $8 00 
Soiid c-.hei^k or M O In

BREAKWIND ENT.
3739 Greenway
Shreveport. LA 71105

TERM PAPER
ASSISTANCE

SEND $2 FOR CATALOG
LISTING 16,278 RESEARCH PAPERS, or

CALL TOLL FREE 800-351 -0222
IN CALIFORNIA (213| 477-8226 

Research Assistance. 11322 Idaho Ave ffiOGLE Las Angeles, CA 90025

PROTECT YOURSELF from unnecessary 
pregnancy decisions, problems. Conception 
Liability Contract, wallet size; or novelty. 
$2.00 to Decisions, P.O. Box %(S, Hronxville. 
N.Y. 10708

GO INTERNATIONAL! Over 60 foreign 
university T-shirts and sweatshirts available, 
For free color brochure write: Collegiate 
Wholesale, 407 So. Dearborn, Koom 1615-1., 
Chicago, Illinois 60605

^ * GIANT CATALOG*
*" NOWAVAILABLEI Scriptairomyourfavorite , 
Movies & TV Shows. From Gone With The Wind to 
Ghostbustersl Over 30SO titles! Send $1 (refundable) 
for huge catalog,,.Receive fSff offer! SCRIPT CITY, 
1765 N. Highland. #760NL, Hollywood, CA90028. '

EAT THE POOR! Illustration of Ronnie 
and Nancy sitting down to a tasty .snack of 
brains in black butter. Order the ultimate 
HO's radical-chic T-shirt! Black, white. 
SI I 95. Glad Hand Shirts. 615 Spring St., Ml. 
Shasta. CA 96067.

Hey, Vern, It's the 
ERNEST P. WORRELL
INTERNATIONAL FAN CLUB
For a measly S7 you get:
* An oflicial membership csid * An 
autographed picture * A prescription 
to ItieKnoWhutlmean Newsletter *A 
one-size fits-all Dumper sticker. 
PLUS-Tips on how to order other 
Ernest souvenirs Guaranteed to dou 
ble your lun and maybe even your life 
span! ChecWMoney Order to 
ERNEST FAN CLU8 • Suite 20 • BOX 33325
• NASHVILLE, TN 37202 4 1987 GARDEN AND DtERflv

Computer PRANKS for PCs and
Compatibles. A whole disk full of hilarious 
practical-joke programs. Turn I'C.s into 
booby traps Spreadsheet crumMes to 
bottom of screen. Generate twenty-two 
million disgusting insults. Much, MUCH 
more!! Money-hack guarantee. Only si-.50 
(plus S2.'iOs&h>—PRANKS, I'O. Box 
11632. Salt Lake Citv, Utah S-H t".

sexy a AS SBOJ mines! 
THE

UNIQUE, REVEALING HUMOR 
Over 100 pages of gotxt-

EXCLUS1VELV by mall'Mone.
back guarantce'iS.OO ppd. 

Get it rhile you con.'
8 C Publications 

210 Seventh Street SE 
Washington, DC 20003

| Yo: EC Publications'210 Sewmfh St. SE*| 
1 Washington, (C 20003""**I-iii over 21, ' 
I Here'a SS-Send the Sexy Book.If I don't] 
1 like It, I can return it within 10 days i

I s get my money back, no questions askedj 
feme

OUTRAG1-OUS BOOKS! Pt-rvtrst |.hilosopliy, 
t.istflc.ss lumior, liiznrri- SL-\, majtit, money, tan- 
nihalism, revt-n^c, Ilimfhim. pyrotcchnii's, pitk- 
pix.ki-[in^, st-crct iniormamm. l ;rcc fataloj- S I. 
Ksott-ricn, Vty I-.. Cookt- R.I., Columbus, OH 
-13214.

SEARCHING FOR 1960'S FIGURE MODEL
KITS! Pri-lcraLily unbuilt. Ministers, Lost in 
Space, Bride of ['ranki-nstL-in, whatever. Built 
okay. Phil Ceccola, P.O. Box 12V. Bridgeport, 
Pa. 19-105, (215) 277-I966,

INDOOR GARDENING \\ 
SUPPLIES

THE LATEST IN ORGANIC TOOLS, 
LIGHTING. BOOKS. FERTILIZERS -

WE HAVE ITALLI
FREE BROCHURE- PRIVACY GUARANTEED 

P.O 6O>!6-L.J1EDWA¥.CA.955«)

j HOT LINE
SEND $2 FOR CATALOG

OF 16,000 TOPICS OR CALL TOLL FREE
800-621-5745 FOR INFORMATION

IN ILLINOIS CALL (312) 9220300
Authors' Research, Rm. 9X- L.407S. Deaibom. Chicago. IL60605

SUPPORT THE LUST VARMIT CAM 
PAIGN Help Durwood the Lust Varmit Battle 
tht A^tnts of S.I.N. (Sex Is Nasty). Strike a 
Blow lot Freedom of Sex! Join the Lust Legion! 
Send SI.00 & S.A.S.fc. for details & \iritc list iif 
Lust Varmit T-shirts. ADUI.TS ONLY! 

MdiI to: Dot Doobad Creations, 
P.O. Box 163, Salvisa, Ky. -10372.

TMHT
"SIH'POR'I 1 .SAFE SEX"

T-Shirts—S8 { I S2 handling). Stiltt- si/t- 
uiul color (Gry. VCht. Ycl, I'nk. Org, Trq.) 
Biini|ii-r Stickers—S2 ( + 25> iKindling).'Ib: 
C^.A. Crcrar, 190-1 Cutty Bay Ct.. Oldsmar,

youi true feelings abool MoafogsH
Block & Red On Wide
G«KJ! gin lot Groom/tod Mon/Sag Po*v

Metro Graphics
P.O. Box 102 Depf. NLA Ansonta, Cl 06401

INK MAD MOTHER SIH1WI-R CHRTAIIS

Open your eyes and see just how 
rnany subjects are covered in the new 
edition of the Consumer Information 
Catalog. It's free just for the asking and 
so are nearly half of the 200 federal 
publications described inside. Book 
lets on subjects like financial and 
Career planning; eating right, exercis 
ing, and staying healthy; housing and 
Child care; federal benefit programs, 
dust about everything you would need 
to know. Write today. We'll send you the 
latest edition of the Consumer Informa 
tion Catalog, which is updated and 
published quarterly It'll be a great 
help, you'll see. Just write.
Consumer Information Center 
Dept. TD, Pueblo, Colorado 81009
U.S. General Services Administration
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CLASSIFIED ADS

HAVE AN

lOiSPENSABLE

Sell a lot 
of it

Nat J 
Lampoon

advertising
8«ndto:

National Lampoon 
635 Madison Av«nu« 
New York, NY 10022
Attn: Howard Jurofcky 

or call (212)688-4070

A. Reagan With a Mohawk 
B. Surf Niagara Falls 
(lettering not shown)

SCREEN CLASSICS 
P.O.8or.I75 Siot.o. 
1245 Main Sireel 
Buffalo. NYI420?

HISTORY OF WHITE I'EOPLE IN 
AMERICA
Miiriin Mull sciirclK-s lor the "roots" oCthc 
average American wliile person in lliis 
hilarious video "moekumenuiry," VOI.l'MI: I 
( 18 min.), S2i.y;. VOI.UMl: 11 ( 100 min.). 
S39.9-1. Add $;*.()() [>&\\. 'Ib order send 
check or M.O. 10; M<;A Home Video, ""0 I'ni- 
versa) Cily Plu/ii, fniversul City, CA 
or call: l-KOO-y-^-SMSH. c\t. I.i.-Vf.

WRANGLING 
HONNIES ROD AND 
GUN Cl.HB
Sponsor ul'ilic 
Vii'iifiimi.in Killc Assui 
MullK-olDr d t'v, R n on 
kliaki. hi-t'iy si) •*<! I 
S.M1.X1. I lor SI1 i)i). 
Jtnr S20.0II(I'S.

is). AAI.Di-Mjin.s.
Hfi\ '»](. IIU-MMI.

Small 
colleges 
can help 

you make
it big.

Just ask: Ronald Reagan, Presi 
dent of the United States, Eureka 
College, IL; Pier son Mapes, 
President, NEC Television Net 
work, Norwich University, VT; 
Robert Noyce, Vice Chairman of 
the Board, Intel Corporation 
and Microchip Inventor, Grln- 
nell College, IA; Red Johnson, 
President, Bovg-Wavnev Corpo 
ration, Millikin University, IL,

A small college can help you 
make it big, too. To learn more 
about our small independent col 
leges, write for our free booklet. 
Send your name and address to 
Council of Independent Colleges. 
Box 11513, Washington. D.C. 20008.

Sponsored by QC Ths &>"'Kl1 »' indopendant Coueees
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«r
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ZEN BASTARD
continued from page 101

losing lots of boyfriends," she 
confessed, "through the indiscriminate 
use of funny remarks. I was on the 
wagon for six months, and then I went 
to see a live show with Joan Rivers, 
and after only ten minutes 1 had the 
uncontrollable desire to turn around 
and insult three people." She also runs 
Sarcanon, "for people who have to live 
and work with sarcastics."

Perhaps he had in mind Crane 
Consultants, a firm which specializes in 
conducting workshops for businesses 
that teach how to decrease the 
destructive effects of stress and Type A 
behavior through techniques of 
laughter and play.

Or Chuckle Pops, "a new type of 
computer program that resides in your 
computer's memory along with your 
word processor, spread sheet, database- 
manager, or whatever. You simply run 
Chuckle Pops once to load jokes in 
your computer's memory and then you 
can pop up jokes while you run any 
other program. One keystroke pops up 
a joke, another keystroke takes you

back to your program. Chuckle Pops 
contains over four hundred jokes 
divided into twenty chapters

Humor is becoming big biz these 
days. At this conference, there was a 
cocktail party reception co-hosted by 
Writer's Digest to celebrate the 
publication of a book, Comedy Writing 
Secrets, by Melvin Helitxer.

The next day, he spoke on "The 
Ethics, Structure, and Application of 
Hard-core Words in Humor." His point 
was that sometimes four-letter words 
are the only appropriate words to use 
in certain jokes, despite the taboos. So 
it would be permissible to say, "1 can 
prick my finger," but impermissible to 
say, "I can finger my prick."

He told a story of a man who got up 
in the middle of the night to go to the 
bathroom, came back to bed, and told 
his wife how he had experienced a 
miracle, that there was a sudden light, 
not hot, hut cool and refreshing. "What 
miracle?" she responded. "You were 
pissing in the refrigerator."

He told about the golfer whose long 
drive hit a woman in the head. "Why 
didn't you yell, 'Fore'?" she asked. He 
replied, "I didn't have time." She came

back with "You had time to yell, 'Oh shit!'"
And he told about the time George 

Carlin was taping an interview for 
radio, mentioning how he got up at 
three A.M., went to the medicine 
cabinet, woke up his wife, and said, 
"Here's your Excedrin." She responded, 
"I don't have a headache." "Good," he 
said. "Then let's fuck."

The interviewer said that would be a 
problem. "You mean because I said 
fuck?" asked Carlin. "No," was the 
answer, "but we're a noncommercial 
station, and you can't say Excedrin."

Helitzer concluded his talk on a 
rather sentimental note; "When E.F. 
Mutton last year committed a criminal 
act by floating checks between one 
bank and another and nearly got 
thrown out of business—a crime that 
you and I would be serving jail terms 
for—and they needed to have a 
spokesman to enhance their credibility, 
for six million dollars they got Hill 
Cosby. Isn't it wonderful, in this 
country, that a black comedian is the 
most respected, credible person in the 
United States? We've come a long way."

Yeah, but can Cosby swim? •

COMING

Sharpen those pens and in, up those pencils, grease up 

t hose slide ru!es and buy a gross of condo.s, because 

y ou kno» What ti». it is. That's right, it's ti« to 

go back to school. Ah, the ever-unpopular fall ritual

fortunately for us, W e have al! pur chased Ph.D.'s fro, 

pr estigious universities and no longer have to endure 

teache rs, students, dropo.ts, geefcs, h.U monitors, 

jock., hom ophys. ed. staff, disgusting cafeteria food, 

or any of the other putrocities of academic incarceration 

Read carefully; there .ill be a short ,ui. Mediately 

following
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Rick Mo ran

OARK HELMET

Dark Helmet uses trie schwa rt; to
D Enslave the universe and all who

live in it . 
D Cet his favorite table at

restaurants 
D Sea re n the galaxy for a helmet

thai actually fits

Half-man naif flog Barf has troubl 
wtien.

D He tries to tie his own best friend 
Due sees a fire Hydrant
n someone throws a rolled up 

newspaper

Mcl Brook; 

YOGURT

yogurt Has trie power of the 
Sthwart? because

D Slows down imperceptibly
D Stops m at local auto 5tore

D He bought the rights from 
Ceorne mcas

PRINCESS VESP4

how many times a day floes !hi5 
princess think of nothing but herself

n Falls in toue
D loins her in a quest to save the

universe 
D Develops a pain m the neck

nonce a nay
n Euerv day. all day long
n Princesses flon'l have lo tti

TogetrnswayPifzaThe-Hut
n Smothers his victims with an extra layer of cheese
D Bakes them to acrispv golden brown
a Makes them eat at the salad bar

lone Starr s wmneoago is a good design for a spaceship because
D It can travel trie speed of liqhi
D it can outrun any starsftip in tfie galaxy
D Sleeps four and nas a toilet

* * * COMING SOON TOATHBATRE VERf, VERY NEAR YOU!!! * * *
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